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To whom ali letters ‘on busines, ‘remittances
moray,

&c.,

should

be

sent.

All

of

pomynunigations

designed for publication should be addressed to the
Editor:
:
SE
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN AD
' VANCE,

$32.50

BREMITTANCES
ders,

bank

checks,

must be made in money

or

drafts,

if possible.

or

When

neither of these can be proeured, send the money in a
registered letter.
All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever
The regular
charges

checks, and Post

requested to do so.
for money
orders,

Office money

ducted from thé amount

orders

due, when

bank

may

be de

thus sent.

Agents

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expgnses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by

the

Publisher

for their

discontinvance,

and until payment. of all arrearages is made as re
quired by law.
Each subscriber 1s particularly requested to note
. the date

on

the

label

for. the

expiration of

his

The

Rev.

Giles Hester, with

much

freshness and power, advocated missionary
enterprise from that missionary book, the

RELIGIOUS. NEWSPAPER

I88UED

pe===

don.

sul»

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year,
without further: reminder from this office.
or
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.

1.
Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofilce—whether, directed to his name or

another's, or whether he fs subscribed or not—is
"responsible for the payment.
.
2 If's person orders hs Japer digconfinued, he
must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may continue to send it until Jayuient is made, and collect the

1 New Testament, and showed how Brahminism was built upon books,and that missionaries must get into the books if they would

overthrow it. They must-go with the Vedas under one arm and the Bible under the
other.

The Rev.

don Missionary

Di. Mulléns, of the Lon-

Society,

told the

sthry of

his visit to Orissa some yearsago, and gave
his testimony in favor of the value of the

work. which was being done ‘in Orissa’ and
elsewhere in India. The Revs. W. Miller

and W. Hill spoke,

the latter referring to

the prospect of his return to Orissa in a few
months,
The Home Missionary meeting
was a very animated and ‘encouraging
meeting. The various district societies reported something done, during the year,
and the speakers were the Rev. E. K. Everett, pastor of the ¢hurch with whom John
Milton's third wife commune and in whose

graveyard at Nantwich she was buried; the
Rev. James Mader, of Shore, whose ‘eloquence . sounds-among the. Yorkshire hills |

and rings with the_tone of sincerity and
power
; the Rey. J.
Clifford, the able anc
zealous pastor of Prag St. church, London;
one of the most sucdesstul of ouy churches,

as he is by far the ablest of onr younger
ministers j.and' Rey! T. Ryder, of Storer
Street, Nottingham.
The - speech of Mr.

|.

i
Fanny I'ern is herself when she discouros
thus:
:
- There used to be some meaning in this
advice, I propose in this year of our Lord,
1871, that it be amended: after this fashion :

day of the week

had

their shirt

sleep follows!
Get. out of the rut, reader, two or three
hours a week, and there will be no time
lost by it in the long run.

is at a merely

nominal price—sixpence.
And so as to other institutions
might name, the very blossoms.and
of philanthropic civilization
; 1 was
and astonished to find that British.

The papers are fall of accounts, of men
who, having failed in business, or heen
having

admission

which I
jewels
grieved
hdman

Prayer and the Laws of Nature.

bosoms iroried'the wrong way, or failing to
see the same number of plums in the con- ‘nature Was quite as slow to partake of such
‘advantages as it was to partakeof the free
jugal pudding that their mothers used to
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ'as profferput in, have fled from wives and children
| ed in the churches and cathedrals.
into the far unknown, where shirts and pud- |

dings are ‘not,

°

sii

I am

a

little disheartened.

I had

«

not

about

me,

sciences

as wigness

or

encouragement

of

their quiet heroism, I feel as though it were
abou! time the above proverb should be expunged from books of advice.
dyna

¢ Beal it like'a man !”

Did you ever sce

aman sick? Did you ever listen to his
“ oh's.!® and ** als I and “dear me's I” at
passing twinges of pain that: would never
have elicited a wink from a- woman's eyes ?

Did you ever trot up and down stairs, and
into my gentleman’s chair,
to bring this
footstool, and that pillow,
and’this blanket

subject

Ernest Naville thus

eloquently

enced men and

volume,

¢ The

24, 1871.

Baptists found and supplied.

The New Connexion of General

held the second association
of the new
century this week in the ancient city of

Peterborough.

It was cold and showery

during the w#ek, but the attendance was
good.

The meetings were all successful.

Business interfered somewhat too much
with devotion,but yet the meetings for conference and prayer were well-sustained and
much enjoyed. “The speeches and papers of
the brethren were earnest, practical and
adapted for usefulness, and the public services and public meetings were spirited and

admirable in tone and character.

Never

has there been an assogiation which all
things being considered, has passed off better.

Overshadowing

us all the

interest in the spiritual well-being of each of
his scholars, the missing link would be

time

was

the magnificent cathedral of Peterborough,
in the architeeture of which,vastness of out-

line and beauty and richness of . detail are
combined, and from the spires ‘and towers

It was sympathy;love,

personal, kindly interest

Alexander Dumas

that was

needed.

said Frenchmen were

always looking out for the coming man, but
that they must each be that coming man
in their own persons,and the country would

the House

of Ifords electrified the

right

Stay—there
I did hear of
wife given to
her neck, as
husband's,

are exceptions to all rules.
a husband once who had a
drink.
Did he hang round
you would have done your

ma’am,

in

a

similar

case, and

bother her about temperance, and ask ner
besaved. So with the teachers of Sunday what had become of her self-respect, and
schools. The conference brought outa va~ what would become of her children and of
riety of suggestions and showed a deep: him, if she kept drinking?
Not at” all
felt conviction that the church ought to be-, He kindly filled her empty jug whenever
lieve in the possibility of the conversion or the contents were gone, asking no quesspiritual renewal of children.
The papers tions, and went his way, allowing her to
on’ “Church-work in Large Towns,” by the go hers. Asto his motive, I dare say he
Rev. H. Cross, of Coventry; ‘on “Christian had one, but there's no denying that he
activity and ardor in extending the Sav- bore it—*¢ like a man !”
;
jour’s causéy”

by

Rev.

H. B.

Robinson, of

Chatteris; on ““Christian effort for the ungodly,” by the Rev. G. Needham, of Burnley, were all excellent. and admirable papers, and introduced discussions that must
be of service to the brethren:in their work

of which, past ‘centuries seemed to look during the coming vear.
down upon us. *And- around us was'a ; |. The ‘Letter to the Churches” was read by

kindly, hospitable people, amongst whom
brethren were ‘‘billeted” without regard to
denomination.
Episcopalians vied with
Wesleyans and Independents in giving the
General Baptists a cordial welcome.to Pe-'
térborough. This is the more to be noted
because a choral festival was held at the
. Cathedral during the time of the association,
and the Bishop whose brilliant speech in

has a bad wife; but drink, or cut his throat,
or drown ?”
:

|

Is it possible, I ask myself, to essentially

Way, the Truth, and the Life.

trial, victory for

your correspondent, and ordered to be
printed separately as well as in the YearBook. The subject was, ‘The Christidn
‘Ministry of the Future.” Several brethren
undertook to supply copies to Baptist colleges in England, and others proposed to
give a wide circulation to this separate edition among their friends.
Jt
The chairman ofthe association was the
Rev.

Isaac

Preston, . of Halifax,

who

ably

of England, but comes

Out

whether it is possible to essentially benefit
a community or generation by mere institu-

ife,

and

make

it so punctual that it shall

be a religious

training to the community

preached on the oc- filled the office in the absencq of ,the Rev. thereby made alike unattractive, if not conNext year the associ temptible.
casion. The new and handsome chapel in J. Jackson Goadby.
Any way, I find all such insti«Queen Street where the association was ation will be at Nottingham ; Mr. Clifford, tutions in this land surprisingly neglected.
held was somewhat thinned during the time of London, in the char; Mr. J. J. Goadby, | Ido not know that the religious training
of this festival.
and Mr. W. Evans, ‘thé preachers; Mr..G. | that might come from daily prayer in the
The Societies of the Connexion reported Hester the writer of the Letter,
| parish church or cathedral is more neglecta fair measure of success during the year.
:
THOMAS (GOADBY..
od than the elegant lessons in economic and
The Rev. J. C. Pike in his report of the | P. S. The Rev. C. Payne, who left Liv- fine art, which I found thrown open to the

work of God and its progress in the province.
At Piplee 49 converts, most of them
famine orphans, had been added since last

year,

Everywhere results were

call’ for hearty and real
treasurer announced

that

such as to

support.

The

£2,660 had

been

subscribed by the churches during the year,
and that

the

*.swas only £71.

balance

against

the

society

The chairman of the public

erpool for the United States last Saturday
in the “China,” carries with Him the entire

confidence of his brethren in England and
their best wishes for his prosperity among
the « Freewill Baptists of America,
Our
brother leavesus in good standing with
us, and as a proof thereof it may be stated
he was this month one of the examiners of
the students at Chilwell College.
Both
himselfand his: excellent wife are worthy

meeting was a devoted friend of missions to
of the confidenceof the churches.
the heathen, My. M. Foster of Hunting'
v

:

T.G.

use of any

hungering

man, in South Ken-

:

have

amusement,

-It is wholesome

of what. I had longed to ‘seb my

does not

leave it behind him, but sits at the family
table in moodiness, ‘brooding over past occurrences, weighing probabilities, casting
conjectures, laying plang] and when the
meal is over sits thinking,

thinking,

rr

few years past.

*

hills

the

made

of

arations,

orld of sin and

|

wagon-roads

limestone;

the,

and have so worn into

the

solid’

stone that the hubs scrape the surface, and
there is no getting out of the rut until the
bottom of the

hill

is reached.

So, inthe.

lives of many,the mind, under the4nfluence
of wordly care, gets to run

in

a particular

land and Ireland and France, and Germany

and Russia as well.

;

More farmer’s wives

and

crazy, out of one thousand,

‘The death of this man on the evening of
July 1st, closed a life of more than ordinary usefulness. Early identified with the
anti-slavery movement he became one of its
most zealous advocates, devoting all his en-

ergies to the freedom of the slave. He was
a member of the Philadelphia convention
of 1833 which

partake

ac-

daughters

death;

we

are

made

train

ger.

Garrison,

on

‘the Nashville and

North-western

Railway plunged through a rotten bridge
about 18 miles from Nashville, killing sixteen persons and severely injuring above a
score of others. It is hardly probable that
the Company-knew that their bridge was.
rotten, but ic is hardly podsible that they
could fail to be aware of" its condition, if the

proper precautions iad been observed.
:
THE TREATY RATIFIED.
President Grant has issued a proclamation stating that the Treaty of Washington,
between Englafid and the United States,
has been duly ratified by both countries,
and

that it is

now

the

law of

the

land.

Thus is consummated a great triumph of
Republican
Government.
What
might
have led to a sad war has been disposed of”
by arbitration, and
the friendship - and

interests of thé two nations are more firmly’

cemented than

ever

before.

The

results

show that the United States had made no un‘just claims and that England could not afford

of the

sons of God

are

slaves

of sin; we

who are destined for immortality and glory
must suffer and die ; descended from heaven,
we end in the tomb, and return to dust.
Who solves this mysterious problem of

a persistent refusal to acknowledge them.

go

| senger that summons

thin and caréworn, and weak and

nervous.

to the Central

or for

Better world,

where

us

-to a higher

and

all the problems of

earth are solved in the light and bliss of
heaven?
:
To all these questions, which may be
hushed for a while by the follies of passion,
the intoxication of, pleasure, the eager pursuit of wealth or knowledge, but which
sooner or later irresistihiy press themselves’

Park, upon the attention of every serious. mind,

an excursion
cars, a picnic,

* ALMOST A FIGHT WITH THE MORMONS.
There came very near being a collision in
Salt Lake City on the Fourth, between

militia.
out the
an order
Govern-;’

or forbade the parade, the Mormons

insists"

were called out to enforce the Governor's:
order. This cooled the ardor of the Mor
mons, and after a slight demonstration they:

disbanded

and

went quietly about their:

business. ‘ It was a notable instance of civil

authority trinmphing

over - defiant lawless

ness.

Fie.

A PROSPECTIVE WAR.
;
The war-cloud which gathered over Tur
key and Egypt tome time ago, but which:
was thought to be dispelled, seems to be regathering. Late dispatches from the coun-.
try state that ‘an early breaking-out of hostilities betwen

the two

countries

is. fearvd

as the result of present complications.
Khedive of Egypt

is

rapidly

The

arming

troops with th&most modern -and

his:

efficient

Large consignments of Ameri-weapons.
can arms have been received from manufacturers in the United States, and Ameri-

can torpedoes are also being

used.

These:

movements on the part of - the Khedive are:
viewed as:precursors of war, and a declara-~

date is not im~
noble vocation?
Who inspires our soul tion of hostilities at an early
=
i
\ PLC
3
with love to God and man? Who, -in the | probable,
AFFAIRS IN FRANCE.
;
midst of abounding corruption
and depravi-

:

drive

* Declara-

penned by

. RAILROAD ACCIDENTS.

in

than of any

large towns and cities
arrange, and wash and
one incessant round
No wonder they gfow

a visit to the “village,”
on the river or in the

of Sentiment,”

Railroad accidents seem to be the order
of the day. Those of week before last in
Maine were bad enough, but heré comes
the report of one in Tennessee which. exceeds them all in fatality. A passenger

of Saturday.

the way of a

his name is among

and then adopted. -He twice left the Unitarian pulpit to do anti-slavery duty, and was
one of the few who could look upon the
freedom of the blacks as a part of his -vork.
He filled his days with good service, and
multitudes of hearts have already bestowed.
on his life a sincere ‘‘ well done.”

day making but little
change only the result

another;

the American . Anti-

and

those appended to the immortal
‘tion

ty, upholds our faith in man, as the im- |
‘age of God and special object of his care * |
Who keeps up our hope and courage when |
to night, from one earthly prospects vanish, the dearest friends |
even the Sabbath depart, and the future looks dismal and
Who dispels the sterrors of |
change, and that threatening?
of the extra drudge ‘the tomb, and bids us hail death as a mes- |

year's enchto

formed

Slavery Society,

d’s image, endowed with the noblest faculties, destined to be the prophets, priests
and kings of nature, filled with unsatisfied
longings and aspirations after truth, holiness dnd peace; yet bound to this earth,
ever drawn away from our own ideals by
sensual passions, selfish desires, and surrounded by temptations from within and
without. We who are born to the freedom

other class, simply because of the one same
routine of drudgery—of cooking, washing,

cleaning, from morning

o——

DEATH OF SAMUEL J. MAY.

day and for ever.
;
We are placed by Divine Providence in a

think-

ing, by the hour, and goes to bed to toss
and tumble and worry, can not live long;
the brain or the heart ‘must give way, and
he will drop dead in the street, as many a
business New Yorker has done within a

two afternoons let therebe a ‘let up” in

and

impenetrable

ed on having jt, and finally the U. S. troops

or . his workand

library—free as the (vospel—whereto
soever will, let him come

is an

derstood by the Christian church in all ages.
And Jesus remains the same yesterday, to-

goes from his counting-house
shop at the close of the day,

borly visit three nights in the week;

cording to the necessity of his refihed hun-

life

United States troops and Mormon
The Mormon rulers had ordered
militia for a parade Ti defiance of
issued by U. S. Gov. Black. The

to break ‘away from its daily vocation or
employment every night. The man who

spent the greater part of my life—a free
who-

and

and their mutualkyelation. Christ and the
heart are predesticated for each other.
There is a preéstablished harmony between
the Saviour and the aspirations of our inmost soul. * As -long as the heart is as it is,
it will need just such a Christ as is presented to us in"the canonical gospels as un-

.Get out of the ruts, all of you ; pay a nei gh-

dream

He,

can not change Christ and the human heart,

church accomplish for the city where I have

astonished,

conflict.

must have

through the. treasures of the British Museum. It was the fulfilling of a dream—a

In like manner, I wandered,

he

for the mind

And our wives, in
sweep and dust and
sew and provide, in
summer and winter.

sington Museum.

and

Events of the Week.

track ; in other cases, the occupations are
The neglect of these cathedral services, of such an insufferable sameness from one. life? Who breaks the chains of darkness?
and the small profit that seems to attend year'send to another that its workings be- Who removes the load of guilt? Who deupon their ¢ ebrftion, have led me to pain- come mechanical, and out of these lines they livers us from the degrading slavery of’
ful doubts as to the possibility of profiting can not work at all; hence the stupidity of sin? Who secures peace to our troubled
men by institutions of education on a gen- such a large portion of the farming popula- ‘conscience? Who gives us strength against
erous scale, It would seem as if the foun- tion of all countries ; the peasants of Eng-’ temptation, and enables us to realize. our

honorable gentlgmen,

Orissa mission spoke of the reality of the

ation, must

diversion.

tions *

tains of religion, science, art,or fresh water to drink, if made perfbetly free, are

every

of. Christ,

is urged

in the name of philosophy. It is said that
in the eyes of philosophy prayer is irrational. This statement is of serious import;
for though we are often obliged to do
things contrary tothe reasonings of meng
we ought never to do anything contrary to

wheels have run inthe same track - for gen-

away questioning

He

he alone, can satisfy the infinite desires of
our immortal mind. #

:

“But the chief objection to prayer

benefit a community or a generation by institutions ? Can-I found a daily prayer serv-

lead over

Rev. Thomas K. Beecher has taken a
survey of the splendid Public Institutions

children—all,. all

But is science in contradiction with mystery ; in ‘him, it is gloriously solved.
prayer? If it were so, Kepler, it seems to Out of him there is nothing but skepticism,
| there seem to be very few partakers,
And
me, would have surmised it, Newton would nihilism and despair ; in him there iis cer| I begin to speculate whether it be not" true
have suspected it, and Faraday wonld not tainty and peace in this world, and life
{ that a man’s honor and salvation is of him- have died leaving to the learned world the
everlasting in the world to come.
Our
self—that as every seed contains prophecy
example ofa piety equal to his genius.
J hearts are made for Christ, andi they are |
‘of the herb or tree that. is to grow from it,
It doés not appear, thereforé, on con- without rest until they rest in Christ.—ZI..
so every man by his first endowment is presulting’ facts; that prayer is disappearing
Christian Weekly.
:
destinated to his final attainment,
;
before modern culturé, as some affirm.

In the Island of Cuba,

Failure of Great Charities.

innocent

alone has a balm for every wound, 4 relief’
for every sorrow, a solution for every doubt,
pardon for every sin, strength for every

Che Warning Star.

———

J

tion of salvation, not to Moses, not to
Socrates, not to Mohammed,
not to philoso-~
or: science, but to Christ, as—the| phy, p

Probh-

round about? Can’ I endow a library, and
whole amount, whether the paper is .taken from the
offise or not.
make
it develop a literary tasfe;-a refined
Clifford
was specially note-worthy as | and that comforter, to be rejected as soon
3.
The courts have decided that refusing to take
and beautiful taste among the people? Can
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or -sketching out
a
new
and:
more
vigorous
reason in its primitive and true form, such
as brought ? Did you ever pull down curremoving
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
.| policy for Home Missionary work during tains, only to pull them up again; open I prgpagate Anything by institutions? Is as God placed it in us. But is there in fact
|
the coming time. The college reported no doors only to close. them; bring “newspa- there any way in which a man can affect an incompatibility between philosophy and
2% When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
lack of funds, but a deficiency of students, pers only to have them thrown down; cook his brother man except it be by the positive, prayer? In the course of my studies 1 have
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
and a want of the right. men among the ap- messes only to have theM declined—and all personal contact of a loving, self-sacrificing made acquaintance with a large number of
#9~ We send no books out to be sold on cemmis| spirit ?
:
plicants-for admission to its privileges. The
sion, or othérwise, with thé privilege of returning
philosophers, both of the present time and
for a little biliious derangement, that no |
I can win people to come in to my family
Centenary Fund is to be kept open for an- woman would think of mentioning ?
of ages past.. I find quite a number of
prayers. I'can win gratitude by lending
other year, the £5,000 not being yet wholly
them, and among these the greatest of ‘all;
¢ Bear it like a man 1”, Ask any dentist
books out of my slender library to them
raised.
~
who were pidus men, and who prayed as
whose teeth he has the: most trouble in fillThe preaehing is. always a, prominent ing or drawing, those of men or women ? who know and love me. I can lend pict- “humbly as little children,—for there arc not
ures. I can give scientific lectures to hun- two manners of praying. This very day,
feature in the association gatherings, and Ask any physician if he ever knew one of
Nr’
gry
ears. But can I endow a church libra- while turning over a new book, I fell upon
this
year
it
lost
nothing
of
its
popular
inOE
dineighth, AR——
his sex who didn’t expect to eat and drink
terest. The large and spacious chapel at all the same, spite of pills and potions; who ry, a picture gallery, a laboratory, or a an account of the death of a celebrated
WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 1871.
| Queen Street was filled to hear the Rev.
didn’t want every medicine sugar-cdated ; museum, and have endowed institutions to philosopher and hold innovator, Peter RaH.
Cranweller,
B. A.,
of Derby,
on in short, who wasn’t utterly unbearable and do the perfect work of a loving Christian ? mus, who fell a victim of the massacre of St.
Wednesday morning ; and there was a very incapable of anything but a growl, especial- I thought it possible before I came to Eng- Bartholomew.
When
he found himself
Our Dead.
good
attendance on Thursday morning be- ly if his tobacco was cut off, until-he was land. I am in doubt now; for England fronted by the assassins who had just brok———
—
>
fore breakfast when the Rev. C. Spring- on his legs again, when the first use he | | is full from end to end of all manner en in the door of his work-chamber, he
Nothing is our own; we hold our pleasures
thorpe, of Heptonstall
Slack, = preached.
~ Just « little while, ere they are fled :
made of them was to leave the wife who of endowments; you can not name a good begged for a single moment of delay, and
One by one life robs us of our treasares—
| The first sermon was a thoughtful, sug- had been worn out with his childish com- work that has ‘not a good organization to pronounced aloud these words of prayer,
Nothing is our own except our dead.
gestive,
closely-reasoned discourse
on plaints, to take care of herself, while he accomplish it, and yet the work is not done. which have been preserved: ‘ O my God,I
|
preaching
Christ
rather
than
systems
and
The moral of all this is that any two have sinned against Thee; I have done
went off with Jack Somebody ‘to take a
They are ours, and hold in faithful keeping
dogmas, and on perfecting the spiritual life little relaxation.”
Christians going into a country school- evil in Thy sight. , Thy judgments are jusSafe forever all they took away ;
| of the church through individual culture.
Cruel life can never stir that sleeping;
I am of the same mind as the woman house, and giving their personal service, tice and truth. Have pity on me, and parCruel time can never seize that prey.
| Our Lord was set forth as the satisfaction of | who, when hearing the sufferings of our and spending a costly twenty dollars a sum- don these erring men ; they know not what
| desire and the rest of faith, as the inspirer | Pilgrim Fathers elaborated, popped up and mer, in Sunday-school, will probably ac- they do.”
o
How:thé childrén leave us! and no traces
i of his people and the antidote to - error, as | inquired, ‘ What of our Pilgrim Mothers ? complish more in the way of religious in-'
Descartes was a free and mighty spirit -if
"Linger of that smiling angel band;
Gone, forever gone, and in their places
| the law of the individual life and the Lord | They had ta bear all this, and the Pilgrim struction, if they be sincere and self-sacri- ever there was one. When undergoing the
Weary men and anxious women stand.
ficing, than can be accomplished by the ‘fatal attacks of his last sickness, which did
ofthe future.
Inthe second sermon, Mr.
Fathers besides.”
™
Springthorpe spoke with much earnestness, | 4 Bear it like a man !” There have been ecclesiasties—who serve in the wealthy en- not, however, disturb the regular connecYét we have some little ones still ours;
J
of the up-rooting of everything in church | hundreds of cases of wives whose hus- dowments of England’s ministers and ca- tion of his thoughts, those who heard his
They have kept the baby smile, we know,
Which -we kissed one day and hid with flowers,
establishments and organizations Which | bands having been sent to State prison for thedrals. This is only saying that Jesus last utterances were astonished to hear the
On their dead, white faces long ago.
“God has not planted, and contended that | a term of years, have faithfully toiled to Christ and his apostles knew the right way geometrician and metaplysician discoursy
¥
ing, not of the sciences which had so much
the admixture of the human element in | keep their little families together, and lay | of going to work.
Is love ours, and do we dream we know it,
Bound with ‘all our hedrt-strings as our own? ~ systems of religion had greatly enfeebled | up a sum of money for the gracelesshusoccupied him, but of the greatness of God,
". Any cold and cruel dawn may show-it, the power of the church and fostered skepti-- | band to begin life again when his term was
and of the misery of man.
;
.The Ruts of Life.
Shattered, desecrated, overthrown.
cism inthe world.
LL
There is, therefore, no incompatibility
—
—
| out; and that, although the law in such
Only the dead hearts forsake us never;
Hall's Journal of Health thus seeks(to in- between philosophy and prayer—no more
The Sunday school Conference and the | cases divorced the parties. Did
you ever
' Love that to death’s loyal care has fled
meetings for conference and prayer are a | hear of a man doing «that ?. Not he. He duce the variety in life which rests and re- in our own age than in the century - of DesIs thus consecrated ours forever,
cartes, or in the days of Rafhus.
Ee
new feature in the annual assembly, There | would have sent his children: to “anybody . creates soul and body :
And no change can rob us of our dead.
|
that
wouldn’t
bother
him
too
often
about
was
a
paper
by
Mr.
Fred’k
Thompson,
Get out of them, if you wish tolive long, |
— All the Year Round.
~
of Derby,on the Chapel and the. Sunday them, and married again, or else he would if you wish to avoid the lunatic asylum, if
Christ and the Human Heart.
a
a—
school, the ‘Missing Link.”
Our friend have *¢ drank to drown his trouble, poor you wish to escape suicide or a miser's
thought that if the tegcher took a personal man! For what can a fellow do, when he death. Men and women must have recre- All the attacks and phases of infidelity
English Correspondence.
DERBY, ENGLAND, June

28

pdint, in this great and all-absorbifig ques—

dis-

lem of Evil :”

and see the

gling on, with only God and their own con-

N umber

ers, profound scholars and ignorant slaves, '
nrighty rulers and humble subjects, experi-

By some of our, skeptical savans ‘prayer
is regarded as mere superstition.’ Tt 18
represented as petitioning that the inyariable laws of nature be set aside. On this
courses in his recent

| supposed that in the world could be had for
| so little moneyso many educational advannumber of patient, toiling women, hoping
tages as I find freely offered in London, yet
against hope every day, and brayely strugNow when I look

’s

a celebration, but best of all, in city: the ‘words of eternal life, and we know and
or eountry, a horseback ride of an hour or believe that thou art the Christ," the Son of
two, ‘‘there and back.” What an appetite the living God.” Apostles and Evangelists,
it gives! and the weariress, what a delicious. martyrs and confessors, fathers and reform-

I found the samo thing again in the
| Zoilogical Gardens in Regent's Park—a
Lathering of animals from: all quarters of
the globe, and so accommodated
that even
Mr. Darwin goes and spends hours there
studying * their habits; and on at least one

Bear it like a Woman.
crossed tn Tove, or

17, AST

* Lord, where
there, is but one answer:
Thou alone hast
but to thee?
shall we go
§

Tle French people have lately been engag=
ed in electing members to the Assemibly.

There was-comparative quiet attending the
elections, and the results are. wholly favora-

ble tothe republicans.

The Bonapartists:

are reported to have only

one

member, the:

legitimatists 2, the Orleanists 3, and the:
radicals 13. Thiers is therefore master of
the situation for the present, and

ing assiduously to put

working order,

is Jabor-

the country in good

It is decided

not:'to exe-

hundred - women held
cute the three
Communist spies; but to banish . them

as
“to

It is decided that Roches
distant countries.
fort is insane, which is hot much news to

most people. . The French are slow! in-pay~-

ing their indemnity sums, and so ave the"
Germans in evacuating . the departments.
held by them.
y
[A

to

THE

. -

ry

MORNING STAR,

’) v

JULY 12,1871.

or

¢

A

abput a future state. Tinie'is too precious | veyance. could be obtained
:
for this, While you may be philosophiz- way.

Communications.
5

N

4

Missiondry Work.

J

——

I'where -he died,

nd

a

|

Christ, while

Have hdd. to_ dismiss our 3d teacher,
and also to expel two other Santals from
the village for vile conduet.
i
© Apri 2d. Enjoyed speaking to. our peo-

of our

issued.

Tigers

road.

ham, Feb.

also are
never seen

really made

great

the rains set in, and

is now on
abutments,

Our

progress, but

thus be

and come even in the
tism of mud

enabled to go
more than once

:
.
last year.
Our covenant meeting this afternoon has
been rather more thah usually imteresting.
Numbers spoke with life and zeal, and expressed

a desire

to work

for

God

be fairly raised in this way.

» Edy

souls.
2
f
:
Learned to-day that our Board had voted
a further appropriation of $700 yearly for
vthe use of schools and support of native
. preachers.
This is encouraging. There

ELV.

The Lord

give us these and

16th.

Still at Jellasore.

Luke,

Preached from

tom. 8: 17. “If children, then heirs.” 1.
Whorare children ?
2. Their inheritance.

A hundred communicants - gathered around
the table of our blessed Lord.
At the close
of the Sabbath school, P. M., I spoke to

the children on helpers and the helped, and
trast a good impression was made. This
school has advanced greatly in Scriptural
knowledge. Our sister,the excellent superintendent, is untiring in her ~efforts to ben-

efit both old and young.
:
Evening, read an excellent sermon on
« Mo:ives to Benevolence,” by the late Dr.
Wayland, a model man.
Sister C., though
quite poorly and much jaded, heard it with
deep interest and remarked, “‘‘Had it not
been so good,I could not have sat it out.”
'SANTIPORE, APRIL 26.
A week of very

riiny weather, - We had scarcely so heavy.

a fall of rain all last season as came pouring
dewn last night full two

.-of the
road

usual
and

heavy

months in advance

dlso on our

irrigation

retarded but all is well.
aiternoon

This

Work on the

rains.

dam

:

is

were at a Charak

we

pogja, or swing festival, in Bhandariku.
The people seemed a good “deal excited,
very talkative and fullof the spirit of the
oceasion.’ : We; however, had a very fair
hearing.” We soon encountered the stale

‘argament, * Our gods

snake bites.”

cure

This was fairly disposed of by showing that

of the bite of

die

actually

many people

Newcastle,

married Miss Marden,

of the

born

then Bible men were Kypocrites and base
.
«
:
deceivers.
And it is vastly more dificult to account

above,

1726;

in

Ossipee,

N.H. He died June 21, 1790, aged 64.
His remains were brought to New Durham

«« But we are all blind and know not what

3. If the Bible is a tissue of inventions.of

men, a jumble of mesmeric cogitations, or
the fruits of fanatical deceit, then base
hypocrites,” or dupes of ignorance, have
given

darkness is.”

light is or what

doesnot God

* But.why

day and night.

speak to us in dreams that we

may know

what to do ?” He has given

us his word

will.

‘to read and learn his

river from Newcastle.
Mitchell,

n

Feb

19,

1708.

‘he would only come

to us in dreams, we'd

Would you have the

know all suddenly I?

Maharane,

great queen,

person,

Jandin

call

at

They were buried in

the Randall family burying place.
daughter of these parents, became

of Eld. Randall. She was born

Joanna,
the wife

in -Kittery
were

EId. Randall and she

in Feb., 1748.

- IV. Children of Eld. Benjamin
Joanna Randall :—
:
1.

and

Mrs.

Robert Oram,born in Newcastle, Dec.

the family

went with

3, 1772,

to New

when 8 years of age; married
Hannah Davis, of Nottingham, settled after-

wards

in

west

and

Hardwich,

Vt.,

where

he

was

go through the clerk of a Baptist church in 1802 ;moved
house

every

and

‘warn its inmates not to steal, murder,
&c. ?

«No3; but then ‘we could learn so easily and
be made sure at onde, if God would only
speak to us.”
Well, God ‘has a watchman in every one of you, one who

died

in*

Indiana

in 1848.

2.

= Why

do

that

She died in

town,

Feb.

21,

1845.

3.

Benjamin Walton, born in Newcastle, May
4,1776.

He

followed

his father

on

the

you turn

24,1843. He married Sally Parsons, a native of York, Me. She became a Convert
when no| under Randalt’s preaching, traveled as an

round suddenly ind look behind you in the
, dark?

Why do the

man

pursueth ?

wicked

flee

It's of no use to dispute. iexhorter,

with’ you.
But this is our’ desarchar,
(custom of the country or fashion) and who
wean go outside of that 7” Nor are the Hin-

+ dus peculiar in this thing.

the

best, the wisest, the

a very unenviable position.

.

Either

Jesus

was married to Benj. W. Ran-

dall, March

12,1801, Eld. Randall

ing on the occasion.

officiat-

After her husband

Christ

was- divine,

*‘ God

with - us,”* or the God-Man; knowing ‘all
hearts, possessing all power, and an object of worship; or else he was a base

oid

hypocrite and deceiver.

A good man he could not be,

church

But, alas!

is

jour, and prove their faith by" their

reached by their

testimonies,

and

at the

Me.,

H. WHITCHER.

Gleanings.
A SERIOUS CONSIDERATION.

.
It is esti-

mated that every year no less than thirty
millionsof our fellow beings are ushered

judge.

him.

Hence,

all

&°

that

I could scarcély | him in singing

wo

Cortland Co., N. Y.

The Rome Watertown
ilies five

and

hundred. mile

equal to hali-fare.

restore nervous

forces

spirit than all ‘nostrums,

and

swayed

tickets

ob-

88.75,

of

:

“Where shall we go?” All know of the
Adirondacks. This vast, stretch of wilder-

D. S. Smith, one

of our'g

point.
some par-

brethren,

matter of seriousness. Who can think of and Clerk of the Lawrence of , has rethe dying pangs of millions, without being cently put up a house’ of enterfiinment on
touched with emotions of heartfelt sorrow? the middle branch. of the St. Riges, near

Avoid

sleep

fatiguing

at

teacher’ classes, the cry of ‘‘Bears I” Baptists. 4. Margaretta Frederick,
my Santal boys were in New Durham, Aug. 8, 1778. Ot.. 29,
so many blood-hounds. 1801, a meeting was held: at Eld. Randall's’
as
aboutas uneasy
£9, in“ committee of the ‘and near its close he married this daughter
Lag
a" |
yok afté# Bruin and her two to Stephen Parsons, of ‘Edgecomb, ‘Me.

:
had been chased near the They lived in Edgecomb and died there we
house. A few evenings since a’ leopard ‘suppose.’5: Ursula, born in New Durham;

but a short distance from the Oct.15,1780. She married Samuel Runnels;
seized a calf,
; . bungalow. * An hour later, a Santal sports- Esy., of New Durham. Their home for
om

fo

iS Ve

“I once knew" is far

and take tea with

my

family?

I live

on

Fifth avenue, and I'd like to have you come !

1 have lots of pictures and books to show
you. Will you come ?* “Guess 1 will,”

than

‘Once

too much of faney or imagination, “and
which

is

come forth

sure

with

to

touch

the

en-

the

heart

and

to

indefinable emphasis

that belongs to actual,
experienced fact.

M. H. ABBEY.

house next Wednesday evening at 5 o'clock,

better

tirely too little of that savor of speech which
is given by an actual personal experience,

and

known, personally

‘or many years we have observed that
the really effective speakers to Sunday
schools arg those who, so far as they do
deal in anecdotes and incidents, use those
which have come within the range

of their :

own personal experience ; and all have
ticed how, on such

occasions,

is more effective, and

| and adults with

him.

no-

th® speaker

carries

the children

No amount of acting

imagination can ever be
| and no degreéd’®f
| an. adequate substitute: for that clearness,

that force, and that heartmess which are
inseparable features of one’s own
ence.
:

|

A

NEW

ScrIPTURAL Puzzie.

experiIn every

text referred to in this puzzle there’ will be
found the name of a remarkable woman :
1. A beautiful daughter of a patient
patriarch.
~
:
$
9
A famous witch known by, the name !
of the town where she lived.
3.
An esteemed domestic whose monu. ment was a tree.
4. A beautiful virgin, - who, while she
was a captive in a foreign land, was made

queen.
5. A female disciple who was struck
dead for telling a lie.
6. A man whose wife was blessed above
women for her heroism.
Lt]

7.

Acity which has been immiqrtalized

He

by an angel's message to a virgin.
:
8. The prudent wife of a sot, and became # queen in consequence.
9. The name of a
woman who
was commended to the Romans by St. Paul.
10. A bond-woman who became the

Bill says, “I am going to take tea with my

11. A city ever memorable for the speech
delivered to a king by a wise widow.

says Bill;

ber 500.”

“where

do you

live ?”

‘Num-

“I guess I'll go,” says Bill.

When
Bill goes home, he
and looks at the Fifth-avenue

goes round
house, and

says, “This is the place I am going to take

tea, next

Wednesday at 5 o'clock.”

goes home and tells his mother. She wonders at the change that has come over him,

mother of a great nation,
12.

Hal

A most cruel queen

of: Judah,

who

suffered, death for her usurpation.
13. The pious grandmother of a young
ain going.”’
g
4
The next day he walked all the way to apostle.
Fifth avenue, to number 500, looked up at | . 14. The last letter of the first name of
the house, thought to himself, “Only the the mother of the faithful.
- The first letters of the thirteen first namday after to-morrow.” Wednesday afternoon, at 5 o'clock, prompt, Bill was before ed, together with the last létter of the one
will give the name of a town
the house in a brown hat, clean paper col-’ last ny
lar, and face and hands washed clean for entoned in the book of Judges. What
s it
’
the first time in many a week. He “feels
Now, little folks, off avith your coats and:
like going down into the basement, but the
teacher told him to come right up the front work away. Send us the answer as soon as
steps and ring the bell. He goes up, rings possible, as Mr. Query i§ vo doubt in a
the bell, the

door,

gentleman

and. takes him

nfeets

him

at

the

up into the parlor.

First he hangs his hat on the rack,

‘“That’s

rry. . Study

patiently

and

embarrassed,

~

around.”

he will break through, the carpet is so soft.
He looks at the pictures and the glass cases.
At length he goes downto take tea—a little
but the gentleman violates all

étiquettical rules hat Bill does, and ‘makes
him feel, “Well, 1 do n't know but what I
do as well as anybody.” He gets through
with his dinner, and goes up stairs

again—

looks over the lesson for ifext Sunday—
studies the pictures—he neversaw so many

keep

a

cheer-

fal spirtt, son you will be able to doe a good
deal of work even in hot weather.—Metho-

dst,
He never saw a hat-rack in his life before; |
When he comes into the parlor he is afraid
. THE LirTLE

a pretty convenient thing to have

Ogdensburg and Lake Champlain R. R. ‘turn a rough boy aside. There is many a
and it may not be far distant, when
the spiritnality of early times. : She died in |
d. Parties should drop a line to Mr... Smith at gem stowed away in the heart
departe
the
with
ed
number
be
shall
too,
that bents? #n
, in the truth.
|
}
New Durham, Nov.’8, 1860, She was a
year elapses, some of Dickinson Center, Franklin Co., N. Y., at tustian, He looks up from the picture, and
another
before
Even
+ ApPrir 29th. To-day set about school ex-. sister of the late Capt. Jotham Parsons,
:
! the gentleman tells him he too might possess
with the thirty million least two weeks before.
* -amination,but when about half through with whose liberality was a blessing to the F. us may be numbered
such an one:
as that.
The
¢
:
entleman gets
Starting,
stating
what
time
they
will
be
important to be
How
souls.
d
departe
of
born
1d

than the moldy loaf,

conven-

excursions,

That person's heart must be callous that Blue Mountain, Franklin Co.,, N." Y. His beautiful thingsin his life before in picturés.
died we used to see her at Yearly Meetings. can not be moved. That*day is coming, place is reached by going to: Moira on the You never’know what is in a rough boy.
Several persons She preserved the simplicity of dress and
You trample on’ many a
pearl when you
we,

woofs heard, and

from a man's own experience in the field of
winning souls.
ka
:

upon a time,” or “There was a little boy,”
or “There was a little girl.”
In the latter case, there is generally quite

listened with apparent interest, and drank

i

-

Adirondacks,
they
must,
to secure the
greatest benefit; keep tramping from place

teacher, in Fifth avenue, next Wednesday
at 5 o'clock. He asked me to come and |

séasons of

ex-

Now, we hold that an incident, to be
made really effective, is far better drawn

S. S. Department,

their

Wy-

Workman,

Second-hand - anecdotes, as a rule, are
worse than stale bread, and if we have
heard them a dozen times, they are worse

take life easy.

Newports, Sara-

;

|

their famfor

Rev. A. M.

School

Incidents from life, we fear, are too often
merely incidents {rom some encyclopsedia
of anecdotes, of the making of which, just
now, there seems to be no end.

Ogdensburg
and

Sunday

day schools:

From Rome to Potsdam

fish, sail, talk, laugh and

togas, and European tours. - And it is far
less expensive.

And

Junction is 150 miles.
These tickets may
be had by application to H. F. Fray, General Ticket Agent, Watertown, N. Y.'
Some suppose that in going into the

ience.

will - see

elasticity

tune.”

presses an opinion against the retailing of
second-hand incidentsin addresses to Sun-

to place, with a guide to show them all the
sights. Mistake.
You. want to establish
yourselves at some point, and rest, read,

Ministers.

working ministers néed

‘‘Mear,

“INCIDENTS FROM LIFE.
lie, in the

z

R. R. Co. sell to clergymen

Rutland,O.

‘Hard

it to

| the venerable ladies who entered the school

Mrs. Smith has a peculiar faculty to make
one feel free and easy.
She is one of those
cheerful, happy spirits from whose preserice
the blues beat a hasty retreat.
I will
promptly notiee any letters asking for further particulars, addressed to me at Virgil,

tain an inheritance among the sanctified in
glory.
.
SELAH H. BARRETT.

Jaded

“God moves in a mysterious way,”

:
:
called fipon the school to unite
with

ght montas, | 4

drum of life, will receive a hearty welcome.

the propriety of remaining steadfast in the
doctrines of the cross. It will not do to
swerve from duty, to sacrifice principle, to
disobey God, merely to gratify self and’
please a sinful world. But let all professed

,

on forty

day attractive.. There were. few books in

C—O

How many of this vast num-

But the contemplation is indeed a

the Sunday school as it was Sig

years ago. Andit was great]
0
v deficient in
many things that make the schools of to-

constgain them to acknowledge, confess,
and own the Saviour,
Tae SupPreME OpJecr. The supreme
object of the young disciple #to please and
Winning: Boys.
honor God. So long as he adheres to the |
admonitions of consciénce and the word of
In a speech delivered in St. Louis, J. H.
divine truth, he will find no difficulty in
pursuing the Christjan journey. ~ But, when Vincent told the following incident. It is
these are rejected by the young betiever; he such a capital . illustration. of how to win
becomes unconcerned ard insensible of the boys, that- we reprint it:
‘A gentleman, residing on Fifth avenue,
obligations under which he is to serve God.
The vows, made in the commencement of New York, teaches a class in a mission
his religious career, are forgotten. In this school where there are some rough boys.
There is.one boy named Bill who had
way some backslide and fail “of heaven. been turned out of four classes. This genBut when the great and supreme object of tleman about decided to turn him out of
pursuit is constantly kept in view, the his.
“He's a perfect wreck,” he says;
young convert of Jesus has nothing to fear. ++] can’t do anything with him.” Then he
Though he may have trials and temptations thinks again: ‘“No, not yet; I will save.
Bill, if I can.” The gentleman says: “Wilto endure, God will come to his deliver- lie,”—he has never been called Willie since
ance. Inthe most trying scenes of adversi- | he was a little bit of a fellow—**would you
ty, he has a Friend that will never leave have any objéctionsto come round to my,

forsake

do

So again this season after a similar go solemnly, each with her piece of orange
campaign with like results. Try it, ye jad- peel or sprig of fennel, had a hard and awful way of looking over their iron-rimmed
ed ministers! You may push yourselves spectaclesat the refractory boys. and
girls
through for a number of years, but nature ‘of their classes. But they required
eir
must at length succumb, and you endure scholars to memorize a portion of Scripture
one of the greatest. of calamities, —inability every week, and to repeat it with literal
to work.
‘We are under obligation to exactness and without slip or blunder on
following Sabbath, And some of us
keep ourselves in a good working condi- the
)
know how
impossible 4 is ever to forget:
tion ; aye, to live as long as possible.
what is learned under such circumstances,
Of course this resort is not exclusively for and are in doubt whether the Sunday.’
the clergy, though 1 have exhorted them, school, with all its modern appliances, is
especially. ~ All in search of health, or de- doing more for our children than it did for
us.
sirous to break in upon the constanf hum-

thrilling pathos

nor

much

they know of its doctrines or history? We
might go further, and ask how much it is
possible for them to learn in many schools

reasonable,

ous.

works,

ness can be ‘entered at most any
But any one in—starting wants
i
‘ber are prepared fo go hence, we are not to ticular place in view. .

into eternity.

&c.,

get there, but came out’ strong find vigor-

On the ground of Unitarianism 1 would as oft for a few weeks, especially if they are
soon administer a Communion service in not able, as many of them are not, to foot
memory of Paul or Peter, as of Jesus the bills, They can do more work, and do
Christ. There is as great a mystery in a it with more zest, in eleven than in twelve
green sprig, growing out of blagk earth,and months. Hence 'it is a matter of economy.
a red flower coming out of this'green sprig, ‘A few weeks in the woods is “far more effectual to recuperate -wasted energies, and
as there is in the mystery of the Godhead.
Saccarappa,

the

comfortable,

boats,

so nearly exhausted

there are enough to .take the opposite
ground. This has a tendency to discourage’
the faithful, and create a division. Hew
long shall these things continue? Professors should certainly have regard enough
for each other and for the cause of God, to
They
live in love, union and harmony.
would then convince the world that they
were of one mind and one spirit. They
could labor with success in reforming a degenerate world. The impenitent could be
and

-conveyance,

®

is very

it

ity ofthe scholars master? “How

I went into the woods a year ago, after |
holding series of meetings
for eight
months, |

can ‘act

maxim

; The Bible is a text-book in all the schools ;

the schools of those days except the Bible
spent two
and Catechism, and no collection of hymns
weeks there a short time since very pleas- | and tunes for children. Good old Dcacon
|
antly, and profitably-to body and mind, and | Shaw was rather prosy as he read six verses
{ of a hymn suck as
hence we speak advisedly.
|

\They ought to have them. It
same time be a mere man,®s Unitarians call relaxation.
|
is
for
the
interest
of ehurches to send them:
him.
;
;

of Barnstead.

:watches, admonishes you, and accuses you homestead in New Durham and died Sept.
when youdo wrong.

world

Mary Shannon, born in Newcastle, Feb. 24,

1774, married Joseph Hall,

old

is

but how much of its contents do the major-

home, and not be fleeced.
.Bro.D. M. Stuart and myself

honor

be to account for existing facts on the
ground of infidel notions.
Christians, young or old, hold fast to
for they occupy integrity, and they will most certainly
Oh, I do pity the skeptics,

He married Joanna

in Kittery,

Oct.18,1786,aged 78,

but if Durham

“ Yes,

the

most reforming, most refining, most elevatand buried on Eld. Randall's land. - The
ing,and the most happifying rules of life that
Elder was afterward buried by his side, and were ever given! And to believe that such
there is the monument.
The date of Capt. a bitter fountain can send. forth such a
Randall's wife's death can not be given, but sweet stream requires much more credulity
she was buried in the same place.
‘| and is more difficult than to believe the BiHII. The issue of the above were several ble to be God-given.
children, bat the full account need not be
4. Tt would be far more difficult to account
giyen. One daughter lived in Ossipee,
for the success of Christignity during the
another in Sandwich, Me. Another mar- first three centuries;in spife_of the hatred
ried a Mr. Buzzell and lived in Effingham, of. Jews and Romans, than’it is to believe
:
N. H. She died early in June, 1805." A it to be divine.
:
son, named Jacob, lived in Saco, Me.
AnAnd whoever denies the facts of church
other son was Eld. Benjamin Randall, born history during this period, must also throw
in Newcastle, Feb. 7, 1749, died in New
away Roman history, too.
Durham, Oct. 22, 1808, aged 59. He was
I freely confess and declare that itis a
the founder of the F. Baptist Denomina- thousand times easier for me to believe the
tion. Robert Oram, born in England,Feb.14, Bible, and its miracles, and a supernatural
1697, came to Kittery, Me., just over the | religion with all its mysteries, than it would

joined in marriage Nov. 28,1771, - She died
That's so, a in New Durham, May 12, 1826; aged.78. :

blind man is unable to distinguish between

divine, than

it is to

understand it as a divine revelation.

snakes in spite of all their charms, Mr. Oram died in New Durham, July 21,
and that others bitten by snakes live 1786, aged 89. Joanna, his widow, died
After
‘even without the aid of them.
a Jong debate one young man fairly
asked,‘ What then must I do to find the
What can a drowning man do
“light?”
bat cry for help ? Why do you not ery?

not

if it be

as itis,

in Newcastle,

his father lived

the

The

not sufficiently Scriptural.

You can be assired you will fire well,
have plenty of trout and venigon,will feel at

by their influence. They could not so successfully gainsay the arguments and defeat
the efforts of professors in their behalf.
for the wisdom, goodness, and purity of ‘the Their tongues would be silent, and the
Bible as the product of bad, deceiving nen,
of gospel appeals would

Oct. 17, 1739. These were the parents of
Eld. Benjamin Randall. The father was a
sea captain, but after Eld, R. settled in
New Durham,

if false,

position is either true or false, and

the -year

Jan. 13,

case,

would be the results.

authors everywhere declare they were inspired to speak and write what we have in
this Book. They say they ¢ spoke as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost;” and this

1700. An account of but one of his children
can be given.
=
in

for

much more is it so in relation to the church.
If every church was well united in the fundamental principles of religion, happy.

its

truthful men if tot divine in origin, for

chap. 3.

born

the

with

|
school

Théy | and disuse, We are now told that thé prac| tice of “lumbering the memory” with the
or,if they prefer,can ‘Shanty out™ in pleas- letter of the bond is of doubtful utility.
ant weather, . Nice bark shanties are built | David scems to have had a different view
boughs near by with plenty of fresh hem- ‘of the subject when he said? “Thy word
shave I hid in mine heart, that I might not
lock to sleep on, which is really a luxury. | sin against thee.” And so had Paul, when
To guard against the annoyance of the flies ’ he commendedeTimothy for having known
mosquito. bars are provided.
:
| the Seripture from a ‘child. If the Word
August and September “are favorable for of God is not conned, it certainly has
going in.
The regular price of board no fair chance iy many of our Sunday
schools.
is 81 per week, or 50cts. a meal,
Charges
It is'easy to disparage
or even ridicule :

true, ‘* United we stand, divided we fall.”
If it be so in worldly or political matters,

lation from God.
2. Either the Bible is the product of
good, honest and truthful men, as the
channel of its manifestation, or it is the
product of bad, lying men.
=~
But it can not be the product of good and

It was so perfect that the

II. Benjamin Randall, son

Bidiacits
of

is

with efficiency.

cities, than it is to account for it

Only the outlines of Randall's family genealogy are necessary. here.
J. The family is
English origin. A
Mr. Randall, born in England, came to

was

'
ground that the
mere pretense of
more difficult to
and the fact of
so long a period

this

as they,

ance that they will be

performed.
No eXcuse will” justify a negleet. If those of - & private character are

it little can be done to the glory and

rest as meh

ot

The instruction in our Sabbath

can be provided with lodgings in the house,

often otherwise. By some the interests of
religion and the conversion of souls are
time, and in the midst of so many. revolunot regarded. If a few are desirous to
of
destruction
and
tions, fall of nations,
as a reve- emulate'the example of the adorable Say-

GENEALOGY.

Newcastle, N. H., sometime -after

Argument.

other.
Now if we take the
ble is man-made,—a
vinity, then it will be
count for its antiquity
preservation during

J.P.

Mary, the parents of our Lord. Mat. chap. ;

many more to run to and fro that knowledge may be increased in this heathen
land !
?

—

a Divine Revelation,or a human invention ;
for it can not be neither the one nor the

.young men inthe Mission churches, who writers of the-Gospels were able to give the
«drasire to be more directly engaged in the genealogy of the Saviour through: four
work of publishing the good news to their, thousand. years from Adam .tp Joseph and

countrymen.

>

RH

families is given. The Jews were more
careful to preserve theirs than any other
nation ha¥been.

ob-¢

of God. The apostle Paul says, ** Bé perfectly
joined
together
in ‘the
same
mind and in. the same judgment.” When

1. Either the Bible is true or false ;—either

Genealogy is valuable. It is in the Bible. The genealogy of several important

- are at'the present time three or four worthy

because their

need

Randall

would tarry several days

An

FULLONTON.

RANDALL'S

he

+

———

and |

attached to seeret duties,

when preaching in that region.

Sketches.—No, 15.
BY JOSEPH

"N. H., Feb. 2, 1784,.

Edgecomb,

ed the operation will be very simple. It
promises to pay well, and certainly the
Mission has need of all the funds that can

rains without a hap-

such as I took

matter of instruction :

The practice really | as they are now conducted?
assur- { of committing portions of Scripture to mem| ory during the week has fallen into disfavor

is] can take their wives with them, who

- Little
- importance

neglected, we are poorly prepared to discharge those of greater magnitude. ~ Again,
named this son for him and expressedat the the faithful petformange of secret or private
time his wish that he might possess Mr. duties, is the most convincing proof that the
Altine’s virtues. Henry A: married: first heart is sincere. “Selfishnessis not apt to
Miss Shepherd of Portsmouth, and second, influence the mind ; neither is-the applause
Filial ‘love to God
Miss Clark of Mass. He lived in Portsmouth, of the world expected.
Dover, finally Charlestown, Mass.,where_he only can induce a desire of this nature.
died Aug. 31,1864, He had a son,Henry A., A conscientious discharge of, duty alone
who was Deacon of the Baptist church in prompts to obedience. When the most
Somerville, Mass. He died Oct. 2, 1870, simple requirements are obeyed, the Chrisaged 55.
3
tian can justly occupy upon other talents
There is evidence that Eld. Randall loved committed to his charge. Iaving cleansed
his children with a Christian father’s love. his own heart-from secret sins, he can with
After they were scattered from home, he boldness admonish others. He can go on
delighted to meet them. Once on an east- his way, rejoicing in the boundless love of
ern journey, at his. daughter Runnels’s in God. All duties are alike to him, and he
Portland, he found two of his other’ chil: finds equal pleasure in discharging them.
dren on a visit, and his joy was almost unUxtoN IN THE CHURCH. There should
bounded. At his daughter Parsons’s in always be union in the church; for without

Hampton,

quiring strict attention.
Added to all this,
is our new sitk-housé, 10 by 28 feet, just
thatched in, and to be put in order,as Labo-

passable road ere

had

of himself, had many eccentricities, but was

JELLASORE, APRIL 15th.
On my way of the silk-worm offer the most feasible, and
here this moraing to. look after road work at the same time remunerative employment
which I am pushing on as fast as possible, ‘we can as yet discover.. Once fairly startin the hope of having a

Eld. Randail

Duries.

sofvance.
dBes not particularly
benefit
others; but-publi¢ duties are performed,
because others arc interested in: their performance. But all duties, whether of a public or private nature, should be cheetfully

of great purity of life and an earnest preacher and very successful. He died at the age
of 85, at Rev. David M. Onve's in North

ratory for a host of silk worms to operate in.
This may stake some as rather an odd anwe still suffer for want of efficient teachers nouncement in the journal of a missionary.
who will interest themselves in the im- ut ‘ necessity knows no’ law,” it is said.
provement of their pupils.
| However * this may be, there is, in the
* ApriL 6th.
A shower this afternoon, opinion of the members of the Mission, a
and few out to the children’s meeting this need be for some work of the kind here.
“evening.
Last evening lectured at Jel- Our orphans must be trained to habits of in*lasore. Subject,‘ The Babe of Bethlehem.” dustry and self-reliance, or they are almost
On my way home attended to parties of sure to go straight to ruin. © At Santipore
workmen on the road.
the cultivation of tlie mplberry and growth
school has

10, 1778,

SECRET

Sunday

schools'are not perfect, especially in the:

back in the woods, far enough to get all
the advantages of forest life without the
exhaustion of a long tramp. Near it is one
Hence, it is your duty, without - further
delay, to become reconciled’ to God. Pro- of -the purest, softest, colddgt/ springs of {
|
crastination will prove your ruin. Now is water, Also one equally. cold, but” slightly |
the accepted time ; now is the day of -salva- mineral, having, no doubt, medicin@T prop- |
tion. Repent-before you are assignad a erties for some,
|
One advantage of going there is, men
place with hypocrites and unbelievers.’ .

known a traveling minister of that ‘name
from Nova Scotia. He was about the age

"halfa dozen causeways, matgrial to-collect;
{workmen from a distance to be secured,
| about™50 common laborers to® be "looked
after, irrigation dam. stillin hand, and re-

offenses, from Matt.

Sabbath school.

had

SA press of out of door work
One bridge with brick
| hand.

18. Dula preached to the “Santals at 3, P.
M., and at 4, P. M., we completed the res
organization

they

one at large. Years ago I shot a leopard,
and nofNong since a snared bear, but have
quite resolved to leave the polishing off of
these denizens of the forest to younger and
more expert hands, though their depredations are often very proveking,

:

ple to-day in regard to

which

our

jungle besidé

others are cold and formal.
A quarrel beAla
"tween two sisters: had to be settled.
how wenk !

from

not very unfrequent but I have

state of our Zion

long to do something for

jungle

-

attendance

who sigh over the low

7. Joanna,

| still more recently, a large hyena met us|

at covenant meeting |
Several of the, brethren
> this afternoon.
and sisters spoke with feeling, appeared to
feel their own unworthiness and the bless-,
edness of the gospel hope they have cmThere are living disciples here
" braced.

¥

Jan. 23, 1845.

born in New Durham, Oet. 24, 1785, mar*
ried Timothy
Horn of that town, lived
L
within
two
miles
of her father’s, and died
home
riding
were
we
onethe same road; as
from ‘Raibanea, wheré we had been to Jan, 12,1839: On the 8th of Jan. last 1 was
preach in the afternoon,.
He pricked ap at Mr, Horn's, getting many particulars now?
his ears and trotted along ahead of us for being given, but he lived but a few weeks.
some distance and then turned into the low after, 8. Henry Alline, born in New Dur-

[the

A very busy

day, settling monthly accounts; paying
[
teachers, making out orphan and school re[
ports for government, attending to road |
Good

in the-Independent, thinks thdt our.

about ten miles

appear before the great tribunal of Jehovah.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAT,.

work, repairs, &c., &.

| OUR Text-Book. Rev. R.M. Hatfield,

of the

of the soul, you may be summoned to

ence

- ‘SANTIPORE, APRIL 1, 1871.

This place of resort is

ing upon the future existence or non-cxist-

m——

the rest

\

pe

?

SWEEPS PRAYER. Knowing
that all ‘the children in my clags were
constantly
occupied during the week, Ifeared
that the duty of prayer was some

times néglected.

I insisted one Sabbath on

the importance of prayer. At, the close I
asked a little boy of ten: years of age, who

led a very uncomfortable life in the service
of a master sweep,—
“ And do you ever

ci

pray P"

“0, yes, monsieur !”
“And

when de you do it?

Sn
You

go out

very early in the morning, do you not?
“Yes, monsieur; and

half

only

we.are

think
awake when we leave "the house.
about God, but can not say that I pray then.”
“ When, then”

“You see, mongieur, our master orders
us to mount the chimney quickly, but does’

near’to him, and as Bill looks up into his not forbid us to rest a little, when we are at
actively engaged in the service of God. at Moira,and he will see that conveyance is face, he ig
his hand, and says, “Willie, ‘the top. Then I sit up on the top and pray.”
Carriages run all the way, a won't you try?” with such earnestness
“¢ And what do you say?”
¥
Then let no one relax his efforts for the provided.

promotion of rea! Christianity, and inlaying distance of twenty miles.

Should this arup a treasure in heaven. In view, of the rangement not, be observed, persons arriv| shortness and uncertaintyof time, the im- jing at Moira Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satpenitent showld take warning, and make, ‘urdays con take stage for Dickinson, where
Hine neces) apy preparation for death. No we have a flourishing church just on the
‘time
shouldbe
spent in “idle specnlations bordey of the wilderness, and private con
.
i
La

in his face and voice, thas
Bill says,

will

try; I will try.” And before he gges away
he asks Bill to kneel down, and he offers up

a prayer to the divine Father, to help Bill

to become a good man. And he goes out
of that house and says, ‘‘Godihelping me,
I will make something/out of myself,”

“ Ah! monsieur, very little.

I know no

rand words with which to praise God.
ost frequently I only repeat a verse that I
have learned at school.”

«What is that? \

:

;

My scholar repeated it with fervor,

i
God

be merciful to me a sitner!"—8. 8. Pisjlor.

-

AR}

:

gy

“ Wii

over your’ expected
f Old World despotism
"|
of these rich franchises.
oss
But we suppose, that for the high joy of
angels there is another reason. They
might, themselves, mever have bgen so

i i

When we

“".lsinto themselves;

To set some star before our eyes
That lures us on to perfect grace,

of sin ; had not the punishment of evil men

{ and evil angels so illustrated God’s wrath
against iniquity.
The tininess of our planet, it may be, is
not preventing it from serving as the great
battle-field of God's moral universe, How
{oft a spot of military encounter, itself not
| larger than one,of the city wards, may yet

That. leads us onward to the Lord,

Till clean in motive, strong in sight,

We face that dread Beneficence ,

‘That bids us choose eternal right,

Without the cherished fecompense ;

‘Without the human love and light

That beckoned forward to the good; /

| ir our recent

Through lone pursuit and single sight,
To learn the strongth of solitude.

And he has touched Stylites’ hand,

{ical dostinics of the

,

:

“

— National

ES

| Good

broad

de-

polit-

continent.

and evil

ay

come

here

‘long and dread death-grapple.

Standard,

figuC

‘What Shall Ministers Preach

{ tle said he was

So

a Speci

¢

into

The

to

one

Apos-

men

and

angels.
And all the church on earth,
| widely dispersed and > variously schooled,
a spectacle of Divine wisdom and,
? | affo
| faithfulness, into which angels, stooping
down, desire:to look, catching thus pro-

a
”

have

| yét gather and center all the solicitudes of
—Heaven-and-all-the fierce hopes
of Hell.

Choosing the agony that's born
When love and duty disagreg, »
- Sooner than face his soul’s self-scorn

And his own heart's disloyalty.

struggle

lit is in God's government of our world and
{ race.” On our small nook of a globe may

AVho, earth-deceived and loye-betrayed,
On his lone hight can bravely stand,
“And hold his purpose undismayed,

»

national

cided, by the battle there fought, the

There are two classes of extremists in re- founder glimpses than the Godhead, not
spect to preaching, with neither of which enshrouded and not incarnate, . elsewhere
are we able to agree. Neither states the tallows them: These angels of light might

holt truth, and neither states even half of { have swerved, had not Christ's care and
t 80 as properly to represent it.
The one + skill,in saving the saved of earth, so de-

class claims that the themes of the pulpit veloped new wonders of Divine truth and
should be almost exclusively ‘spiritual, hav- | grace before unsuspected.
ing reference to the thoughts, affections, | In Christ, and. in +Christ’s church, the
and purposes of the heart toward God, and { heavenly powers see more glorious exhibileaving these to work out

sults in the’ ethical and

their

mundane

proper

re-| tions than elsewhere of

the

excellence

of

relations | Jehovah, and ev¢rgnew convert is a great

of the present life. This is deemed to be | ‘trophy, having its own new and peculiar
spiritual preaching, and no other is proper ||4 memorial of, the Redeemer’s goodness and:
on the lips of the Christian ministry. The | “gentleness and forbearance.
other class demands that the pulpit shall be | > Angels rejoice, again, with an especial
as exclusively devoted to temporal morali- | exultation at Christ's work,because of their
ties, growig out of the present relations of full and adoring sympathy with the Lord of
men, leaving dogmas, creeds, theologies, { angels and men.
Now Christ rejoiced in
and. what they deem spiritual abstractions spirit at the revelation of the Father to
and impalpabilities to books and professional ““ babes and sucklings.,” That mere lambs,
experts. This is practical preaching, ahd estrays {rom the flock of the holy, should
just the kind most wanted in this world.
be made more than . conquerors over him
Both of these classes are right, and both | wlio goeth about as a roaring lion, seeking
‘wrong, in some respects ; and

hence neither | swhom he may devoyr, was

the world.

a | his career.

which draws

is not to accept any system of ethics or *theology he taught.

Its to accept

leader, and still more as

= A pulpit without a distinct and

the

heirs

of

outcast, the barbarous. © ItS8 messengers

go

It would

be

a

mere

unvitalized

It

reaches

the

shell, - Virtue, even if jt were possible, that | “destroyed.

far

It

grasps

the

truth and the normal effects thereof, it

a

him as af

vital power

I" shall never forget the

new

phase

in

that

life took on forme when I.first fully

con-

ceived of itas one unbroken campaign of
obedience to Christ in his precepts.
was
astonished every
‘day and every hour almost, with a fresh delight, to tind

how

spirits, in vain.

parthe
illPhimy

Hygiene would prescribe

a hearty laugh, to’ no purpose. But one
whisper from the Lord, ** Be of good cheer;

all the way back to where

self-

theme for Christian

ufterance,

whether

bled.

unto

you,”

ing resemblance

to

of those

some

Christ employed.
All this
ceded, and yet Christ: not
peculiar position which he
world’s history as the great

trees at home, and let .the lecturer’s work
alone.” * All at oncé that precept swam into

my ken—¢‘ Look not every man on his own
things, but every man also on the things of
others.”
The parallax, I found, was won-

derful.

solely from my own point

the end."

view,

and

I

own

home

and

loved him. I imagined the way in which,
for instance, a daughter present would listen to her father's lecture. With eager
Sympathy, knowing his want of practice,
she would watch his beginning, and as- he
surmounted one difficulty after another
would reflect, “ Why, really how well fa-

which

might be conbe denied the
occupies in the
Teacher.

progress,

of its

of

those that knew him at his

not

ther gets on!

Who would have guessed it?*

I shall + feel quite proud of him!” This
course of: changed meditation about the
gentleman to whom T was listening, wholly

force, to carry its old ideas into effect. And
stage

1 had been considering the lecturer

had declined into a “selfish and displaceny
strain of thought about him.. I now began
to think of him from the point of view of

For what the world needed, and still needs,
is not so much new ideas as new moral
| in every

Yielding to the critical spirit most

habituaPwith me, I found myself musing in

selected

in a form

stum-,

a captious vein—‘“ My dear sir, you are decidedly slow. Better stick to your pear

widely different from that which Christ gave
to it; while the writings of the Jewish rabbis abound in aphorisms which bear a strik-

in

the pulpit or out of it. The only question
is one of opportune selection, due _proportion, wise adaptation to existing wants,
and discrect presentation so as best to gain

do

left my

iced speaker, and his talk halted and

inflictions of the Brahminical religion were
useless; that Confucius enuncjated the
gclden rule, * Do unto others as you would
others

I-had

friend, to say that I had been wrong and
that I was sorry. ‘ Confess your. faults
one to another” had conquered me.
I sat one day listening to a volunteer lecturé in a course on Agricultural Chemistry
in New Haven. The lecturer was an elderly gentleman from the country, whose turn
it was to detail his views and experiences.
on the culture of fruit. He was not a prac-

necessary to forgivéness and acceptance with
(God, and that all the ceremoniés and self

have

cation |

the soul into

course with God.

You must resolve

yf

a close

VIRg,

silencé

inter-

nto

"

the treasury

———

The. privilege of

Sd by my Lensietion,®
throw

day | A father's blessing can not be drowned in
+
feel, | water, née consumed by fire.
help [ “A mother’s prayer will draw up from the
is
°
my.| depths of the sea,

the tenth

ry

part of

R.8.8 FITCH'S

and aocepted it, and blessed it to all eternity.
j

not to be disheartened,

Family Physi

26
de

Taschen nin

ages, sentby mail, fron

all (has rd of the
fon. Write to 714

person, skin, hair, éyes, comprexroadway. New York. ’
N
yd,

126.000 CHILDREN

ih X

SONG,

.

L

transformed the experience of the hour,
My’ obedience to a precept trapsfignred my

its great

and some ‘of it is not;

but

they

ORDERS

go

FOR

THE

NEW QUESTION BOOK,

He knows but little of his heart, who is on scattering it justas much as though it
I do not think that
aware that notwithstanding his strong and were all recognized.
steady purpose to serve and glorify God, | lowers know how much the dews bless
THE
despite all the conquests the Spirit has won them; but the dews do bless them immeaswithin him, there 1s yet a brood of restless urably. In heaven you will find out how
passions nestling
there, forever crav- much good you have accomplishgd—and I
ing what he must deny them, and swelling pity the Man who can estimate in this life
BY MRS. MARY LATHAM CLARK,
at times, under all the restraints he can put all the good he has done. His must be
life.
But
upon them, with a force that threatens to a_starveling, poverty-stricken
¢ Also, for the NEW EDITION of the
blessed
is
the
man
the
result
of
whose
good
burst the bands asunder.
Now, we must
join issue with these insurgents.
We must deeds will®e disclosed to him in the other
enter into no
compromise
with them, life in greater measure than in this!
God's work, which is growing, building
dividing with them ‘the territory which is
AND FOR ALL
all Christ's.
We must allow no truce. up, in the world, is not done mostly by
Nothing must content us but a constant those who are most in men’s mouths or
warfare against them, and a final overcom- eyes. Without undervaluing the more ob- Freewill Baptist Publications,
ing. There are with a Christian, for in- vious institutions—schools and churches;
will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, by
stance, peculiarities of temper and dispo- without undervaluing books and ordinances;
while
I
esteem
as
highly
as
any
man
sition that are to be wrestled with, and
Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.,
brought into subjection.
There are devel- can these outward instrumentalities, I
BOSTON, MASS.
41tf
more
highly
esteem
those
silent,
invisible
opments of his nature which belonged to
his former
carnal state,
and which he influences which are at work among men $325: MONTH! Horse and carriage furnished.
amelioration and
elevation.
would gladly have left behind him. But for their
Expenses paid. H.-B. SHAW, Aigd. Xe.
:
:
bi
3m16.
they have crossed the transition line with Ido not think I do a thousandth part as
him, and cling to him in his new sphere of much good here by my ministrations as is
done by the obscure fidelities of the poor 2975 to $2.50 per month,
nit:
thought and life.
He has been a proud man; and he would people who go to their houses and live male, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
Ah! it o COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
put on the meekness of the Master's lowly the religion which I only preach.
iis mechine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
spirit. And he finds this old pride crested is the unobtrusive piety, it is the_quiet
braid and embroider in a most superior manner.
still. It has played the monarch so long, - painstaking, it is the sufféring for ‘another <QI pind
Price only $15. Fully licensed and warranted for
amidst
poverty
and
amidst
discourageitis hard for it to forego its royalty. Tt
five years. We will pay $1000 for any machine ihat
more beautiful or more elustic
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be
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versy, nor calmrunder contradiction.
And this world—the Christs of poo men; the
and bleeding hearts;
these old fires are not quite extinguished. Christs of suffering
A breath lights up the smoldering brands, the Christs of self-denial. For the cross First Letter Foundry Et New England.
and there is again the eager blaze and the is not abolished. Thousand yet go bear| COMMENCE®D
IN 1813.
ing the cross, following Christ. And while
red heat.
.
.
I
would
not
undervalue
the
outward
preHe has been a "gay, light-minded man.
The foolish jest, the broad
laugh,have been sentations of truth; whileI would not- diat home on his lips.
If he do not take minish the churches that exist, I would ‘ex-
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exhaustibly various and verSatile the
ticular precepts were in adjustment to
demands of my experience. Did my
health incline me to despondency?
sosophy would advise me to keep up

them from previous teachers, who had inculcated substantially the
same truths
though in forms lass at.
[It is certain, for
| example, that Buddha, several centuries be| fore Clirist, taught. that repentande Ngo alone . is

which limit his finetions of exposure and
rebuke. The idea of some that because a
subject has political. relations it must be
carefully ignored by the preacher, whatever
may be itsmoral merits, is an error of
. thought founded in eitheér sin’ or ignorant
prejudice.
Whatever concerns morality in
any of its departments is an appropriate

food ge, ahd Ly

Anierior

nized,

simultaneously with his obedience.

It is sometimes said that Jesus Christ did
| not originate the precepts which he inculeat-

demn the bad.
There are no select. vices,
licensed by usage or sanctioned by law,

sgch

a crab is a

;
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is a |

ed, hut with a wise discrimination

Bit

would | fish,
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-

It hopes for the hopeless. It
has tho basis in God fvotild not exist for the | pities the pitiless. . It weeps and prays
-strongast reason,
or_be_ energized by. the! antl [8vus; though confronted by the “unhighest motives. A bad theology in the | lovely and unloving.—Dr. W. R. Williams.
pulpit, as in the press and everywhere else, |
id a prodigious
evil to humanity.
It may |
not be as formidable in all respects as athe- |
Christianity, a Life.
istical morality; yet, as compared with |
grave calamity to the world.
Riquatly cledr is it that the ethics of time
which grow out of the temporal relations of
men, whether they be domestie, social, or
political, should. have the freest scope iw
the utterances of the Christian teacher.
There is nothing in this world too good to
be commended,or too bad to be condemned ;
and the Christian teacher is just the man of
all others to.commend the good and con-

had!,

she

heart

SILVER

positive theology, which it- eniinciates, | out into the highways and hedges, by the
would be like a cranium without any brains | Master’s express commission and charge.
inside.
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When fish are rare, even

Do not, then, go about saying, ‘“Where shall
-the heart, and so to realize his precepts in but even if you ‘were to fall a hundred times
actiral life—the life both of the outer con- a day, determine to rise up each time, and bestow my talents? Where shall I' settle
Are now singing from the New Sabbath School Book:
duet and of thé intermor ‘experience, The’ go onwards, What will it matter though myself?” J have seen teachers and preachdream dies with the, man who dreamt ‘it, you have fallen by the way, if you reach ers whose distress’ of mind seemed to be
with the night in which it was given birth, "your journey's end- safely at last? God that they ‘were. endowed with a royalty of |:
By W. A. Ogden. Greatest suéeess of any book before the
Character is built as trees grow.
Each will forgive the falls; they often are caused talents which made it very difficult for them people,
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fitting
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vision; - the first blast of
~world’s battle we are liable to,commit some fault in obey- hand, I have known little uncomely men
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ing. It is better to obey imperfectly than like Paul—who was probably one of the to clear $6 to tio per day. This is no gift enterprise or
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at ath
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is.good; but brave hands to clasp it and or you avoid the society of certain persons, took no great account of their talents, but
warm hearts
which interpreted Clergymen, Superintendents .
carry it in the battle are better.— Illustrated because they make you cross and impatient, who had
YWere morning and
Christian Weekly.
= How are you to attain self-control, if you their worth, and who
and all Buyers of
shun all occasions of practiving it.? Is not evening by the road-side,or in the car, or |:
such,
self-choosing
a
greater
fault
than
in the cottage of the poor, or in the resplend;
:
.
those into which you fear to fall? Aim at ent mansion of the rich man, and who,
Keeping the Precepts. a steady mind to do’ right; go wherever wherever they were, were opening the will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send
.
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duty calls you, and beljeve firmly ‘that God fountain ‘of true and divine’ benevolence. all orders direct to
Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,
it is wonderful how many are the indi- +is an indulgent Father; and will forgive the They were continually doing the thing next
and they whose Stockis one of the LARGEST and BEST Sevidual commandments of the Bible, and faults which take our weakness by Surpiise to them that neededto be Hy
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liow infinitely manifold they are in applh- in spite of our, sineere desire to'pledse Him. had no time for anxiety ds to where they lected in the United States.
A holy man writes to one of his spiritual should bestow themselves. They were bencation to the needs and ‘uses of’ our everyday life! ZLet the Christian but read his children (a religious fiovice), ** If you can efactors, and they “devoted themselves to AGENTS!
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You can not make a heart empty and
-count their beads—there is no magical viralarge commission, to sell our new and wonderful inGrou,
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tue in Bible réading of that sort—but with
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:
wy. There aré men who scatter good
the practical purpose to do the things therein
wherever they are.
Somé of it is recogbidden, one by one, and his peace will begin
Old Habits.
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Nothingof the sort.

body #*

sweeping | feed m

you can

doubt

you will attain that spirit of inward

I have overcome the world,” was enough to
revive
me. I took it not merely as consosimple change of proportions; and we then | salvation, - They did to the disembodied
lation but as command.
But it was infinitehave the whole truth, as appearing in the | spirit of Lazarus, borne from the gate of ly consoling to obey. My heart became as
Word of God, and enforced by a compre- | Dives; and fresh from the dunghill where
hensive reason. The Christian pulpit,when-{
his body groveled his spiri¢ mounts, on the heart of a child in tears whom its moth-'
moving in such an.orbit, is never out of its their wings, and under their escort, to the er takes to her bosom and wooingly bids be
sphere. Though not preaching at any one | fields-of light, to meet and to enhance the comforted. It were unpardonable churlishness to disobey.
time a whole system of theology, or a | hymns of just men made perfect.
;
Under the goading of a pastoral conwhole system of morals, and never running | Because of its revelation of .the divine
hobbies at the expense of general harmony, | nature, because of their own surer confirm- science, unawares becoming imperious beright, was I growing harsh and
it aims to give to every man what the Bible | ation in holiness by the great dram a of yondits
calls a portion in due season.
| Human Redemption, and because of their exacting in thought toward the spiritual
Those doctrines and duties which have full sympathy with Jesus, who rejoices in sluggards of my flock? I came in from a
their center in God, especially as revealed | is-own kingly and priestly triumph as walk full of censorious solicitude, and took
in the Gospel of Christ, are not mere orna- head of the church, there is especial joy up the New Testament to get my reckoning
mental parts of religion, simply to supply among angels over every journey of the afresh. There Iread, ¢ Be patient toward
the rhetoric and the sanctions of preaching. Good Shepherd to rescue his lost and per-* all men.” As an aet of instantaneous loyalcy
to the Lord, how easy it was, with an inNor are they so obscure and impalpable as ishing charge.
to embarrass utterance or perplex thought.
. Now, brethren, beloved in the Lord, are ward smile half of shame and half of con‘They are vital, and withal indispensable to we Christ's? We have, in such case, his scious forgiveness, to'lay aside my foolish
oh vee
the formation of a sound religious charaeter. | spirit. What joy to serve such a Master! mood ofblamé,
Well I remember having once returned
‘They constitute really the strongest ele- But if, imbued with his temper, we go
-ments. of appeal,to human nature. It | forth to seek tha lost, the world’s mount- a stinging retort to some sharp word from
should always be a primary object with the | ains of error and wroifg, and care and toil, a friend, and partedf¥om him in the heat of
Christian pulpit-to turn men’s hearts unto | and persecution and blasphemy, must be my spirit. I strede hastily: away, pushed
God ; and that, too, by
preaching the true threaded.
The gospel "is an aggressive on by my:-inward stir to a rapid ‘gait. A
God in his attributes, Wowk moral gov- and itinerant onslaught of mercy as upon precept made me slack my speed—it made
ernment, pian of grace, and providence over earth's sinners, the vile, the forlorn, the me pause—it made me turn—and took me
somewhat different from cither by
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? or >Aristotle, or
to follow Plato,

. presents the whole truth in its rounded, | tation to Christ.
fe i3 * anointed with
completed, and symmetrical’ form. Blend | joy above his fellows,” in his mediatorial
the two views together, so that each shall Sgork. Angels synipathize with Jesus, from
modify the other, and thus produce a com- their admiring adoration of his nature and
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The right and the duty of the pulpit, in men have not merely perceived great ideals\ spiritual mood, but ‘it also fructified my
nind. I found that the good man, in his
things Shirittal and things moral, to exer- but have realized them in some measure
cise the largest liberty of discussion ought to in actaal life. Long before Harvey, indeed ill fashion, really said things worthy of’ my

SACRED

care, his animal

spirits,”

like

THE BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY.

alt these more silent and obscure virtues,
and say, ¢“ After all, there -is the marrow;

mettlesome

coursers, will again take the bit in their
teeth, and run away with him. His speech

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

there is the power of God in this world.”
will glide, according to its former wont, | It resides in the almost hidden examples of
into that * foolish talking and jesting which true Christian living.
The history of this world is not to be
are not convenient.”
written on marble,

He has been a timid, shrinking, sensitive
man ; afraid to show, almost afraid to have,

an opinion. And he is now to be transformed into one bold and valiant for the
truth, a confessor of Christ

in whatsoever

presence, a martyr or a by-word for his
faith and his hope. And this old nervousness will many a time unman him; and he
will be continually
liable to tlie treachery
and cowardice of hiding his light undera
bushel.
»
.
:
These old tempers are all alive yet,
though under restraint.
They do not

or

wood,

or

stone, or

gold. The history of this world is going
on in the heart in obscurity.
The meekness, the

patience, the

bearance, the sweet
which says, ¢¢ Try
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THE STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS OF QUR:
itself.
In our obscure, secret -life—there is LOR,
SELF-MADE MEN. By J. ‘D. MCCABE, Jr: The: .
where we need more faith; more fidelity; most taking, instructive and universally sohght-atter
book issued for years. Sells fast and easily, and delivers splendidly. Agents are clearing from $80 to

more of the true Christian fruit.—Plymout®
Pulpit.

$200 per month, in spite of hard

cular, &c., and notice extra terms.

in-

6mll

trinsie desire to de
good!
How few there
are that work as Christ did, who works

because he loves, and because

IN THE BEST MANNER.

fellows, in the poor and unfortunate, in
those that have no parents, in those that

Disinterested labor—how little there is of
it ! How few there are outside of the house-

hold that work for others to gratify

FACES,

Electrotyping in all its Branches,

and weeks and months and years, through
good report and through bad report; the |

are tempted by poverty where the very
yield without a struggle.
They are ene- crust “ts. divided—these are the things by
niies to his sanmetification. ~ They are to be’ which grea histories are being written.
kept down and stitled till the breath is out Ah! God dips the pen of the recording anel very near to the mud-puddle.
God seof them. He will save to watch, and pray,
ects the white linen of many a’ saint very
and fight for this conquest.
“To him that overcometh will I give to near to rags. God selects the "gold out of
eat the tree of life, which is in the midst of which he will build the pavement of the
hereafter very near to the filth and dirt of
the Paradise of God."—Rev. A. L. Stone.
this world. Our open life "will take care of*
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not for the sake .of ‘what is right, but because their hearts are in sympathy with

MACLEAN,

The Scotch and the Spaniards have hitherto divided the credit of possessing the
largest stock of proverbial wisdom, but
avere the literature of Russia more widely
known she might prove a formidable rival
to the land of the oatmeal or to that of
oranges.
Woe give a few specimens, whichy

times.

Send for cir-

Publisher, Boston, Mass

Béware!

"Russian Proverbs.

do

the will of his Father which ‘is in heaven,
‘which is his meat and drink!
How few are
there working in life who put forth exertion,

GEO.

. Beware!

Beware of a COUNTERFEIT
Hieskell’s
.

or IMITATION

TETTER OINTMENT

of
y

:
be most cheerfully conceded
by the pew. as early as the days of Aristotle, the circu- note.
"It wonld be as endless as lifé itself to tell
A gaged ministry is not worth paying “for. lation of the blood had been proposed as an
for the cure of all Skin Diseases.
The Genuine will
yod’s heart ahd‘ beeause they desire to
cure every case of Skin disease; or the money reA timid ministry courts more criticism than hypothesis... That which renders the hame "how thus the precepts of the Bible solve all “work !
turned.
It
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the
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of
the
Proprietbrs on
comthe
problems
of
our
experience
for
us
if
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he
that
fact
the
is
irfimortal
it avoids, and licenses more opposition than of Harvey
Do you stand over against trouble and
the wrapper of each box.
I have selected ‘some illustraon
account
of
their
pointed.
terseness,
their
it conciliates,
A time-serving ministry is pelled the world to accept agpruth what be- only obey.
suffering; and marvel that men whoyp God
and dry, Sancho
too contemptible to be entitled even to toler- fore had been only an hiypathesis, and fore- tions that may seem whimsical to thgse to hath blessed with sueh means do so little? quaint; homely vigor,
whom
they
are
unmatched
in
their
own
exphysiology
their
base
to’
physicians
the
ed
No. 612 Arch St, Philadelphia,
Panza satire, scarcely need the aid of
ation. A ane-sided miuvistry is not broad
Do
you
say
to
yourself,
‘If
I'had
nioney,
I
perience, But it was of obedience in detail
rhyme to recommend them.
They ave, and {a gold for 50 cents per box.” All others are base
enough to meet the wants of its own posi- and their medical treatment upon iff Long
know
what
I
would
do
with
it?”
No,
you
had that I set out to speak.
Aundfor myself, I
navigators
Seer
imitations.
tion or those of the world.
A bold and before Columbus, other
do not.
God does; and so he does not indeed, more fully than words can express,
»
3mls
comprehensive ministry, metropolitan in dreamed of another continent, and in im- can say that obedience in detail to the actu- trust you with it. ' “If I bad something the faithful mirior of the shrewd, simple,
the great elementsof truth and cosmopoli- agination had crossed the ocean and explor- al commandments of Christ did, onee, and different from what I live, IT would work,”
dogged, humorous Russian mind, ever veil- IN PRESS, TO APPEAR ABOUT AUGUST FIRST
tan in their application, best honors itself ed it. That which rendered Columbus fa- for years, change the whole inward world says many a man.
No; if you would work ‘ing its natural keenness finder a mask of
- while it best serves the purposes of preach- mous wis the fact that he lived what other of my habitual thoughts and emotions from in other circumstances, you would work habitual and impenetrable stolidity.
Long before Faust confusion to peace. Christian Union.
'
.
fd
A
°
men had only dreamed.
*ing.— Independent.
Every fox praises his own tail.
just where you are. A man that will not
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and Gutenberg.the art of printing had been
known as a theory. Théy are regarded as !

The Joy of Angels.
A

2

Why should there be mere joy over the
recovery of the fallen, than over the preservation ofthe unfallen? = We "answer, in
art, becauseit is here, as in human
reationship, where the mother seems. most

to love the'child

whose

sickness

has

cost

her most alarms and watchings, and drawn
most heavily on her maternal ‘tenderness.
J ustas in the strifes of life you attach new
importance and value to the interests. that

had been threatened, tb ‘the venture that
hid been nearly wrecked, and that was,
with effort and risk, secured agnin.. Just

as in the dying. benediction of Jagob,

among the great benefactors

of their

race,

and rightly, because they seized the theory

for the

in-

ciple of Christ's teaching, that love to, God

and lové to man constitute true-religion,is
Christ, with a power more

marvelous

But

than

any originality of thought, compelled the
world to accept this definition of religion,
and wrought it into life's fabrig. “What be:

he fore was only a dream, a poem, .a* shadowy

reserves for his favorite Joseph a portion
especially dear to the patriarch, ‘which he,
the father, had taken with his sword and

conception, has become, since his time

through=-his

influence,

more

and more

ang

‘a

struggle had made that one of the dearest
of Jacob's possessions, ‘Not only was labor

realized fact, in the family and in the nation,
in commerce and in war, in arts, science,
and the common life, in society and in the
individual,
:

wrought into the boon, but valor also, and
endurance.
Just as in your natipnal af-

from all philosophic systems,

his bow out of the hand of the alien.

The

fairs; Liberty and Union will. acquire, new
preciousness from the expenditure of

ure and blood requirétto vindicate and

It is this which distinguishes Christianity

incarhated religion;

virtue

that it is an

in

action,

pre-

cepts of truth practically applied. It is not
ge- a creed but a life foundedon a creed, He!

treas-

has, and for the love

Life.
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flow

of

talk

is

a

sare

sign of a trifling, dissipated mind; and no
one can turn readily from useless, frivolous
conversation to recollected prayer, or spirits
ual reading, so as to profit by them. Bat
there is another kind of silenee to be cultivated besides that of the tongue as regards

vincible faith which realized in fact the
dream ofspoets.. So the fundamental princertainly as old as the days of Moses.
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ber of Church Tunes and Anthems.
Now propire to revive the SingingSchool! Musica ¥
old-fashConventions for Advanced Sings! ! Th
| ioned, genial Singing School for beginners!
Send stanp for specimen pages. $8.00 per dozen.
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Singing School.

The above named book will contain about’ 14%
pages, and will be filled with ‘valuable materials: for
the use of singing-schools; namely, an Elementary

A good beginning is half the work, :
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cured of
The advertiser, having been permanently
that dread disease,Consumption, by a simple remedy,
is anxious to make known to his fellow sufferers the
To all who desire it, he will send a
means of cure.

copy of the prescription used (free of charge),
for

the direction

preparing

and

using

the

with

same,
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which they will find a ‘sure cure for CONSUMPTION. ,,
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>We have real patriotisni among us, and a. endure a calm, He always segs a crisis. mittee, more or less familiar with the annigood deal of it, too. The late war proved The case of the holly politic is always des- Vversary exercises of past years, do not hes| in> so‘much to build and sustain a large
that. But these 4th of July noises .are no perate in his view.: Only heroic measures itate to say, that but few, if any, have in .
| part of the colleges of the country,—that 1s,
saysrthat patriotism isd content him, . He is keen in vision, magpart of it. Webster
+
the, denominations under whose auspices
all respects given better satisfaction than
they have been founded and cartied forward. The narfow’y plans and petty perplexities love of one's country, and Sir Willian Ham- netic in speech, brave even to rashness, a this one of the: present. Fhe number of
' WEDNE SIAL LY
12 1871.
| Cerats e appropriations ‘will “probably git estimated more nearly as they should ilton says that under certain - circumstances scorner, of the arts by which most public students in attendance during the year, and’
it is capable of producing a disease, called men seek to build up themselves, - and ap- the crowd of visitors present to cheer. the
| grow [ewer and smaller, and private be- be." The divine Prov] idence seems someGEORGE. T. DAY, Editor.
|
———
Perr.
nostalgia.
This great noise never produc- parently. afraid of popularity when
thing
.
more
real
and
beneficent
than
it"
did.
it -de- closing exercises, give evidence ‘that the
neficen¢e must be depended on instead of
es
nostalgia.
It is much ‘moye suggestive scends upon his friends or. approaches himMeditation
is
a
true
converse
with
self
and
grants.
[pai
|
publication
school still has its host of friends, and that
pra All communications designed for
. The practical ‘inference is a Plain one. with higher thoughts.” Prayer is the soul's ‘and in fact productive of neuralgia than of self. Itis impossible not to respect his ‘sets they appreciate its worth and its work; all
should be addressed to the ‘Editor, and all letters on
nostalgia.
And so with our Aber holidays tled convictions or to admire his qualitiess of which affords ample encouragement to °
And it applies with peculiar force to our- vital fellow ship with God, and it rises more
"business, remitts ances of ‘money, &e. » shoul! be adboth
religious-aiid
political, Thanksgiyi ing but it is not quite safe to trust his political | | the Trustees to continue multiplying ‘hts fareverent
and
more
trustful
than
it
was.
denomidressed to the Publifher,
x
our
upon
bears
asit
far
| selves, so
truths grow substantial. Gilded is made an occasion of shooting-matches philosophy or follow him ‘through all his cilities and enlarging
‘national work, We must ourselves supply Great
its sphere of operaand dmpler- facilities to shams cease to cheat .and allure. Mere and raffles, while Christmas is, largely ap- frequent and rapid doublings upon his own | tions to the fullest extentin their power.
endowments
larger
|
Our Colleges.
C
worldly policy, as well as the seeming propriated for parties and. balls. ‘We takeel track. He is a splendid man but a question| tue colleges Which we now have at LewisJ. FULLONTON,
gains that come of it, has less to’ command the. day and use it as hest suits us, not. as able lefuder,
vos
or
expect
to
sce
them
B. F. HAYES,
ARTAUR |
Committee.
Ea
.The oc¢urrence of $0 many college com- |
?
esteem.
Things appear as they are; and best suits the day.
month
calls
|
HN
cast]
by
others,
and
left
to
mencements during the: last
Gua
F.
Most,
)
And it is probably for this reason that
at all. “the honest heart, the. trustful dev otion, and
agencies, and | struggle feebly for the boon of living
“public attention to these
Wy.
:
to start the life that .is constantly loyal to’ God,— | the 4th of July has come to be the noisiest
ambition
the
restrain
must
we
And
prompts many practical questions.
Most
day
in
our
calendar.
It
suits
us
to
make
Anniversary
at
Whitestown,;
&c.
these
aré
things
that
wear
a
sacred
‘majesty
the
get
of them: have had their condition and | new institutions wherever we can
«
—
The editor promise or stir up the hope of a few thou- and, are glorified as from heaven.” The a noise. - Manifestly it suits the great part
wants set forth in {he papers.
New
Hampton
Institution.
The
anniversary
exercises
of Whitestown
of Old & New has taken pains to obtain | sand dollars,—though there be only a hand- recreated body and spirit make the mental of our population that does the most of the
|
Seminary
wee
held
week
before
last, and
eve
clearer,
deepen
sincerity,
exalt
aim,
celebrating.
The
dispatclies
that
come
in,all
interested parties | ful of, supporters in the vicinity,—to call
gnd
REPORT OF THE EXAMINING COMMITTEE.
‘ from competent
| were in the highest degree creditable to the
solidify purpose, and render the true work the way from Maine to Florida,tell the same
n,
expectatio
public
the
awaken
ollege,
¢
ita
statements exhibiting the peculiarities which |
“Io the Trustees: —
| institution.
It was 1my misfortune not to be
of life a richer thing than before. Such is story. There was’ very. much noise and
distinguish,
several
of our ‘older, more | and excite Clrselyes into entimsias, only
The committee on examinatidn of the |
| present until Wednesday, but of | the sermon
the office of a genuine vacation; and the very little'else. It was a display of that school under
|
utions,
ve-instit
resentati
-or-..rep
ent
tHe
your—sapervision-forthe prespromin
re WEY i unsup- "real value Sr thie réspite Which 5ar pastors ‘patriotism,if we can call it patriotism, that ent’year, have cheerfully attended to the ‘before the Crawford Missionary Society, by
with a view of supplying information, or of name, "the large A
and brethren secure is to be measured by manifests itself in slamming and banging.
Rev. Dr. Fowler, Sunday evening; of the
duty assigned them, and present the folaiding to answer the question,—W hat is | ported hopes make “our failure the more
its contribution to such results as these ; and It is mostly the result of a desirgso
| extemporaneous debate on Monday evenbe
exthe
more.
complete
and
the
us,
‘conspicuo
|
America,
for
education
of
system
_the true
lowing statements indicative of the result.
the methods of spending the weeks cov vered travagant, to tear off the old significance of
ing; and the Anniversary of the female E.
and which her colleges should embody, | more humiliating. It is surely time for us
wo entire days were devoted to the exT. Society on Tuesday evening, I heard
by
it
need
to
be
fashioned
by
such
a
motiv
¢
things
and
paste
‘on
something
else.
It
is
to
pause
in’
this
sort
of
work,
make
our
|
attempt
not
do
We
?
sustain and promote
amination, which was made as extensive
and aim.
|
nothing but praise, and doubt not that it
in
the
same
why
that
free
religion
and
:free
ambition
‘intelligent,
concentrate
ay
vital
|
have
We
now.
question
that
to discuss
and thorough as that length of time would |
|
was well deserved. The examinations of
And
all
thisis
perfectly
consistent
with
love
and
a
good
many
other
Ticenses
come
points,
use
nrore
modest
speech,
save
what
|
allow.
[
only to express a few thoughts suggested
|
uses are said by those in attendance to
mental
relaxation,
and
by-play
and
_
merriabout,—men
desiring
to
suit
themselyes,
{
we
have
that
is
worth
saving
and
can
be
|
fresh
with
brought
by what has been lately
The committee ttake pleasure in referring,g|
This noi- to the ample facilities, ‘afforded by the Fac- | have been fully Syn) to those of any previFsav ed, count the cost of’ any educational ment, —with boating and fishing and cro- regardless of duty or propriety.
prominence before the public mind.
1. In spite of all criticism and censure, | undertaking before: inaugurating it, and do quet,—with berrying in the pastures, and sy patriotism did n’t prevent good fighting ulty, for a fair and impartial examination of ous year. In the Prize Declamationg and
picnicking in the woods,and frolicking with a few years agd ‘Men saw that the. occathe old college curriculum, which gives | what we set out to do" strongly “and well.
the respective classes. - This was effected recitations of ‘Wednesday evening, and. in
greal prominence to the classic languages There is room, and promise, and success, the children in the barn. He who’ never sion demanded something else than noise, by placing in the hands of the committee the exercises of the graduating class, on
voluntarily wooes back his first childhood | and went to work as soldiers. After the
and the mathematics, still holds and seems | it may be, for all the good seminaries and
the assignment of the parts to be performed Thursday, were shown the fruits of the
will
plunge
prematurely
into
his
second,and
academies
we
have
planned
to
build,
—
situation
of
the
Church
is
as
fully
comprelikely to hold its ground.
It may beé that|.
by each pupil, and by the freedom allowed long and careful training ia these departBut to try to flounder there with far more pity than ‘ap- hended, may we not hope that there will be them to interpose questions at any stage of ments, for which this school is so justly celthis system owes something of the strength
| tthough that is not certain.
But, at the same time, the less haranguing over theories, and as Jman- the recitations,
ebrated. In the substantial qualities of
with which it defends itself, .;to the fact that make and properly man'a third denomina- preciation.
tourist
who
takes
his
vacation
in
summer
and logic, the orations and essays
tional
college,
during
the
present
generaly
and
faithful
a
performance
of
duty
?
thought
it has had a long life and a wide and earn. Of this privilege the committee largely
presented
were fully equal to the producest support. An established institution or tion, seems to us a project that no discreet has no right to leave his rgligion behind
availed themselves, especially by a frequent
«dea stands firmer for having its roots in man will wish to gncourage or ought to be him. If the religion be anything real, he
1 interposition of the questions, ‘Why and tions ef students in any school of the same:
can not leave it nor allow it to be .inoperatCurrent Topics.
grade; and in the matter of spirited and
the past.
The verdict of continents and | compelled to aid in carrying.
wherefore ?” which alone settles that other
ive.
It will be seen, felt, confessed.
The
What is
Te
centuries is entitled to regard.
and most important inquiry, Have the pu- elegant delivery, of correct and forcible uthome,
the prayer-meeting, the Sabbath ——THE
WOMEN
IN PERPLEXITY
AND pils been trained to fink, as well as to terance, they were far above the average
venerable deserves courteous treatment.
Summer Vacations
school will witness its expression.
It will | WrATH.
The Supreme Couvt of Mass. has gtady ?
1 standard of academies, and were superior
He is only a vandal or an iconoclast who
;
LSS 23
encompass him like a sacred presence.
It decided, in response to an official inquiry,
would recklessly tear down what
the, wisest
The classes that passed’ Wefoie them for to the performances in many colleges.
The hot and oppressive summer weather
will surround him like an atmosphere.
It that women are not eligible to the office of examination
At the close of the exercises, prizes were
and best have cherished for many generawere as follows:—Those in
tions. Anything that has proved beneficent is sending many workers off to recruit will beam as a seréne light in the eye. It Justice of the Peace in that state. The Natural Philosophy, Book-keeping and Geol- awarded to the successful competitorsgn
and diplomas given to
and adapted to meet the higher wants of wasted energies. The schools dismiss both will enrich the commonest tone that falls question was a practical one, and not miere- ogy,conducted by Prof. Meservey ; in Arith- various departments,
mankind for a long period, should be root- teachers and pupils, the counting room and from the lip. It will elevate and sweeten ly theoretical. Julia Ward Howe and a metic, Algebra, Geometry, Moral Philoso- fifty ladies and gentlemen who had comed up or displaced only when itis plain office miss the old occupants, authors has- common intercourse, and hallow all deeper Miss Stevens had actually received ap- phy and Trigonometry, by Prof. Rand; in pleted courses of study. Of these gradu‘that its main work is dome, and that its ten to the mountains or sea-side, the states- utterance as with the, spirit of the living pointments to that office. The judges pro- * Virgil, Homer's Iliad, Anabasis and Cicero, ates, fifteen have already entered the Freshplace is needed for something really better. man unbends and seeks the by -play of life, God. And in doing this, it will make the nounce the honors empty and the ‘commis- by Prof. Rich; in French and Botany, by man class of Hamilton College, and several
without authority. The Miss Colley; and in the Latin Reader and others will enter at another examination.
It may be that the fact that most of | the fashionables do not throng fhe city vacation a more “delicious and grateful: sioned women
Few schools will make a Better record of
“those who are concerned in fashioning our | streets, but arrange their displays for the thing, and send those who have shared it decision causes a flutter, and legal opinions Thomson's Scasons, by Miss Dow.
back to their regular work as Moses went multiply and antagonize. At'a Woman's
The recitations in the Natural sciences, work done during the past year, and it is
educational methods were themselves edu- | watering places.
Change and rest are greatly
needed back to the Israelites from his forty days’ Suffrage meeting held in a grove - at Fram- which very properly are in a degree made | gratifying to know that students prepared
cated according to the old system, has
ingham, on the Fourth, the judges were a specialty in -this Institution. evinced all | at this school are expected to sustain a high
something to do with their adherence to it, where life is so intense as itis with us, If talk with God on the hights of Horeb.
mentioned by name and somewhat irrev- the interest and enthusiasm both on the rank in college, and séldom disappoint these
and makes them judge it too favorably. we copied the staid methods of Holland,
erently. Mrs. Livermore was bold and bit- part of teachers and students, they so nat- expectations.
rest'would
hardly
be
needed
in
any
special
Prof. Gardiner has nearly
But surely they who have tested the old
Slam-Bang Patriotism.
ter. She coupled the Supreme Bench with urally evoke, and could hardly have been recovered from the effects of his severe
college system for themselves,and so learn- form ; and if we mixed recreation into dai———
[3
the Tribune, and flung epithets at both made more satisfactory, save, perhaps, by | sickness in the spring, and it is hoped that
ed of its forces and adaptations, have the ly work like the people of Southern Europe,
Twelve o'clock between Monday night more forcible than polished, and in a tone
e long vacation, will restore
the
need
of
that
relief
which
only
quiet
and
an increase of evidence, in some instances, | a wise use of
means of forming an intelligent opinion,
and Tuesday morning, and a terrific volume that had more passion than bonhommie.
|
fully
his
former
health and vigor. Leaving
variety
will
bring
would
be
far
less
urgent
that
all
possible
attention
had
been
given
to
|
and may be prestmed to be hoth honest |
of noise. Every thing that could be beaten, Others followed in a similar strain, and the
of students and théir
‘the practical dpplication of them
to the } a large company
sll Gesgrving of regard.
Culture should than it is.
or blowed, or rung, or exploded, or dis- powers that be suffered a free if not a wise
|
friends
in
the
midst
of the famous annual
questions
of"actual
life,
and
every-day
ob|
But
much
of
what
is
called
recreation
in
'broailen their view.
And they can hardly
charged, with the least possible chance of and effective handling. Mrs. Livermore is
|
**
Reunion,”
I
tried
in
vain to catch even
‘servation.
The
class
in
Book-keeping,
by
this
country
is
such
only
in
name.
It
+ wisbrto be cheated, or willing to perpetuate
producing a noise, was beaten, and blowed,
a sham to cheat their children.
But most ' brings ehange, to, $e sure, but it brings very and rung, and exploded, and discharged, | a sensible and earnest t woman, but she is late- the manifest familiarity of its members with | « forty winks of sleep,” and at 3.40, A. M.,
of them stand up for Greek and Latin and little besides this that promises physical or until the noise was more than terrific,—it || Iv.taking to vituperation, satire and affected the subjects brought before tiem, showed to | on Friday’ started for the St. Lawrence Y.
contempt in such ways as to raise the query the committee most conclusively, that the | M., at the village of Lawrence. Reaching
Life at Saratoga and was utterly
Mathematics as the needful things to give mental edifying.
distracting. To crown the whether she is to prove a competent leader,
Commercial Department in the school is no ! that place early in the afternoon with a
. the mind a true discipliné and the proper | Newport and Long Branch is often scarcely whole,
ch . individual urchin who had
and whether she is not trying to copy “Wen- longer an experiment.
Its success is se- | goodly company of brethren, clerical and
less
intense
than
in
Wall
Street
or
the
comintelléctual impulse. There are those who
failed to discover any noisier method of dell Phillips in the feature that his best
class in French. | lay, and a goodlier: company of sisters, we
one
but
cured.
was
There
-promeand
hops
The
exchange.
mercial
demur, but the old curriculum remains sub- |
making a noise, used his voice most . asfriends
recognize
as
a
defect
and
a
drawThat showed commendable pains-taking@r: | found the brethren rgady-for business,and at
stamtially the same, and there seems very | hades and social. plotting tax brain and siduously, filling thé intervals between the back upon. his real power.
It
is
better.
to
the part of the teacher, and careful study on | it we went, of which the Clerk will give you.
nerve
and
spirit
in
the
severest
way.
The
other
noises with the noisiest kind of | change the constitution if it is faulty, relittle probability that even this eminently |
la full report.
The entire session was one
the part of the pupils.
the
sensation,
a
and
display
for
gen| ambition
screeching, making night hideous:
* haxied and practical and materialistic
|
vise
the
statute
if
it
is
unjust,
or
instruct
the
|
|
of
inferest
und
profit. Harmony prevailed,
mathem:
atic
8,
angther
T he recitations in
gall the
Amid this noise the day dawned. But |
‘eration will sweep it away or destroy the slavery of fashion whose fetters
Court
if
it
is
ignorant,
instead
of
wasting
{and
in
the
discussions
of questions about
are
quick,
the noise only increased. The battalions,of breath and temper in flinging about hard
public faith in it. ‘So that our colleges flesh and cut the soul to the
| which there were very clearly two opinions, |
eda
thoroughness
of
mu
diligence
enerthe
upon
wear
their
in
terrific
noise-makers, instead of being reduced by
must still provide for a pretty thorough often
gies of life. The White mountains must the departure of exhausted performers,’ words. A cause that depends upon “bil- and application of study, wholly inconsist- | held with decision, good temper was never
training in these branches of study.
The preaching was plain, practical
Saratoga were largely inereased Ry scores of younger lingsgate and satire is naturally suspected, ent with the traditional dryness of this lost,
days:
three
in
be ‘ done”
iv J nd yet there is a growing demand
and spiritual ; the singing was very fine,
and
however
good
it
may
be,
it
will
suffer
branch
of
education.
The
illustration
of
Newport
week;
a
in
of
disposed
must be
comers, whom their parents or the fear of
fora broafer field of siudy in connection
and the hospitality generous and abundant.
Niagara must be mastered between two darkness had kept in doors until daylight. severely at the hands of its red-faced defend- principles, and the analysis of rules were
It is earnestly hoped that good seed was
« with-our colleges, so that they may supply and
ers.
:
?
rigidly,
and
sometimes
mercilessly,
pressed
;
|
the
Sundays; Lake George and
s
Cannon, guns, pistols, crackers, torpedoes,
instruetion and training ‘tc men who wish successive
sown
which will some time, perhaps ‘* after
but the students generally stood it well, and |
by a briefer course, for Adirondacks must be explored at™ express fish-horns,—especially. fish-horns,—drums,
to §it themselves,
many
days,” spring up and bear fruit. The
showed
they
were
but
traversing
familiar
IDEAS IN
EUROPE.
Two
There | rates of speed ; and when the month of so- pans and rattles were kept in constant use. ~—LiBERAL
some special nly and service.
covenant
meeting on Saturday,in which 103
ground.
It
is
to
be
hoped,
tha:
at
future
things
have
just
occurred
which
encourage
rush
called vacation ends, the jaded tourists
Even the brute creation was terrified.
are those who wish to make a specialty of
persons spoke, was one of great interest.
anniversaries,
the
senior
class
of
gentlemen,
the
hope
that,though
Europe
may
not
be
truecity
and
town
the
of
life
old
the
back to
Cats and dogs forsook their homes, and in
some branch «of natural "science, or to purThe usual social experiences filled up the
with a sigh of relief that the terrible ordeal various out-of-the-way places sought oblivi- ly Republican just yet, it is not likely to be- in accordance with the recent action, of the
themfit
or
,
metaphysics
or.
philology,
sue
brief intervals.” We look back upon the
come
Cossack.
The
first
is
the
French
Trustees,
will
be
prominently
brought
out
in
is over. And that is fashionable Amer- on to the noise. Here is one example that
selves for the legal or medical profession,
meeting as one of the ‘sunny spots in life's
this
department.
The
recitation
in
moral
elections
;
the
second
is
the
appearance
of
ica’s
embodiment
of
the
idea
of<
Summer
fell under our eyes at dinner time.—A thirs.or devote themseives to theology. . They
recreation! Is it strange that business ty cow approached the river to drink. Victor Emanuel in Rome, to make. it in sciencey conducted by the same teacher, was journey.
gre turning more and more to our colleges
G. C WATERMAN.
for means gambling when play means a pro- About to commence, a volley. of noise form and fact the capital of unified and an- highly creditable.
’
for these helps; speéial chairs are called
ti-papal
Italy.
In
spite
of
excesses,
reacmystery
any,
The
most.
marked
feature
of
excellencé
|
A
Is
nerve-Strain?
longed
startled
her. While
she . was looking
and: founded; and, . “hence, nearly every
apoplexy is becoming” 50 common an about herself with erect ears and an -aston- tions, propheeiés and fears, M. Thiers, as observed in the classical recitations, aside
‘Parsonsfield Seminary.
strong: and enterprising college is taking | that
—that afl our insane asylums ished air, the noise was again gaining vol- the representative of a moderate, orderly from the readiness and accuracy of the
experience,
universithe
«steps toward the position of
As the fall term of this Institution will ;
are overcrow(déd,—that-there are so many ume, so that just as she again tasted the and authoritive republicaniem, has been parsing, which generally was highly comAR
ty.
most
emphatically
sustained
in
the
late
elecsoon
commence, I have thought it would be
mendable,
was
the
correctness
and
even
|
ventrust,—that
of
places
the
in
water a fresh discharge distracted her; and
Some of the results are obvious enough. invalids
tions; while the monarchists on the one elegance of the rendering of the several au- but justice to the friends of the school abroad;
|.
making
rapidly
are
be
medicines
to
patent
of
only
ders
"thus the attempt was repeated
"The call for funds is constant and urgent.
The committee wera highly ‘to the school and to myself to make a brit
contain so interrupted, until the noise conquereil and hand and the anarchists on the other have thors read.
“The money that would have fairly well pro- fortunes,—that> our cemeteries
found
Hut
a
feeble
and
doubtful
support.
gratified
to
witness
so much critical atten- statement of facts that all may know Just
but
blossomed
that
power
the famishing animal hid herself among For the present, order reigns in Paris, and
_“fided for an American college thirty years many symbols of
rection
to
this
special
advantage
derived feom’| the condition of the school, its future prosmany
so
homes
ow
and
“fruited,
“never
the alders.
ago, now only makes a beginning and emthe
people
utter
a
strong
amen,
without
pa
,
a
proper
study
of
the
ancient
languiges;, pects, ete. a
And every “ords of promises that were spoken to the
And amid this noise and the frightening
phasizes Shgublen for more.
giving
an
encouraging
nod
to
the
BonaIt
is
str
uggling
for
existence
with great
and
had
there
been
evinced
equal
attention
|
of animals the ninety-fifth anniversary ‘of
college that gets the money and takes a ear but broken to the hope?
partes or the Bourbons. Thiers is ‘to-day to the literal signification of simple words, odds against it. To be sure,’ we get toYet
there
is
real
recreation
sought
and
our independence was celebrated. Not
step in ad#nce, only lifts up the standard
supreme ; he says he mean a genuine re- in the original, and the modification of the gether our share of students, and hive a
before every other college, deepens its gained during these hot months, just as only amid this rioise, but by it, was celebrate
public; and the people applaud his word, gense.of words in their several combina- very pleasant school. . I neither talk nor
there
is
much
that
is
needed
and
longed
for
sense of need, and mukes its call for more
ed the great occasion. In a few places,
Whether his professions can be trusted; tions, this part of the examination of the ‘think of a “first class school.” It is entirely
many
How
reach.
beyond
wholly
lies
* funds, “added professors, enlarged library that
there were speeches, the. decldration of inwhether he has power to build where le has classes in question would have been no less ou t N the question. Lewiston has approrelaxing”
for
time
no
find
who
are
there
orations
few
a
and
read,
and fresh appliances more imperative than
dependence was
over-strained energies, ; and no place where
were given. A few also sat in their ‘houses mastered ; whether the French people will satisfactory. .- This teriark, however, ap- priated every dollar the denomination could
To live and prosper, nay, to escape
«ever.
stand steadily. by" their latest pledge, —are plies only to the two lower classes, and in raise, and every cent that cpuld be obtained
Jweakmess, disgrace and prospective failure, they may lay down life's heavy burdens for or walked in their fields or gardens, and
questions which time will decide. But the no sense to the senior class; showing that from the state, The buildings need $1,000
rest!
of
luxury
the
know
of
and
boon
season,
great
alittle
the
considered
“it must have these things; and so. the apthoughtfully
must have someprospects are better at the present hour the point in question is far’ from being neg- expended upon them;
peal to ite friends and the public becomes Some of these unrelieved toilers win the liberty, and really celebrated the dnniver‘thing
done
soon
or
they
will
not be comfortthan
the
most
hopeful
counted
“on.—The
lected,
but
1s
deferred
to
the
latter
part
of
world’s
attention
and
sympathy,
while
more
&
Students must
full of urgency and pathos.
gary of its birth; but the majority made
actual transfer of the Italian capital to the the course, instead of finding a place at the able. The citizens expended $300 or more of
them
work
and
struggle
and
suffer
on
‘majority
that
of
s
majority
a
by
[On order to this, appliance
be had.
noise,.and
I have
so receiving . attention last year on the Boarding House.
“must be multiplied, and the privilege al- with only God to take note of the experi the noise was mdde mostly for the sake “of banks of the Tiber, while the whole beginning, and
city
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a‘welcome
to
the
very
rulengaged
to
stay
here
five
years;
one
year
throughout
the
course.
myst
seamstress
paid
comprerlowed then to elect from a long list of stud- ences. gThe poorly
making a noise. But few of them
The analysis of the English linguage, has past very pleasantly and I am enjoy ing .
ites. ‘And yet the actual presence of many drive . or protesting needle through the hended the significance of -the day. But er whom the Pope had anathematized,
anil enthusiastic students is the condition of long hot days in order to relieve absolute few of them knew or ever {will know or ig full of meaning. Ultramontanism and in the recitation in‘the Seasons surpassed ini apparently the confidence of the community.
enlisting public sympathy and opening the want. The watcher about the sick couch indeed care anything about its history. It infallibility ‘become soitnding names and excellence in many respects any like exer- I try to do my duty. I wish to say plainly,
cise the committee ever witnessed.
Great- that I can not, carry the Institution alone.
public purse. And as the number of col- must force herself to contined wakefulness was a grand occasion to make a noise and ‘actual, farces.
er
variety
would
have
been
given
to
the
ex-, I must have the assistance of those who
reTeges thal’ broaden their courses‘of instruc- even when the worn framé pleads for
be demonstrative, and as such it was imercise,
and
doubtless
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greater
claim to be its friends. We need appara——A
RADICAL
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‘tiem increases, so does'the apparent need of
proved.
aid ug?
:#0 many diminish, and the’ pullic responds frills and muslin till after the sun has gone
And this is the kind of patriotism. that the dell Phillips has been caught by the inter- profit to the pupils, hed there been time to tus and must have it. Who will
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Outline
of
elicit
the
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acquired
of
the
signifiset
a
have
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viewers.
The
chief
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which
he
“with increased reluctance to the demand down. The. kitchen . maid must sweat day-awakens. ‘It has come about that ‘our
for money.
“and pant over her anthracite, for the din- 4th of July is a grand occasion of noise, and was drawn out is Massachusetts politics, cations of words in their various connec- Charts, pair of Globes, Electrical Machine
Ido fiot propose to beg
.3. The interest now taken, especially n ing room crowd is larger and daintier than’ put little else. It subserves a useful - pur- and especially in “their relation to Gen. tions, that is, the exact meaning of the au- and a few books.
sending your scholars.
by
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thor
studied.
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Republicans,
supported
by
the
Labér
Repaintings
on
exhibition,
abundantly
illusthe best instruction almost gratuitously to pastor finds his burdens heavier than at any and races and games and so forth, but
We want fifty young ladies and gentle~ i the pupils, shows that the provisions ofour other point in the year ‘during July and many hundredths of every thousand or formers and Woman Suffragists, and secure trative of the attention in the Institution to
to teach next
, public school system are likely to interfere August, for they bring him critical auditors, these celebrators really know what they a triurophant election. He finds much fault this department of the Fine Arts, and so men this fall, who ‘propose
them good
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I have learned that at the Yearly meetin g
“ily independent of the state. Private plans real, vagation,
ing of all the possible games, by which the | question and female suffrage are to furnish attracted the attention and elicited the comBut it is different with others. Some of day is characterized, revive and perpetuate the main political issues during the next mendation of the numerous visitors present, in Limerick it was announced that North
gall forces will find. efficient rivals in the
In fine, it appeared
abundantly ‘in evi- Pavsonsfield Seminary had passed out of the
~gchemes and powers of the commonwealth. our pastors and other leading brethren has- any of the old spirit by which the day was twenty-five years, and is sure that the parion,
.& "The public sentiment that is rapidly ten gladly from the bustling and swelter- first made significant? Then why not have ty which takes these causes to its heart. is dence, that all departments of study in the cont ol of the Free Baptist denominat to
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Literary InSatan]: “institutions, the exhilaration of the sea, They gét back use the glorious Fourth in some ap propri- nate the country, Mr. Phillips is nothing share of attention, and had been conducted say that 1 consider the school a
ing
by that.
ledcoitrol
and
ed
| if not radical and striking.
gratifying success; and the com- stitution, manag
He can not with most
Operate to increase the burdens laid to nature and rest on her bosom, and iin do- | ate and respectable way ?
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[upon those who have done and are. now do-

ing so, they not Fabregas get back really to themselves and to God.
The fever of
constant excitement dies down,
Thought
becomes calmer,
The fieldof life broadens. |
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students
I am not a use all reasonable means to induce
denomination as ever before.
d it; and, so far ‘as we have ,conto'atten
|
several
are
member of -that society, neither
and support of Pike
tributed to the purchase that
;
the
whenever
agree
but we Seminary, Y do agr
|
of the Board. of Trustees,
/
)
members
de
;
:

later than heretofore.
A. N.

|

recognize the authority of the denomination, | tyugtees of the Seminary shall deem it adand I pledge myself to deport mysélfin and visable to sell the property for a Union
school, we will acquiesce in the arrangeout of school worthy the high trustfcommit- ment,
4
.
Ha

-*M. KX. MABREY, Principal.
No. Parsonsfield, Me.
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reported its several churches supplied with Penn.Y. M.. afid Rev. A. H. Chase, of the
pastors except Philadelphia and Three Mile Penn. Y. M.. Collections were i. for
Bay. In most of the churches a good re- F. Missions, H, Missions, Freedinen’s Mis-

ligious interest is maintained and Sabbath
ries to church progress.

churches sup-¢ Li.
Q. M.repoitsrted
with Sabbath schools in |

plied with pastors,
~ a prosperous state,
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niously transacted. EId.R. Parks was chos- en delegate to General Conference, and
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Norwich, N.Y.
Next session to be held with the Hamlin
church. Rev. D. Ju Whiting was appointed to preach the opening sermgn.
WM. WALKER, Clerk.
oo

enjoyed.

Holland Purthase Y. M.

:

by electing

twentv-sev
twenty-seven,

Rev.

S.

educational institu-

Him it is strong.

of

worship

paid

Chris-

general

the Churches.

usefulness
strong and efficient church.
We visited Bro. E. True at Rochester, and
found him actively engaged in his new field.

of

| Bro. True has manifested a spirit

Christian

heroism and courage in entering into a new
field in this large and flourishing village where
But with a
there are old established churches,
few zealous, self-sacrificing ¥. Baptists to gather

around him, they have in the name

Starr were chosen Clerks pro tem ; and, Bro.

M. ‘E. Shepherd, Treasurer.
:
H. M. B8ard for the coming year:
Interesting letters reporting revivals and the Y. M.
N. Wright, W. Whiting, R. L.
a healthy progress, were received from "all Revs. E.
R. Cooley and G. H. Hubbard.
d,
Howar
the Quarterly Meetings. The past year has
andV. W. Parker wete electbeen one of encouraging prosperity with —B. F. Cary
the term. of three years.—
for
s
ed trustee
almost all our churches.
Revs. R. Clark, G. H. Hubbard and R. CooRey's. J. Ingram and J.S. Herrington apley were elected delegates to the next Gen-

of the Lord

peared in our Conference as Corresponding

Delegates

eral Conference, and Revs.

from the Canada West Y. M.

The following resolutions
:
by the Conference :—

Resolved;

were
:

0. D. Augir and B. S. McKenney were
chosen alternates.—Rev. R. W..Bryant was

adopted

chosen corresponding delegate to the next

That we still sympathize with

our brethren apd sisters who are
in India, in the mission

field;

session-of the Congregational State Associ-

laboring

and that

‘ation at Fond du Lac.

we

gelical labors prosecuted by the N. Y. 8. H.
and F. Mission Society during the past year,
and we desire that more means shall be. us. ed for the Society and that more evangelists
shall be placed in the field during the comJ

, ‘Resolved,

2d

That the success of

ission

boxes, the past year, has been gratifying to
us, and we desire their continuance.

Resolved, That we still regard Pike SeminAary

as worthy
;

our

support;-and we

:

Able resolutions upon various ‘subjects of
Christian labor were discussed and adopted.
Liberal responses were also given to appeals

will make an especial efforteto induce our
congregations to make larger contributions
than usual the coming year.
Resolved, That we approve of the evan-

ing year.

J}. B. Moulton,

will
L]

in behalf of our several benevolent enterprises. The presence and labors of Rev. F.
B. Doe, of the Cong. Association, Rev. J. S.
Manning, of the Cairo Mission; and Rev.

Dr. Ball, of the Baptist

Union, New

York

City, were especially agreeable and profitable.

i

-,

:

The next session will be held within the

bounds of the Honey Creek Q.M.,com-,
mencing on the.fourth Eriday in June, one

has been settled here six months as we
and has had great prosperity. = A large

learned,
number

have been added to his church. His congregation
speak well of him, and they do of his predecessors. Every true minister (eels better aud more
true courage.in his’ new field if he. hears his
He
members speak highly of his predecessors.

may look for the same in future fbr himself.
Sabbath afternoon, attended church in Bidde-

ford and fistened to the ‘farewell sermom of
Bro. J. Boyd, who has been with this church

five years and has done a

good and permanent

His next field is

not yet decided upon, but wherever he
we are sure the prayers of his church

may
will

|
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Newmarket, NH.

STRAFFORD Q. M.—Held its lastand session
with
11. . Chose
June 10
olurch,
Riehtord
the
hu
§
1

|

of the

Rev. A. Griffethf Moderator. All
the
churches were reported by letter and

delegation! Fabius church report over forty additions;
the Virgil and Dryden report eight additions;
others, smaller additions.
Rev. L. E. Bates, of
Fabius church, received the approbation of the
. M. conference as a minister of the
gospel,

also Rev. Wm. C. Sweet, of the Virgil i
den church, There is good union in all
churches except
Missions, $4.60,

ome.

Collection
2

Next session with the Fabius:

(2)

ence Friday
o'clock, P.

4 Dryof the

before our next
Q. Meeting; at 6
M.
J. TYLER, Clerk.

WALNUT CREEK Q. M.—Held
sion with Boyd’s Grove
The attendance was not

its

June

SUMMER

one.

Whatever profits

DOVER

‘That we doagly fesrit that dur be-

ity

on application, for25 cents

Postage (extra)

BowDOIN : M.~Held its June session with
the church at Sabattisville. The churches were
well ‘represented, most of * them. reporting by
letter.”
The meetings during the . session," hut
prayer and preaching, were well attended and

were very interesting,
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This semi-monthly, published hy the Free| will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
useof Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April, |

1869.

It is printed on paper of a very

supe-

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is

equal to that of any other paper of its class:

R. R,

for publica-
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work for the society. Through the sacrifices -of 'Weage, from Prairie City, was with us, and his
labors contributed to the {nterest'of the occasion.
the society and the arduous labors of Bro. Boyd
The following
resolution was adopted :
.
| the church edifice has been enlarged, so that it is
That we as a Q. M, are in sympa. Resolved,
the
thy with the principles and mission of the: Bap
one of the most attractive and ‘beautiful in
tist Union, and cheerfylly recommend fit as
Bro. Boyd earnestly urged’ his church to
city.
worthy of a Lute in every F. Baptist family in
seek and maintain vital piety which; would give

them prominence and success.
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Rev N L Rowell, Manchester, N H.
preached by Revs. J, W. Hinkley, of the Wel= |
lington 2 M., Father Hathaway and Tho’s Keney, of
Milo, 3.8. Small,of Exeter Q. M., and
Otis Andrews, of Abbott.
The social meetings
In Dresden, Me., June 29, by Rev. Thomas Marswere full of the Spirit, in which scores testified
for Jesus. The D. and F. church have been den, Mr L. D. Marson, of D., and Miss, Mary E. Allen,
of New York, formerly of this office.
greatly strengthened under “the faithful $abors
In Wakefield, June 29, 1871, Mr. Warren D. Lord, of
of Bro. Tarbox, their pastor.
Chose the follow- Limerick,
Me., and Mrs. 7Henrietta I. Merrow, of
3
.
<r
ing delegates to the Y, M :—
Shapleigh, Me.
. 8S. Gerry, Otis Andrews, Alvah Strout, | In Hardwick, Vt., June 3, by Rev. J. M. Nason, Mr.
John Elliott,
B. S. GERRY, Clerk.
Bernard Powers and Mrs. Ann B. Pierce, both of
Walcott, Vt.
In New Sharon, July 2, by Rev, C. Gampbell, Mr.
1
Granville * Brown and Mies Margarety Campbell,
WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its last séssion at So. both
of N. 8.
Wheelock, Vt., June 6th, 1871.
It was a season
Tn Lowell, Mass., Jane 7, by Rev. J. E. Dame , Mr.
of deep interest in the eause of God. The church- Au
stus B. Foss and Miss Abbie E. Hutchins, both
es were all reported save two,
Some have nearof Lowell. Also,
June 16th, Mr. Rodney Griffith, of
ly doubled in numbers .in the past year, while Keene, N. H., and Miss Rose Moxley, of Lowell, Mass.
June
28th,
Mr.
Fernald
J. Sawyer, of Otisfield, Me.,
others are doing well and making some advancement in a divine life. Benevolent objects liad a and Miss Mary E. Gilman, of Newmarket, N. H.
Lewiston, Me., July 6, by Rev. Wm. H. Bowen,
good share of attention, and the whole: tone of Mr.In George
S. Ricker and Miss Eudora 8. Stockbridge,
: this session wasgood. Meetings of worship were all of Li,
spiritual, and souls were comforted an
good
done, we trust, in the cause of Christ.
The conference voted to ask for the publication
of the following resolution in the Star:
To any person sending us three new
Resolved, 1st. Thatitis the conscientious conviction of this conference, that for the reasons
specified
in this preamble, and others not speci- subscribers, with a year’s subscription
fied yet worthy
of mention, that one sermon each
Sabbathis far better than two for the ministry, in advance,
$7.50, we will send, post
the church and the Sabbath school.
2d. That we urge the oilinghes of this Q. M., paid, the ¢ CriticAL GREEK AND Exfrom Christian principle and a% a Christian duty,
to adopt the one sermon system if possible, as a GLisH CONCORDANCE
OF THE NEW
| permanent arrangement, but especially during
the Summer months, and devote to the Sabbath
TestaMeyT,” a work of the highest

church there is very encouraging.
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. SPRINGFIELD, ME ., Q. M.—Held its last sesCliurches gen‘sion in Lee Village, June 23-25.
Rev. C. B. Peckham has received and accepted erally reported and most of them report go
ina call from the church in South Parsonsfield,Me., terest, A good degree of interest was manifested
in the meetings; business was dispatched with
and already entered upon his labors,
harmony ; meetings of worship were . spiritual ;

preach to them Christ, after which we went

The twenty-sixth session, was held with
the church at Waupun, June 16—18. Conference organized by the election of the following officers :—Moderator,
Hon. B. F.
:

Tolford,

:

and

;

known,

harmless Remedy

It is the only reliable and

mouth, David Millett, and A. F. Woodward.

Lord will
he in his

providence may call him.

Use Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion.

niston;

met at.the:

* The Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.

The business of Conference was harmo-

Tn Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan,

Oct. 13, at 2 o'clock, P. M.

B. STARR, Clerk.
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N.C. Lothrop; Prayer; by A. Deering; Sermon,by J. E. Dame, 2 Cor. 4:5; Ordaining
prayer; by M. A. Quimby; Charge, by T. Ken-

beautiful. Sabbath.

sions,and for our interest at Elmira, during
The next session to be held
the session.
with the French Creek Q. M.
:

auxilia-

schools are regarded as important

ing his pastorate. We pray that the
abundantly bless his labors wherever
8

2, Purinton, F. Reed;

the church dur-

2 Tie Proscioe and, labors | the Milan and Stark church four happy | 1871,in the. following order: Examination at
Aldrich from the N.Y. and, souls the first Sabbath’ in July. It was a 10 o’ciock, A. M.; Reading the Scripture, by
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our prayer and social meetings
interesting.
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in baptism, after which ten received the |"
th
| Revs. O. Andrews and J. J. Banks were
Q. M. for the Regiater, should
=»
Ordination,
statistics of each
hand of fellowship. We hope others may
us and preached to good acceptance. Chose be The
made ont to the first Sabbath in May, and should
soon follow Christ in the same path of duty.
Esfablishment
At the May session of the: New Durham Q. BM. 8. M. Haggett Cor. Mess, to the Sebee Q. M. be sent to the Agentof the Printi
there may be no
Delegates to Yearly Meeting, 8. M. Haggett, goon thereafter as possible, .
a council was appointed for tlie ordination of
;
:
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J.C. 0.
M. 8. Scribner, Wm. Trask. The amount raisec
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twenty-nine have béen added to

side, and eight happy converts were buried

by its delegates at North Lawrence, St. gates to Gen. Conference :—Rev’s. G: H.
Con-] Ball and D, M. Stuart. Alternates, Rev’s.
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from his joke ; and very soon Mrs,

‘Did not Jesus come into the warld to save
sinners P” The boy became interested, and
bargain became rather a care. to her,
They seldony used the best bedroom. said : “I want to know how I'm to be sav-

+

Father's Growing Old."

The wardrode now in her room
cious enough for her attic; she

-

'

And years are on his shoulders Jain,

A heavy weight for him.

And each a stalwart man,
And we must make his load as light

And easy as we can,

_capasorry

on the ground.

| house linen, just such as I want—and it will

men came with swords, lanterns and torch-

But he weat foremost in the swarth,

Tossing
aside the grain,
Just like the plough that heaves t he
Or ships that sheer the main,

sod,

| chests).

»
»-

:

but linen, like all other things,

wears

and no good manager allows her
run down,” said Mrg.

Fonder,

After his prayer, wicked

stock

to

hada

| large space yet left in her vast bargain,
| which she thought would look well, filled up
| with damasks.

Those brave old days of British times,
Our grandsires and the war.
1 heard you speak/of ma’am, John!

|

"Tis gospel what you say,

That caring for the like of us

Mr. Ponder happened-t6be at the

hall

f door when his wife returned from the sale
| in a coach, laden with articles of various
kinds. He assisted her to alight, and,
{ rather against her inward wish, watched
the packages carried into the house.
| +“ Linen ?” he asked, looking at an open

Has turned her hair so gray!

Yet, John, I do remember well
‘When eighbors called her vain,

And when her hair was long and like
A gleaming sheaf of grain.

i

understand

how

to. be saved;

but

now

working."—

I

o

do understand.™
:
Miss
B—asked him: “Do'you think you

But to the heaven of her eye
never lookedin vain,

And eve¥more our yielding cry
Brought down the tears like rain.
But that is long agone, John!
And we are wnat we are,

him a little straw

My. Ponder.

And little heed we day by day,

“¢* No, but other
to have them,” said
them for her store
« Linen ?” again

Her fading cheek and bair;
And when beneath her faithful breast
>
The tides no longer stir, \
Tis then, John, we the most shall feel
‘We have no friend like her.

pointing to a huge, greasy-lookiyg,

rough

~

« No, that is soap; I hae
third, almost, of

The deep descent with him ;
But you and I are young and hale,
And each a stalwart man,

always the better for keeping.”
So is money, thought her husband;

4

the

got it at one-

And mother’s treading softly down

price;

he contented himself with

' Ancé we must make their path as smooth
And level as we can]

and

soap

is

but

saying that

*¢ Well, my dear, I have

bought

he

Pon-

der, joyously to her husband.
_ * A bargain!” Mr. Ponder was used

to

dearly for it; he was tired of paying for

it.

the word ; he did't like it; he had paid

~ He laid down his book and asked, “ What
will you do with it ?” “It” was
a large hand-

some wardrobe with looking glass doors
and extensive drawers and fittings,
:
“ Do with it? Oh, I can do fifty thin gs
with it,” said the lady.

“ But you probably will not do more than

~bne ; what will that be'?” he asked.

- ‘She mused a moment, and suggested the
best bedroom.
Mr. Ponder remarked that
it had a wardrobe.
t Yes, and so has ours, and

so

has

the

chintz room
; but I could put this into the
* best room, and put the one there now into
she remarked,

thinking

dressing-room,”

the last

concession

would win his heart to her bargain.
But the inexorable Mr. . Ponder

said

her

new

purchase might be considered as a valuable
investment ; he simply replied to
them that ** it was not wanted.”

each

of

. “Well, really, to think of letting this slip

out of one's fingers

at such a price!

It

wéuld have beert wasteful, quite wasteful, I
consider,” said the lady, who was too used’

to batgles over her bargains
daunted.
fa
ge
“

to

be easily

8 Pardon me,” replied her hushan d ;¢“the
waste liesin buying it. -Intrinstcally it may

be wortha hundred

dollars, as

you

say;

but since you don’t want it, I maintain,

* steadof being worth

‘the

ten

.in-

dollars

paid for it, it is not worth ten cents

with anxious vigilance.

Placing his thin, wasted hand

she

cried, defiantly; * it is two dozen of old
china plates that will just make up my set.
I was delighted to see them ; I despaired of
ever being able to get any.”
¢¢ What are they for—dinner plates ?”
¢ Dinner !” said the lady ; ¢“ they. are so
tender, thie touch of a
them,”
:

knife

would

said:

“Thank

you,

:

Every now and then Mrs. Ponder

ness

hour-and minute as—they pass, with ah excould be so exact and faithful as a clock, for
men get tired, but clocks never do.

Es

you

to us.”

“ Depend on it, Mr. Ponder, it's absurdly

But wonderful as the clock

in his heart that she knew the

secret of * managing to’ do

without.”

He

appears that

Ty

that'are drying

wanted; it, is worth nl to us.”

A little pouting,a little frowning, a few
« « pentiments, half-thought, half-spoken, siZnifying that ** some people were very hard
to ‘pleage,”¢* some people were very

incon-

up

their

vinegar; and as

to furnitire, he only wishes

he

could get a

day at-Repp’s to sell at half their cost ¢“ the
bargains that just cost nothing !"—Harper's Bazur,

Q

x
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© sistent,” that “it was enough to deprive any

© one of spirit and energy tbe s6 continually thwarted and blamed when praise was
deserved,” accompanied the - beautiful

* Thank You, Jesus. -

gain to its settled home in the best bedroom,
and Mrs. Ponder stood before it with a sor-

rowful sort of enjoyment, wishing her hus-

band had a more liberal spirit. Mr. Ponder,
thinking he had been a little hard on her,

followed her up to the best bedroom,

and

“On asick bed, with no prospectof recovery, lay alittlé boy of ten years, whose

mother knew nothing of the saving grace
of Christ Jesus.

sad that the poor little sufferer should die
without.any one to instruct him in the way

© paid'a complimentary tribute to her taste, * 1 of
¥¢ Oh, I knew you mugt

A friend near by felt very

sflvation.

So she went for a. devotedly

she | piGus young lady, who loved to go on errands of mercy.
‘
;
ers | and look, what lovely deep shelves’!
AMter Miss B—
had inquired into his
“and these private drawers ! and such room state of health, she asked about his hope

said, with animation.

;

A

for

admire it!”

* See—what

hanging dresses! “Oh, -it will
m

/

ry

draw-

hold

for eternity.
had obeyed his

George answered
pavents,

and had

times reinember things you've done wrong;

and nothing can enter heaven

that defileth,

library has a wide

sold at a lower figure. The

unfortrade

been hailed both by scliolars

measurably

a

original

reputy-

familiar with

language,

and

undertaking has

who

the

by

have

works

become

in their

“intelligent

English

dial-plate,

thousands in a year! | posed by:man.

How

sad

to think

you

little

Asa

5

En

Jem ; “come, Bill, give us some peanuts.”
“No sir,” said Bill Dow, “I don’t do that

mean thing, I tell you.

I do not intend

to

shall be caught being dishonest in great
ones, Father says half the frauds, émbezzlementg, and bank robberies began in {ittle dishonesties. They tunnel the way for
a rush at last.”

“Good for you Bill I” cried Asa Clicker,
“I bglieve in you, = As 'for Jeni he'll die on
the galiows yet.”
;
Bill tossed the counterfeit ten

and next, over that,

the river, and the boys stood on
Just above this, you see an alcove, in which watching the eddies it made
is a grim, ugly looking figure, called Father water. “Lietall bad money be
Time. He has a bell in one hand, and a it sicks us,” said Asa.—Child's
one which shows the changes of the moon.

Time, one

cents

intd

the bridge
ih the still
sunk before
Paper: -

is

meant to show that when the right time
comes, he cuts down every living being.
There are four figures that pass before

of life.

Clicker.

‘Somebody passed "it on Bill, and Bill
does no more than keep it going,” cried

<
same moment.
Above the didl rs a larger circle, which telis

an hour.

Jem

“That you call doing as yon would be done

an hour-glass, which he turns ‘over at the

this old Father

said

for it.”
51
i
“What an honest, honorable “fellow you

oy, do you?”

+

Learn a Trade.

vach quarter, off he always. said hé * intended to do well by

The first is a little child, the second

So when

twenty-one, he expected

Ben got to

je

to hear the * gov-

a fair youth, the third a grown-up man, and ernor ” say something of his future prospuets,
the fourth an old person.
TR 3 5 and perhaps lenda helping hand in starting
Above this alcove is another, th which jou in thé world. But the ‘old fox carefully
see a number of figures. “The central one avoided the . subject...
—~ Ben
mustered
fs our Saviour; and every

others

which

are

meant

courage :

day, at noon, the

for - thei, twelve,

he

‘ I suppose

wtb

I am now free, sir,”

you as to my course.

while the holy image lifts its bands in bless-

$
said he,

v
|
4.9

Shiai

‘“ Yes, yes, I know you are,” sajd the
niillionaire ; ‘“and my advice is that you go
and learn the cooper’s trade.”

perched on a pinnacle of the clock at, the
1 left hand, slowly flaps his wings, and crows

Ry

What do you think |

had betterdo ?”

/

an

:

majestically

like the

anét the profoundest in meaning.
To it more
than to any portion of the Scripture applies the
familiar comparisofi 6f a river deep enough for
the elephant to swim, with shallows for the lamb
to wade,
Itis'the Gospel of love, life, and light,
-the Gospel of the heart taken from the very heart |
of Christ, on which the beloved diseiple leaned
at the Last Supper.
It the type of the purest
forms of mysticism.
It has an irresistible charm
for speculative and contemplative minds, and furnishes inexhaustible food for meditation and devotion, Itis the Gospel of peace and Christian
union, and a prophecy of that: blessed. future
when ill the discords of the Church militant on
earth shall be solved in the harmony of the
Church trimphant in heaven,

THE RELIGION OF THE
FUfURE, Sermons
college; by Theodore

PRESENT AND OF THE
preach chiefly at_Yale
D Woolsey.

New

York:

Charles Scribner & Co. 1871. 12mo. pp. 402.

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,
President Woolsey has gratified the strong

de-

sire of many of his former pupils, and laid the
wider
Christian public under, grateful obliga
tions,by issuing this volume of his discourses.

A man of solid mind, broad

and

comprehensive

views,
extensive study,
liberal attainments,
depth of religious experience and ripeness of
Christian character, and speaking with vigorous
simplicity and a majestic grace, his sermou . ul
ways sent his hearers away instructed, quickeyed, and elevated in the whole tone of thought and
feeling,
And the thoughtful reader of his sermons will not fail to be strongly impressed. He
exhibits a true royalty jof conseierice; he. briggs

the sense of God's presence and authority

i

to the soul; he makes the guilt and peril of sin
great and terrible reglities; he paints the beaus
ty and grandeur of holiness till it seems something really divine; he exalts Christ fh his save!

ing offices ‘till the glory of the Godhead surhim

like

a halo, and then makes him

stand forth as brother, friend and

—

Ben Lippincott.”

of

high and serene as the heaven, deep and unfathomable as the sea. Is the plainest in speech

“| rounds

Stephen Girard had a favorite clerk, and

These represent the four’ stages

"of all the revelations

be-

quenches the thirst’of the soul: as the Light
of the world that )lluminates the darkness of sin
and error; as the Resurrection and the Life that
destroys the terrorof death.
It refleéts the luster of the Transfiguration on the Mount, yet subdued by the holy sadness of Gethsemane.
It
abounds iu festive 15 and gladness over the
amazing love of God, but mixed with grief over
the ingratitude and obtuseness of unbelieving
men. It breathes the air of peace, and yet sounds
at times like a peal of thunder from the other

=
it,”

corner, and spend it.
Treat us, old fellow.
She’s half blind, and will neyer be the wiser

cried

organ

of life from the

eagle towarlls the uncreated source of light, and
.{ Yet hovers as gently as a dove over the earth; it
is sublime as a seraph and simple as a child;

Drew.
‘Your father may be mistaken.
I
should go to that old peanut woman at the

are, Jem Drew,”

was the soprce

world; it soars-boldly and

:

in the mar

God to man; as the Fountain-of living water that

‘Bad Money.

“Well, you need n’t know

It is a marvel even

ginning, and the

:

Dow.

/

velous
Book of books.
All the literature of the
world could not replace
it. It is the most spirit.
ual and ideal.of Gospels.
It introduces us into
the Holy of Holies in the history of our Lord;
it brings us, as it weresinto His immediate presence, so that we behold face to face the true Shey
kinah, * the glory of the Only Begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth.”
It presents, in
fairest harmony, the highest knowled e, and the
deepest love, of Christ.
It gives us the cléarest
view of His incarnate Divinity and His perfect
humanity,
It sets Him
forth as the Eternal

Word, who

Ta

Over this dial you see a be dishonestin a little thing, then. I nevers

the motion of the'stars,

has done to give completeness to a work whose
original excellences were equally rare and eminent, we copy a paragraph from his introduetion, whose qualities are such as are best left
to speak for themselves,
and which we would not
venture to hide or mar by any words of praise,
Thus he brings out thé striking features of this

day, and

terfeit-ten-cent piece, ‘* Oh, you don’t know
it is counterfeit,” said Jem Drew.
“Yes)\I do; father said it was,” said Bill

where, as in every clock, we tell

the time of day.

is an 18mo. volume of 340 pages,

in flexible covers, and with a typography whose
excellence makes the page thoroughly attractive.

the

The Gospel of St. John is the Gospel of Gospels, as the Epistle to the Romans is the Epistle
of Epistles.
It is the most remarkable as well as
themost important literary production ever com-

Bill Dow was showing the boys a coun-

Mr. Ponder was going to say-he was glad [ said hig prayers.”
“That is right; but ig ing upon them. . And as the last one goes
“hat the Pacific and broad: Atlantic wore that your only hope for eternal life? - You at out, a monswrous- cock; which, you see

“not likelyto be put up to auction, but hav‘ing only just male peace, he abstained

by A. Wil.

conforming in-style to the English edition, though

The same House also send

example,

till

the story of his life puts us into the most grateful
sympathy with him, and helps us bear our bur-

dens with

a new

hope

and

a fuller faith.

ssuggestivenéss is something

Is

us another volume

of the novels of Miss Mulock, belonging to their
new and admirable edition, which has such man
ifest and peculiar excellences as are likely to give
it an unequaled popularity.
It is OLIVE that appears in this last installment, a volume that, if it

does not exhibit the author in her highest
tal mood, is one especinlly characteristic

tractive.
es,

Itisa wl executed

men-

and

at-

16mo. of 428 pag-

v

The same

author and

Publishers are

fo

unite

in providing for a series of “ Books for Girls,”
dealing with just those facts and views of lie
that bear directly upon the formation of a true NN
character in young ladies,
The first fruit of this
new undertaking comes to us in the shape of a.
very pleasant 16mo.volume of 210 pp. entitled L11TLE SUNSHINE'S HOLIDAY, and it is a charming
story of a most attractive and thoroughty human
little lady, whese acquaintance great numbers Jf
the girls,—and the boys also,—will be right glad

fo make.

The series is almost certain to possess

genuine merit and a wholesom® popularity,
Carrying forward its work of publishing a
* Library of Select Novels,” in which nothing
lacking character or having a doubtful moral tendency is to appear, we have, among their latest
issues, the following:

of very great value.. As a specimen of what he

somebody

every

‘‘that he dpostles, march slowly past it#ahd bow, *“ and I thought I would say something to
always

Sold

curate and almost literal ‘translations of th, *
Greek and Latin authors who are usually studied
inthé course of classical education; They are mostly reprints from Bohn's classical library,

and admirable Introduction, and ‘in the many
suggestive notes scattered through the work, is

unique and wondrous gospel :

Think of a clock as large as the front”of

scythe in the other, ‘which, I suppose,

bar-

cause.

compared with some others I have seen.

“cheap, and.a immense bargain !” she cried, sometimes tells her that they will have to bell, and on each side of it the image of a
replying (like a woman) not to ‘his state- || make another house for her accumulations little boy, as large as your baby-brother.
ment, but to his opposition tg her act and | of linen they will never use, home-made One of these little fellows has a mallet in
| wines that will go down to their heirs and his hand, and when a full hour arrives, he
deed.
.
“My dear,” he said, resuming lis book, | assigns as vinegar, preserves that are fret- strikes with it on the Bell. The other holds
ting away all their sweetness, and pickles
“1 repeat, the price riiay be low, but,
not
-being

you

stands on your mother’s mantel, or in tife every day.
corner of grandmother’s hall, it is nothihg

is fora the house you live in, and that will tell not
to only the hours and minutes of the day, but
her family, and uncomfortable to herself,
the days, weeks, and the months of the
because she has to dust aiid. wash precious
sear,
like an almanac ; and tells all the
‘| articles that she dares not intrust even to
movements -of “the sun, moon, and planets,
her parlor-maid; and when they are washand many other things besides.
ed and dusted, they are put back on the
This clock is in a great, splendid church
shelves till they want washing again.
in the city of Strasbourg. Strasbourg was
‘Mr. Ponder, who had received with his
a French city until a few months ago, when
wife the brilliant reputation of her being a
the Prussians, who, you know, have been at
first-rate manager, wishes he had been so
war with France, conquered and took posseshappy as fo light on a second or even a
sion of it. Before the city was given up to
third-rate—for his experience of *¢ first-rate
them, the Prussians fired a greaf many balls
management ” is, that it leads to very little:
and shells into it, and some of them hit the
comfort and very great expense.
,K When
church, but the elock was not hurt. , Oh,
he is complimented by outside observers
how glad the people have been, all through
op “ what a capital manager Mrs. Ponder
Europe and America, that it was not injured,
is,” he thinks to himself that she manfor it is one of the wonders of the world !
ages to spend a great deal of money, and
«I will tellyou about it. ~ First notice the

he wishes

Books I.—XXX

York: Harper & Broth.

.

Harper's classicyl

Schafl’s service, both in the form of a most fresh

It

might make somebody
unhappy many
thousand times every year!”
=
:
Little boy, how many timies a day do you
show an unkind or disobedient spirit? Little girl, how many times a day do you look
sullen, and speak cross words? Somebody
is always made unhappy by it. Think of
“the mmuitiplication table, and see how much
sorrow or how much happiness you may
cause your dear mother or your friends in
ayear. Oh, I do hope, as you think of this,
you will ask Jesus to make you like him,
and help you, give some one cause. for joy

at Strasbourg.

at

His wife did not stay to argue; she went
off with her bales to ‘ see them stowed in
proper quarters, and found the work suffi-

:

the

tion, and it is becoming extensive as well asl.
uable,
Thé volumes published are careful, ac.

in the

will afferd you

New

liams & Co.

| riching the American edition, have occasioned
some uneasipess, but it was -bettter that there
should be no such haste as would tend to divest
the work of any portion of its excellences. From
such an examination as we have been able to

And do not-forget that this arithmetic will |
give just as true an account of the unhappi-

——

actness which makes it seem like a living
being. Indeed, I don’t believe a person

to make

times

that would be many

Miss

A clock is a wonderful sort of thing, isn’t
At, children? There it stands ticking away
all the time, its tiny hands pointing to every

an

power

else happy’ twenty

in hers, he

was

“ Would go for 4 very good bargain
Repp’s,” suggested Mr. Ponder:

cient to occupy her till bed-time.

and

-

“ What use will you put them to, then ?”
imperfect set, which, being imperfect,
worth little, but now—"

smiled,

Think of all your friends!

may be in yodr

B——!" Then looking up, he said: “Thank
you, Jesus!” At midnight he fell asleep in
Jesus. —Am; Mes,
bh

The Clock

break

~ + Use ! don't I tell you they make up

sometimes.

She asked, ‘Can you say, ‘For me?"
He said distinctly, ‘For me!”

following"
linen,”

In two volumes,

ers, 1871, 12mo. pp. 747, 726.

immediate work of translating and otherwise en-

lie. Think of yofir_father and little brother,
and Cousin Alice, too, who comes to see us

“I do believe, I now believe
That Jesus died for me.”

nothing

la

not

which shé sang these

And one of the best:

=

¢ No, Mr. Ponder, itis

by D. Spilan, A. M., M. D.

to the

| death of Rev. Dr, Yeomans, who undertook

hundred and shyty.
“One thousand four hundred and sixty
times! O mother, only think of that! I
mean to begin to-day, and perhaps, if I try,
I ean make her happy more than four times
a day. Perhaps I might two thousand
times a year.”
*“ But there are pthers in the family, Nel-

he - day invisible to her friends, ungvailable

had a, wardrobe now in his dressing-room.
which quite satisfied him. In vain the lady
suggested various views in which

last installment came in, his wife

side, and a big

‘Jesus, lover of my soul,” ete.
“Rock of Ages, cleft for me,”ete.

ly; ¢ we certainly cannot do without soap.”
“Linen ?” inquired Mr. Ponder, as the

“« Such a bargain, love I" ‘cried Mrs.

one

precious hymns, so refreshing to the dying
Christian:
:
:

but useful things,” retorted the lady, angri-

“Such a Bargiin, Love.”

on

by the lady, during

would settle the soap on herin his will as
part of her share of his property; for he
was sure, unless they not only ‘washed at
home, but took in washing, they could
| never use that quantity.
*

The Family Circle.

upon, which

con

THE HISTORY OF ROME.
By Titus Livius, «Literally translated, with notes and illustrati
ons

.give it, we have no hesitation in pronouncing it
4 most important contribution to our highest exFonitors litérature,
The peculiar mental qualities of the apostle John have been matters of
careful, appreciative and successful ‘study, and
Nellie said to herself, ** If I make mother | the characteristic features of his gospel have been
happy four times a day, then, as there are dealt with in a way that must command almost
universal respect and a very general and gratethree hundred and sixty-five days jn a year,
ful approval.
Depth of insight is coupled with
I shall make her happy three hundred and the amplest learning and a large critical skill, and
sixty-five times four.” Ag.she thought it the work of interpretation 1s aided both by spirwoul
more convenient in multiplying, itual sympathy and conscientious scholarship, It
she put down three hundred and sixty-five is the richest yolume that has yet appeared in the
series, and Ats issue supples an important addifirst, on her slate, and four under it, and
tion to the testimonies that support the claims of
found the answer to be ore thousand four the evangelical system of theology.
Prof.

plank on the other.
He grasps the straw,
and what then ? He is drowned.
When I
first called, my little friend was trusting to
his prayers and being good to be saved—
these were the straws; but I hope you now
trust in Jesus only.”
’
“Yes; before you came, I was trusting in
my prayers and being good to save me.
But now I trust in Jesus only.”
Many visits were made to this dear boy

people do, and it’s: nice
the lady, who designed
chests.
inquired Mr. Ponder,

box.

Yes, father’s growing old, John!
His eyes are getting dim,

your

——
Lesson.

would like to go and live with Jesus soon?”

o

into

A

" The Arithmetic

| hamper of jars and bottles.

.

back

i

the

kindles

of its place in this excellent series of volumes,

the fourth gospel.
The unavoidable delays aris| ing from the failing health and the subsequent

Gospel Banner.

“If Nellie makes her mother happy four
“Not just yet! I would, like to do some
times
every day, how many times will she
good
first,
and
read
the
Scriptures
to
oth| “No, dear; I found it was a general
make
her happy in a year ?”
’
-ers.”
He
lay
re
most
of
the
next
night
sale, and things being almost given away
. Nellie’s father had brought home a new
(there being little company
there), I and was frequently heard saying: *‘Thank
couldn’t resist buying these fifty-cent bot- you, Jesus, for suffering and dying for me!” slate for her, and as she was so much inter™
On another.visit the lady used this il- ested in arithmetic, she had asked her moth tles of sauce for eight cents, and pickles
lustration : “Suppose a boy was sinking in er to give her a ** sum to do.” This was
the same.”
’
¢ But you and I never eat pickles!” said | a deep river, and there came “oating by the question her mother had proposed.

John!
rod,

Whene’er with willful step our feet
The path forbidden trod ;

ours, and ours

StREKO- that -hodr-when-your-will-see-the- Foti

wi

and

a very fair, mtelligent and popular account
of the
Spanish German, Flemish, Dutch and
French
schools of painting, with notices of the
leading
artists, and of the great master-pieces and
which
embody and illustrate their genius,
It is worthy

settled it with a check for £20,000, which he

Wher any of you go to Europe¢it will be accontpanijed with this’ little moral
worth while for you to-journey by the way
story :
THe
ee
of Strasbourg, that you may visit thd clock ;
“There, take that, and invest it.
and you must remember to be there just be- | best possible manner; if you are
fore twelve, thatJyou may be ready to hear tunate and lose it; you have a good

purpose

The same Publishers issue WONDERS: ox EvROPEAN ART, by Louis Viardot, another of the
Illustrated Kfbrary of Wonders, and which gives

"He announced to old Stephen that he had

heads and skillful hands to keep it going.

understanding, stirs

the

Literary Review,

out,

who

heart, °

the

rouses

readers who would become acquainted with the
whole variety of movements which I -have i good living."—Sabbath Recorder.
thanzed him; but I will thank him! I un- described.
master minds of antiquity, though funable to
The apostles only take their
pr
of
=
:
rgommune with them in slieir native speech, The
derstand it now. ‘I did not understand it walk once a day, and at that hour. . And it
>
ny
.
mechanical excellences are many 4nd marked.
before.” And his thin face lighted up with is only;then that the cock erows. Soif you
(B/
y
t
As specimens of polished,
pure, picturesque
animation,
:
want to see the whole performance, be sure’ |
=
prose, the historical works of Livy have been the
‘| to be there at twelve o'clock.
Won't you now say, Thank you, Jesus.
gratification of twenty centuries, ind he is alTHE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.
By John
[ want to say one thing more. WonderHe bowed his head, and twice repeated in
Peter Lange, D. D., Professor of Theology at
nfost sure to stir the enthusiasm of many generthe University of Bonn.
Translated from the
a low but firm voice: ‘Thank you, Jesus. ful as this clock is, it is but a poor piece of - German,
ations yet to come.
:
revised,enlarged, and edited by PhilThank - you, Jesus!” She prayed with him. machinery in comparison with the perfect
A very neat and carefully prepared edition of
ip Schafty D, D.; Préfessor of Theology in the
Union Theological Seminary, New York. New
the plays of Sophocles has also been issued hy
Calling shortly after this interview, the works of God, some of which this clock imYork: Charles Scribner and Co. 1871. octavo. this House, which is a
model of convenience and
mother said to this messenger of mercy: itates. He who made the human body, and
pp. 654. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
neatfiess,
It bears the following title : SopnoThere has been not a little of anxious waiting
‘‘He has been talking to his father all about guides the motions of the planets, is truly
CLES. EX NOVISSIMA RECENSIONE GULEILMI
it since you were gone. . He said, ‘I did not ‘wonderful in counsel, and excellent in for the volume of Lange’s great work devoted to DINDORFII, It

“Of course, dear, I don’t mean to say we
actually want it at this present moment;

!

~
Now we must lead the van, John!
Through weather foul and fair,
And let the old man read and-doze,
. And tilt his easy chair;
And he’ll not mind it, John, you know,
;
At eve to tell us o'er

science,

graduated, and was ready to set up in busiable rooms, Stairs at the right hand lead ‘mess. The old man seemed gratified,
and
up into these rooms, and there the workmen
forthwith ordered three of the best barrels
are always busy keeping all the parts of the he could turn out. Ben did his prettiest,
machinery in repair. It took three hundred and wheeled them up to his counting-room.
years to make this “great clock perfect as it Mr, Girard pronounced them first-rate, and
now is. At one time it stopped, and fifty demanded the price.
:
:
years went by before any one was found who
** One dollar,” said Ben, ** is as cheap as
knew enough to put it in order again. It I can live by.”
]
took a very wise head, 1 am sure, to find
‘¢ Cheap enough} make out your bill.”
out how to do this, and it must take wise
The bill was made out,~and é!d Stephen

}

field

To share the toil with him;

She had a buxoni arm,
That wielded well tie

| she tells me there is to be a sale of linen—

that instructs

make as good a barrel us the best.

machinery which is arranged at the back of
the clock, where there are large, comfort-

| he marvelously cheap; so I won't lose the es. They led him away—beat him ‘with
opportunity.”
strips—took away
his clothes—crowned him
{ « House linen 1" exclaimed Mr. Ponder; ‘with thorns, andfhailed him to the cross.
¢ surely we cannat be in want of that” (re- There he died in agonies and blood.
All
membering. as he did the stock of homespun this he endured for you. Did you ever
th | and fine damask that his good old mother | thank Jesus?”
rent
{ had gbeueathed to him in the’ two linen | Weeping, the boy said: “I've never

Ang sturdy grew each limb,
He brgught us to the yellow

but recovering his equilibrium he said that
if Mr, Girard was in earnest, he would do
80.
:
“Iam in earnest,” And Ben, forthwith
sought the ‘best cooper in Spring Garden,
became an apprentice, and in due time could

it can be heard out:
:
™

ed ; please teach me,”
Le
J
You'see on the ¢lock many images beComing quite close to the dear boy, tak- sides, but they are only for ornament. T
ing his burning. hand in hers, she said: have explained all those which have motion
‘George, shall 1 tell you a story?” His eye and meaning. And all these are moved by

{

Aud when our boy-strength clme; John!

’
isas natural as

The crowing

life, and is so loud that
side. the church.

|

He used to take the brunt, John!
At eradle and at plow,
‘And earned our porridge by the sweat
That trickled down lis brow ;
Yet never heard we him complain,
:
_; Whate’e his toil might be,
Nor wanted e’er a welcome seat
Upon his solid knee.

We

was
was

three times.

useless, Suddenly a bright thought struck brightened.
?
@
her; it was just the thingto hold spare
‘Suppose in a school-room a little boy
linen ; but thén she had two noble linen had blotted his book with ink,” and the
| chests already. This was soon manhged ; yschoolmaster was about to whip him for it,
“i they should be converted into store chests, “and a big boy should step forward and say:
| ahd the linen should immediately travel to ‘Teacher, I'll take the whipping instead of
_ | the wardrobe !
:
the little boy,” what would you think if the
This was excellent management, and all little boy never said, ‘Thank you? »
the morning Mr. Ponder heard nothing of
“I would say he was a bad boy.”
his wife ; but in thé afternoon she said, * I
#‘George,there was One who prayed in the
|'am’ goingto Repp’s, dear, with Mrs. Smith ; gar¥en, in great agony ; drops of blood fell

* And you and I are young and hale,

.

Ponders

‘that ten months at least out . of the twelve
| the beautiful convenient bargain = should be

Our father’s growing old, John!
His eyes are growing dim,

ra
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tavo.

THE HEIR.

Trollope. o¢-

By Anthony

pp. 282. Clothy....

Marry-

Florence

By
HER LORD AND MASTER.
at. octavo. pp. 117. Piper.

WON—NOT WOOED. By the author of “ Bred
the Bone,” ete. octavo. pp. 181. Paper.

NONSENSE, SONGS, STORIES,

BOTANY AND

in

AL-

PHABETS.
By Edward Lear.
With one hundred and fifty illustratrations.
Boston: James)
R.
Osgood & Co. 1871. quarto.
“The promotion of a healthy merriment is one
of the! things needing to be done in. America,
where life is so intense, and the fashionable

methods of recreation exhaust body, brain and
eat even more rapidly than the office, the
counting-room dr the exchange. Mr. Lear has
given us a good supply of the comic
ume, and while some of it suggests

buffoon

of the circus ring, other

in this vol:
the popular

portions

of it

have subtlety, genius and character, o The botanical illustrations will be found especially amusing
and effective,
1

© The Sanie House publish a new and cheap edition, in paper covers, of Owen Meredith’s LuCILE AND OTHER POEMS, well printed but very
poorly illustrated.
Lucile is a production of |
real merit and trie genius,
It “has bgen issupd:
in various styles, and has gained a.wide approves

al. , More or less of the
brought together are quite

briefer pieces here
worthy of the distin-

guished company they keep, and their music will

gain a grateful hearing,
THEGEYE IN HEALTH AND DISEASE: Being a
© series of articles on the Anatomy and Physiolbry of the human eye,and its surgical treatment .
fy B. Joy Jeffries, A. M., M. D.
Boston: Alexander Moore, 1871. octavo, pp. 119.
Whoever has been in the
habit of reading

GooDp

HEALTH,

published

by Mr.

Moore, will

cellent monthly.

We are glad fo'séethe

papers

put into this more permanent shape.
They deserve the distinction.
And the careful reading

and study of this volume will be of no little Service
in lessening thre number of weak and unhealthy
and failing eyes. It will correct many false impressions, break up mischievous habits,put down _
more or less of mischievous quackery that is sustained. by professed oculists but who are only
charlatans, and suggest much that it does not te!l
upon the general subject Of hygiene,
The diagrams and illustrations add much to the value of
the treatise, making the«text plain enough for

any average mind to comprehen.
5

Holt & Williams, New York, issue,

their * Leisure Hour Series,” the

as No. 3 of

very pleasant,

simple, touching and effective volume of Gustdve
Droz, entitled, AROUND A SPRING. There is a~
real charm in the style, and the literary level of

the work; as is the cage with whatever bears the
imprint of this House, is very high. The volum¢
is done up in paper covers and printed in a style

that is very dxcellent,”
OLD AND NEW, for

:

TS
July, comes.

in the

form of

White

Tyrrany; A Theological Seminary

be found quite

will

suggestive; The Record of Prog

ress is devoted to accounts of the condition of
many of our leading literary Institutions, the
being carefully and Justly
specialties of each

presented, and not a few very suggestive

things

gelical narrative, or that come out in ordinary
‘human experience, are filled with new meaning
his.
bands, and illustrate the broadest and
most comprehensive principles,
His knowledge
of the human heart is extensive and profound,

ure; and other papers of greater or less
cance come in to aid in making np a very

signifi-

rable.

avd

Simple incidents that appear in the evan-

and he makes his acquaintance
with ‘metaphysics
.and his large knowledge of nature serve him in
exalting the functions and enforcing the claims of
religion,” These discourses are meant for thought-

ful readers, and such readers will find them

full

of value.
Clergymen
especially will greatly
profit by studying tliem, not for the purpose of
using them as plagiavists,but as a means of leary.
ing how to extract the meaning from the Seriptures, and
the sermonh at onee something
= muke
.

.

a

;

a special number for Commencement,
It opens 2
new story by the editor,entitled Ups and Downs;
there -is an interesting paper on Edward Everett’s College Life; Recollections of Mexico and
Buena Vista will please many readers Mis.
Stowe keeps up the interest in her Pink and

admi-

unusual

£4

readily recognize the contents of this volume as
containing, in a completer form, the substance of
a series of articles that have appeared in that ex-

are said bearing upon the question’of literary cult

rowdas,

ble and’semewhat unique specinien of the mags
zine.

Boston:

Roberts Brothers.
~

Messrs, Chick & Andrews, Boston, are about
to issue “ Mount Washington in Winter,” giving

the observations and results of the ‘Beientitic dix
pedition

which

chose

the

summit of the White

Hills asthe post of observation, and (oi)
rigors of the season in‘thé interests of scientific

From what has already been given
knowledge.
to the public by the gentlemen in question, we.
may assure ourselves that a unique und entera

taining volume awaits us.

wv

©

‘

ne

,

;

;

Lf

)

re

THI MORNING STA

Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.
wishing obit- | «——-

Ps

Coser

business.

the whole

and the
visitor, and regular- world turns gladwithandthe malignant,
and the’ common prisons with an: nfinite | 1 otorious as up a constant
- cloud of bad, false,
t
°8
book
darkened
‘a
is
of
air
corner
the
iwied
1o
|
he
but
reformers,
and
- "number of heretics
you failed in
y harsh rumors. No wonder
was singularly fond of shutting up for life drink water ho a dish—never De
extravabeen living
Th
his more important foes in.some distant | jo. vino his shell behind,
donjon or tower, and watching, from his | oxo0a ingly grotesque CT

i

trim groves, the days ebb | jino glong with their henry, stolen . shells.
gay Jalaces and
slowly away in lamentation and decay. He Diogenes must haye learned his habit from
has; given
was eager fo hear from their keepers how | gage oreatures. / Some naturalist
;
:
théy ate, slept or looked. He must even be th he
species.
one
to
name
Ss
her
Philosop
S
they were bled,
ana imperfect
adopt
consulte
seldom
esebuthermits
oh or received
wag,
N deete.ttwhen
aD
Ap,
of
the hight
He yess shell;
a prescription from the Bysicia
individual
an
to know that their linen washvashed in | 5, 16d when we discovered
glad

close prisoners, chained in icy fetters, from
which there is no release till the wind
;4nd then, in reversed order, the
changes
departs. The vanguard beinvading host
comes the rearguard ;-the pressure from

swells your modest menage under the magnifying ; glass of your excited neighbors.

ever been a reluctant

you

ships are

The

bridge.

over the glittering

page, endless entertainment, and a house
full of servants,—for to such dimensions

pipe nearly stemless. It. required all the
taction the poor, weak abdomen could muster to keep a sure tenure of possession.
Commiserating his forlorn condition we
gave him achance to change quarters—an
opportunity which he seized with alacrity ;

miserable scrawl, written with soot ana wa-

ter on a handkerchief; he rewarded his confessor when he consented to become a spy,

The magnificent Louis

him.

gantly these five years, with purple and fine
Jinen and sumptuous fare, wine and equi-

told gross falsehoods of the sultan, to conceal
h
Patriarc
Armenia
own cruelty
his
of his
up nin one
had shyt
he the
whom to
Avedick,

unexpectedly deprived of the choice companion
early ministry, Just as the
of his youth and

now he has Killed 4 man, and is hiding from

the authorities with a price set upon his
head. This is layer number two; and you
are ready to rent a lodge in some vast wil
derness,

not unlike in that respect some in the army

you

where

may

ment
ing grace.

been. drinking, and’

manner, as if they had

be free from the

In

wor.

nota

hours,

a few
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Base
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cruelty
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humanityy. towers or keeps,
and
courtesy y possess
ed three
Louis
gloomy emblems of the Middle Ages, singu-

3DN iid
Lodgings
g

purer and
clean and wholeso
;
: me, and
found.
yet can
be
have
you
g
source
anythin
Whose
than
far
Whin-a trouble comes

;
In

misdoing, your friends, it must be confess-

————

There can’t be many things in this world
larly well fitted to gratify his peculiar taste. so bewildering as looking
after lodgings in
in
Clusone,
of
At the entrance of the valley
In the first place, the door into
Rome.
|
Pignof
Piedmont, stood the famous fortress
which you enter, at the beginning, looks
erol. It had been strengthened by all the like the very dirty
and neglected entrance
Wide
on,a wharf, in a city
resources of ancient military art.
to some old ware
:
castle from the neigh-de- where there has not beestand
ditches separated the double
for a|
business
be n anythere
minute,
8
tow. AA doub line of walls, )
boring
hundred years. You
oring town.
,
i
0
m
‘“
fended . by four massive towers, inclosed an
ly if - ou have

gloomily
iron, frowning
bars of Italian
closedtheby pleasant
Above its
scene.
over

throuzh the bars of their windows
tives might catch distant glimpses of the
lovely shores of Provence, and of a happy

would be so glad to sit down, but you can’t.

They don’t put either chairs or benches in
these grim passages; and the stairs are all

existencein which they were pever more to
have a share. They pined and died amidst
the fairest landscapes of France. The most
famous of the state prisons was the Bastile.
Few but are familiar with the massive pile
gloomy

stone.

once frowned over trembling Paris; with
the still and somber precinct where lived

only the jailer and his victims; with the
woes, the horrors, the injustice, that made

the Bastile the perpetual emblem of regal
wickedness or priestly pride; with the fall
of the mighty tower and fond hope of the
people of every land that with it had disappeared forever the tyfanny and barbarism
of the feuttal rule.—Harper's Magazine.

The

Before you learn this, you go in quite gayly,

and think you are all right. Then you see
one great bedroom with two beds, and one
little one, oh neither of which the sun has|
apparently evershone; a fine parlor, with
stands of artificial roses under high glass

Hermit Crab.———

|

Low trees or shrubs, called bay-cedar, cover
the Marquesasislands. Crawling upow the
branches were great numbers of hermitcrabs, each with his stolen coat upon his

back.

You can't sit on them, not if you are

half dead ; so you lean up against the wall
and get your black coat all white and cobwebbed, while you wait for the mysterious
chain and ring which you have pulled to
bring forth an answer. Then the great
door creaks and opens, and you get breath
enough to ask if they have furnished rooms
to let, and if there are three bed-roomsswith
sun and fire. After alittle you learn that it
makes no difference whether they have or
have not; they always say “Si, si, signora.”

that

walls

This is truly a freak of nature. Many

no end of china teacups sitting around ;
cases,

usually about twenty frightful pictures onthe
walls; in the dining-room there is a great
display of glass and china on the table; and
the’ Padrone,

if he is at home,

the

and

Pa-

daugh-

drona, and the one or two or three

down at the

ters, all down at the heel and

sufficient size

and

strength

to

its’

assume

for ex-

wonted responsibility, and struggle

istence, it forthwith looks about for “its
size” amon the cast off univalve shells;
- claw into the chamfirst thrusting a long
bers to make sure that all is well and the
Should a smaller or weaker
castle vacant.

knight of his ovder chance to be the occupant, battle is given at once. The sallyport is closedby the stout mailed arms, and
the castle held strictly on the defensive -as
its only safety.
The ambitious knight is on

the alert, however, and eventually succeeds
The weaker party relaxes a
by strategy.

little, and peeps forth to survey the field.
A well-aimed
arms

blow

and quick

place the incumbent

passage

hors de

of

combat ;

he is dragged from the gates, and quick as
thought the conqueror throws his rear within the castle, winds up the spiral turret, and

presents a bold front of mailed armor at the
"gate.
This stronghold is held unless some

purty yet
These
nacious,
posed to

stronger gives battle anew.
pughermit crabs are exceedingly
and seemed to be continually dis.
rout and plunder. Several large

‘a

acked’ in

ones were

miss
:
life and
during her entire illness, She loved
her
thewin hour
her offiend:
When
death.
of
ried
fears
Hheonve
no
had
came
doparare

delivered
ivered an

curious

the following

post pd zeligion sled

lp

on
meet bot her oF
all toto moet
exhorted all
one exhorted
one byy one,

the other |
Hethout

even a struggle. Her schoolmates and
thronged the church where her funeral
was held, thus testifying to their respect
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Tall Term Commences August 24, 1871.
Winter Term commences November 9, 1871.
For farther particulars, address G. B. Giles. Unity,
Me., during the month of July, and afterward, E. Eu-

he makes it himself from the veritable grapeg
Under separate heads the Doctor then referred to the brandy, rum, gin, whiskey, ales
and beers comsumed by the American popdark
¢

The

PITTSFIELD, ME.

MRgs. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and
;
ing.
+ Length of Term, ten weeks.

The lucky man who bouglt was always advised to keep a bear . on the premises as
prima facie evidence of a genuine articles
‘Are not some small grape patches that bear
on the premises kept for appearances? The
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Miss L. MARIA SIMONS,
Miss‘ADDIE SAW YER, Teacher of Drawing; Paint-

ble that his wine is genuine. A certain
Yankee invented bear's grease, secured his
patent, and set out to peddle his right.

not flingit at her next time you see her,

MAINE
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Onevol., 12mo,

post, on receips of price, by
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BURLINGAME,

STON,

humbug.. Iam also told-by grape-growers
that the size of the vineyard bears no proportion to the quantity of wine purporting’
to come to it, unless the wine increases as
the grapes diminish. Ifa man hasan acre
or tyvo of grapes, it certainly’ seems plausi-

fact is, no man is sure of pure wine

quity,

Chris-

Miss NELLIE
Associate.
Miss AROLINE M. FERNALD,
Prin. of Normal «Dep't.
E. BUGENE WADE, A. B.,Associate.
.

wines are a

much of the so-called , domestic

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
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or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation.
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti.

&LORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor,
Preceptress.

money is not in the business, they will
not prosecute it. Tlie “inference is that

simply

Academies,

Boston.
m3

Merrimac. Street,
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patience, and was very happy as she came near
depart and be with
rer end, even longing to
Christ. She leaves three children, -aged par.ents, one sister, three brothers, and many friends
8. MeK.
)
i
‘to mourn their loss.

me no man will make pure wine as long as |,
he can sell his grapes for6 or8 centsa
2 | pound [or eating or raisins; for'at present
prices of wine it would be a losing operawine
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wines be found? Do you answer in the
Ohio and California wines? Have not these
States a_fair share of scoundrels? What

1 prem

that they are not to have the use of your
tea and sugar and bread, they shrug their
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wines. In port, Cyrus Redding found washings of brandy casks, elderberries, logwood,
cudbear.
green dragon,
alt of tartar,
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Low Prices, and
". . J. L. ROBERTS & CO.

Miss Hattie Smith died in East Randolph,
Sister Smith was
Vt., March 81, aged 29 years.
a member of the church in this place, and a
She was known
teachér in the Sabbath¢school.
only to be loved by a large circle of friends, to
whom her death is a source of deep Sorrow.
Sister.S. was fast failing with ponsyrption, but
the immediate cause of her death was hemor8.8. N.
.
rhage of the lung¥
Naomi B, HEALD died in Athens, Me., June
Sister H. was
10th, aged 29 years and 6 months.
She experienced religion some ten:
a Christian.
Joel Baker,
Rev.
by
years ago, was baptized
and united with the F. B. church in South Bermember
wick, of which she remained a worth
until released by death to join the church triShe was an affectionate wife a kind,
umphant.
indulgent mother,-and a: consistent Christian.
Sister H. was called to part with her companion
nearly three years ago, but he died in hope,
leaving her with three small children, for whom
she ‘had astrong desire to live, but.by (divine
race she was enabled to give them up to her
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ra he saw water,
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HERBERT A. MEADER died in this city, June
7th, aged 26. During his long sickness he was
patient, and finally reconciled, having a satisfactory hope of his acceptance with God.
Com.
1

ries, privet berries, Jog-wood, alum, potash,
sugar, spirits. In that cup of sherry Madei-

yes, a pressure at the

their eyes are such a dbvely “brown-black,
that you are in some danger of believing
them ; and then if you say that you must
have a “free kitchen,” which means

alum, Brazil wood, oak saw-dust, filbert
husks, lead, copperas, bitter almond, cherry,
In another cup of port wine,
laurel water.
in fact in all cups, Dr. Cox found water,
cider, vinegar, or a mixture of water and
sulphuric acid with the juice of elder ber-

from the flames as if it were
when, after all, your house
not burned, they will come
your goods as
and replace

mouth, a mist in the

are

Guzzler,

you drinking ? Let us peep into your cup
of death. In that cup I see a little whiskey,

| When vour house is threatened, they will
put forth precisely as much effort to rescue
your furniture
their own; and
is stripped and
back next day,
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What, then, Mr.

sure.

health.
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Ferioes, Public Buildings. Desk,
For House and &c.Cemetery
Wire Window Guards, Office,
Public
Chairs, Eso
HankandSquares, Counter Rulings! Iron Settees.

tian. He leaves a wife, the companion of his
youth, thee sons and one daughter to mourn
their loss, which we trust is his eternal gain.
J. M. NELSON.
Sermon hy the writer.
died in AlJellison,
8.
James
of
wife
ANNA,
Some nine
fred, Me., April 27, aged 30 years.
years ago, she was converted, baptized by Rev.
B. church
F.
the
to
JJ. Burnham Davis and united
in Lawrence, Mass., sustainipg that relation unpffrried only a short
til death. She had been
time before she was stricfen down by consumption. Strongly attached ®p friends on earth, she
was extremely tenacious of life; but as the
earthly receded grace triumphed, the sting of
death was taken away, and, all peaceful and
happy, she was ready to depart and be with
S. POINDEXTER.
.
Christ.

he must be a lucky dog who gets a genuine
drink in Cincinnati. Tn 1866 four firms in
New York reported to the Commissioner of
international Revenue 225,000 gallons pure
spirits for the manufacture of bogus wines.
And as this spirit composes only 1-10 to 1-5
of the new liqiior, from two to four millions
of gallons of the vile stuff from those firms
is palmed off on unsuspecting venders and
drinkers. Adulterations aré common and

some appetizing dish for your dulled taste,
will count no

ther, and a consistent, earnest and active

'
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ly severe, which
He was
tience and resignation seldom equaled.
a kind neighbor, an affectionate husband and fa-

and America drinks 50,000. 1f other countries drink of this in the same ratio as ours,

jnvent

to

ingenuity

your money on.
barrels of wine

slim chance that to stake
Madeira produces 80,000

let your property be endangered hy a fire
in the vicinity, and every hand is stretched
The very persons who
out to help you.
would be the first to look askance upon
your unwarranted expenditure will be instant,in season, for your solace and your
relief. They will, run to fetch the doctor
for you at any hour of the day or night.
They will watch day after day by your sick
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socal moctings, Nearly four Ning

is. ‘neck, and huddled up somehow with
pins
terrestrial, and does not go into the water.
and strings in the middle, and looking *like
With chest and arms of formidable strength,
rag-men and rag-women, begin to talk, all
this creature iznobly tapers to a soft, worm- at once, with their tongues and their shoulRichard, not shaped ders and their fingers ; and they tell you that wv
, like posterior. Like
for sportive tricks, curtailed of fair propor- the sun shines at some impossible hour of
tion, cheated of feature, deformed, unfinish- the day, at some impossible angle, into all
ed, sent before its time into this breathing three rooms ; and that two beds in one bedworld, scarce half made up, it seeks to usurp room are exactly the same thing as two
and intrench itself within the castle of anoth- | bedrooms with a bed in each; and that their
er knight ef the shore,
a:
linen and their silver and their furniture are
young crab has attained ‘30 much, so much,” and “Jo fine, so fine ;"
As soon as the
one

aquatic, but this

of the species are

which he presented

No wonder your son

“has come to grief, you always gave him his
gladness at your trouble
own head. The
was not pure malice, but somewhat an in-

cates might have been written Dante’y om- floor who can tell us.” Not a bit of it; up
inous inscription: He who once entered its flight after flight you crawl; on each floor
inclosure might well abandon every hope of is one great, grim, iron door, with a ring
escape. Another favorite prison was known and a chain hanging outside. You have no
as the Isles of St. Marguerite. It was a business to pull the ring on any floor but
rocky islet on the coast of Provence. Sur- the floor with which your business is; and if
rounded by the waves and, guarded by in- you did. they Wouldn't know anything about
cessant vigilance, the prisons of St. Mar- any floor but their own. Each floor is its
- guerite had heard the vain sighs of fallen own house, as much as if it were six miles
courtiers gad suspected nobles, of Hugue- ‘off from any other floor. When you get up
not ministers and pious Reformers; while to the one hundred and seventh stair you
the cap-

and

mean and tyrannical.

She oy

‘address before the Hamilton County Temperance Committee - at Cincinnati, O., in

ed, are a fittle hard on you. No wonder
your wife left you; you have always been

death.

at her

About a year since, she gave her heart to Jesus,
church.
was’ baptized, and united with the
Since that time she has lived a congistent hfe.
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~ A terrible accident oceurred on the Nashville
and Northwestern Railroad on- Monday. Another bridge gave way, the train plunged in and sixteen
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heidentified five of the out- | the consideration of such a proposal.

killed

4

and
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even

or hostess, or whoever is called
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upon to perform

this table duty, has no idea of there’ being any-.
thing needed but to hack off inthe most expedi-

lies buried

tious manner as much meat as is required to sat-

in an unmarked grave near Gentryville, Ind.,
and a party of railread surveyors, while at work

isfy the wants of these

in the vicinity last week, took measures
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most hardy and reliable climbing shrubs is the
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AGENTS 0"Saviour
EsUnfolded.
"or "Gi

Mous.deLaines
Lowell sup. 3-ply

Extra

New

has

4

been

experimenting

for the purpose of ascertaining how much of various kinds of food must be eaten'in order to
Jnake one pound of flesh.. He comes to the conclusion that it requires twenty-five pounds of

milk, one hundred of turnips,” fifty of potatoes,
fifty of carrots, nine of oat meal,Seven and'a half
of barley meal, and three and a half of beans.
Copernicus,

the

discoverer

of the

system

York

and

- der. and will cost the railroad company $100,000.
Dayton, Ohio, was visited by one of the most
destructive storms on record Sunday afternoon.
One church was demolished, killing four persons

and injuring 20; a bridge destroyed; killing

two

one; a lunatic asylum unseHoolhouses and a railroad

;

been offered for the Best biography of the astronomer.
There has been a reconciliation between the
King of Portugal and his Queen, Maria Pia.
A
letter from the Holy Father, remonstrating with
the King for his conduct towards his consort, is
said to have led to the reconciliation.
Maria Pia
is a daughter of Victor Emanue!, but Pius the
Ninth is her godfather, and has always been very
kind to her.
.
*W

A leakage having occurred in the hot springs
of the King’s Bath at Bath, excavations were

mide with a view to finding the cauge.
FOREIGN.

The radicals in Porto Rico have elected fourteen deputies to the Spanish Cortes.

The French elections have résulted in Republi

can success both in Paris and
The French Government

the Provinces.

have asked for the re-

moval of the German troops from the Paris forts.

"A portion of the roof of the Mount Cenis tunnel is reported to have fallen

in and

buried sev-

eral workigen in the ruins,
"The details of the English census returns show
that the larger cotton manufacturing

lost in population since. 1860.

Marshal McMahon

cities have

A

and General de Cissey are

going to Bareges in the Pyrenees to seek renewed
health in the famous hot sulphur baths of that re-

gion.

;

siderable damage in England recently.

Jules Duecatel, a traitor from the communists
. to the Versaillists, has

been

accorded

fhe cross

of the legion of honor. General McMahon has
been re-instated in command of Versailles.
The re-organization of the French army has
been completed.: Its effectiye strength is 320,000.
It has been proposed to lénd Thiers the Palace
of Elysee as a residence,

on

government fo Paris.
vote of the

the

;
French

transfer of the

army

was

almost a

unit for the republic, which proves a sad disappoiment to the imperialists ,

:

Minister Jay gave a dinner at Vienna of Tues-

day, at which Von Beust and all the foreign ambassadors were present, and
speeches
very
friendly to the United States wete made.

The Empress

At the

depth of 22 feet from the surface two new springs
were discovered, yielding twenty gallons of was

ter a minute, at a temperature of 110’ degrees.

A

number of Roman

to-

gether with

remains were also

found,

a flooring of lead halt an

inch

in

-thickness.
Among the literary curiosities in a library at
Southampton, England, is an old Bible known as

the “Bug Bible,” printed by John Daye, 1551,
with prologue by Tyndale. It derives. its name
from the peculiar rendering of the fifth

verse

in’

Psalm 62, which reads thus: “So that thou shalt
not be afraid for any bugs by night.”
This renderingis very scarce, and rarely finds its way in-

to the book-market.
It is intended at Florence to reproduce by photography the autograph manuscripts of Leonardo

Freshets and thunderstorms have caused con-

The

of

especially the society of “The Friends of Science,”
are already making preparations to celebrate his
400th birthday, which takes place on the 19th of
February, 1873. A prize of 300 thalers has

Néwark, on Saturday morning, killing four persons and injuring fifteen others.
The accident
was caused by the earelessness of a switch-ten-

depot,

0

injunec-

Newark Railroad ran into each other, near East

boys and injuring
roofed, also two

is ‘only

Eugenie, it. is reported; is in

treaty for the sale of Her diamonds, valued at
$1,600,000.
:
The table on which the Versai lles peace preliminaries were ‘signed hds been presented to

Prineé ‘Bismarck as a souvenir, and is placed in

the receptiolt room of the Princess, a small silver plate recording its historic significance,

The French ship Souvenance has been totally

destroyed on the comst near the Cape of Good
Hope. All on board, including a large number
of passengers, were Jost. One hundred and fifty
~ bodies had washed ashore from the wreck.

da Vinéi.

Unfortunately eleven volumes

of the

twelve which contain the manuscripts, and which
were presented to the Bibliotheca Ambrosiana,
Milan, by Galeazzo Arconato, are now at Paris,
and it may be difficult under the present circumstances to have them copied, even if they have

escaped destruction.

~The twelfth volume,

how-

‘ever, which bas remained at Milan, and which is
the most in
ing one on account of the autograph drawings df Leonardo, can be commenced
at once.
4
.Cloves are the dried, unexpanded buds
clove tree, a celebrated spice cultivated

of the
on the

island of Amboyna, in Sumatra, Zanzibar, Bourbon and Cayenne; the culture and trade in this

artiele was a monopoly in the hands of the Dutch
for many years.

The

import¢

into

the

United

States are about two hundred thousand pounds
annua lly; and into England about one millicn.
The name is derived from the resemblance of the
spice tosmall nails,and in all countries it is called
hy 4 name having this signification,
wk

A member-ofian old family of the nobility at
Berlin, who wa§ recently married, had a numerous detachment of policemen; stationed out-

side the church that he might suffef’ frém no intrusion,

How

discreet’ he was in this act is

The indignant Amazon

prov-

ed to be the bfidegroom’s sister, who resorted to

. The! municipal elections’ for the city of Paris a disgraceful proceéding to prevent what she rewillibe held on the

26th

instant.

The

army has

. everywhere: voted-the republican ticket for the
assembly. The Gaulois says that-several of the

legitimists will

resign their Yeats in the assem.

bly. Paris is to, issue a municipal loanto rebuild

garded us a disgraceful marringé.
She was ignominiously ejected and the ceremony proceeded.

sign the p

ry of the council of Tuinisterf in

casd
of the failure of the budget in the Son
:
he. French railways have made a considera:
ble reduction in their tariff of rates for the trans-

* ortation of goods and passengers.”

NLD §

metrical trees and shrubs.
imbers always beJong to the wilder forms of mbps is should,

therefore,
be somewhat
remote
or in the
rear portions of the grounds, where a free scope
can be given to their irregular
and fantastic
forms. For the same reason, the supports for
such free growers should never be stiff and elaborate. We sometimes see heavy
and regular

pieces

of carpentry,

which

are

inappropriate

and out of keeping.
Nothing snswers better,
when well covered with verdure, than the stem
and branches of a pyramidal tree, the branches

PL.

being a foot or less in length,

and

shorter

excellence of a fruit. Sunlight is of first
importance ; but it is not generally known that
this is injurious when in excess.
Ina dry atmosphere, with great sun heat where the evaporating process goes on faster than the secretive
principle, what should become a rich rosy blush

as

‘board thoroughly with, water to remove all the
acid and rub it dry. Brush it over with petroleum, or other oil, and let it remain until spring.
Wheén you go to
acid water to the

perfectly bright and smooth.

to say nothing of depreciation

consequence.

nds to decay rapidly under the shade of moist
foliage. Among the more
formal and simple

[1

and

loss.—Agri-
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in the Old Country

Story of Jesus.”

extra) on a single copy ‘bound

picturesque

Coating with crude petroleum will increase their
flusabiliy, and should not be omitted, as wood

| until it reaches the Jtop,

IfaM iron work

be washed over with petroleum as soon as we
put our tools, implements, and machines aside
for the winter, it will keep them: from rusting,
and save‘a great deal of trouble and annoyance,

More

of no great

The acid

und the scouring of the earth will soon make it

er evergreen trees answer nearly as well. They
should be cut in summer, so as to dry and season

appearance,—a matter

plowing, take a bottle. of the
field and apply itevery bout

"to any spots of rust that may remain.

culturist,

iD,

“

grape vine especially suffers - from

bunches at once. Fine, rich golor is always es-teemed as one of the criterions whereby to judge.

they approach the top. Cedar makes good, symmetrical and durable supportsyand several oth-

terfot to the coast are described as being. morq, of verdure and bloom. Kor stout and branch.
horrible than thoge.of the middle passage,
and in- ihg climbefs, such as prairie roses. an uf right,
volve a sacrifice of 200,000
to 800,000 lives annual- piece may be employed, without the horizontal
dy. Syed Majid, a native ruler, but the creature; (3 bars. The holes should be large enough to alof the English government, is said to rose > low the growing stems to be passed freely
royalty of two dollars a head oh sales of slaves ‘through them, and as growth advances, the flexin Zanzibar, - His sovereignty extends over sev- ible stem is passed backwards and forwards
i

The

overbearing; two or three bunches usually come
out from each fruit-bearing branch.
We sh
always cut away one, the one farthest remdved from the main®stem ; and in many cases leave
only one,~the nearest one,—to mature.
When
this is. decided “on, cut away these superfluous

T
do. sliced. ...
do.new hb bbl 0 00
Butter, ¥ Bb.
+ Vermont

= ’

Is now complete and ready for customers. Itistdapted to classes that haye

just completed “The

Hogs, dressed. ..6
PRODUCE,
Apples, dried Bb o-=

Swedish—

New Question Book,
. BY
MARY LATHAM CLARK,

Climbers and their Supports.

supports, is one which consists of a tapering
trade on‘the eas coast, of Africa is | piece of timber, bored horizontally with holes,
through which rods are passed. When well covsaid to be flourishing, notwithstanding the efforts

?

alittle.

Do.

can
purchase tickets at reduced rates, For further parjie u ars apply to HENDERSON BROT! HERS, 7 Bowling
wreen,
N,
XY.
*
6mil

.. To Clean a Rusty Plow.

. The stave

eral hundied miles of coast.

follows

‘Even good gar-

les sending tor their friends

Butler’s Theology,
in a fruit, is changed to a sickly yellow; and the
do
do
‘
his mouth. We think.it much nicer to take off rich ‘jet black of a grape. ‘becomes a foxy red. History,
do
,
Some grape growers of eminence, in view of the
Christian Baptism, Bound,
the head, and cut the pig in halves or quarters,
do
do
do
before sending to the table, and then carve it. facts, shade their vineries during the coloring
do
do Paper Cov.
process; but others, instead, keep the atmosIt would be very unpleasant to many to see
do
do .
do
phere as clogg and moist as possible.~Garden- Life of Marks,
such a revolting caricature of a live pig brought
do
do
er’'s Monthly.
before them.
But each must judge for himself.—
Church Member’s Book, _
‘do
do
do
Christian Union.
;
Treatise,
.
:
do
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
40
7 do
Take a quart of water and pour slowly into it The Book of Worship,
d
do
half a pint of sulphuric acid. (The mixture will be
The Country Gentleman has the following in- come quite warm from chemical action,and this is
:
Works of Jesus,
teresting remarks on climbers and their sup- the reason why the acid should be poured slow- Wonderful
do
o
ports:
'.
‘
4
Butler’s Commentary,
ly into the water rather than the water into the
for €
ungday
"No part of an ornamental or landscape garden
acid.) Wash the mold-board (or any other iron Lessons
the Year, (
A
affords more pleasing and graceful objects than
do - do
d0
that is rusty) with this weak acid, and let it reclimbing plants disposed in the best forms, wheth"
main on the iron until it evaporat€s. Then wash Appeal0 to Gonelance,
er supported on simple and formal artificial it again, The object is to give time for the acid Communionist,
structures, or hanging * irregularfy in wreathg ‘to dissolve the rust, Then wash with water,
0
Chotaligt,
and festoons from the branches of trees. Bu
and you will see where the worst rusty spots
0
a mistake is often made by placing them on the
are, Apply some more acid and rub those spots Minutes of General Con
wrong part of the grounds, or at the front of with a brick. The acid and the scouring will
#3 There is no discou
the dwelling, among the more finished and symdozen,
rémove most of the rust, Then wash the mold-

of the Englisl éruisers. * The atrocities committed’: eved with leaves and flowers of the more freely
The present harvest in France will fall below. in the capture and mavch of slaves from the ii growing chmbers, it presents a graceful pillar

© the/anmual gverages 0
ls
"It fs ‘annonnced that Marshal Serrgno will re.

a tree which bears too much.

Southern yell . 81
Western mx’d. 78
Wheat;west’n 1 i
1

CURRENCY,

TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL. AND LONDONDERRY.
FIRST CABIN, $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tickets, $130. securing best accommodations,
NTERMEDIATE.
$33. | STEERAGE,
$28,

to each [of the.

guest. When carving the breast of veal, cut the
upper portion of the brisket, or that part of the
breast that lies next to the ribs, separtely, and
| "in helping, inquire what part is preferred.
. Some like to send a young pig whole to the
table, with a lemon or bunch of parsley put into

tate drying; but'will lessen their

mary castigation.

from healthy vigor, and that this never

be permitted to bear all it will; but that kind of
tree is very rarely seen. - Certainly half the trees
which bear fruit every year, would be benefited
by having half the fruit taken off as soonas it
is well set; that is after they commence to swell

shown by the fact that a lady ,arined with'a whip,
put an end to the ceremony by a process of sum-

largest trees he can find, because they will bear
“right away,” and he expects
not merely a
specimen or so of a kind, but pecks if not bushels from the newly planted trees. But as he becomes among the refined and educated in the
pursuit, he gradually learns that 'nature loves
best the patient waiter.
He learns that good,
luscious fruit—fruit truly enjoyable—only comes

crosswise, never lengthwise.
When dishing a sirloin, place it on the platter
with the tenderloin underneath, and in carving
cut thin slices from the side next to you; then
turn the piece over and earve the tenderloin
carefully, serving equally from both parts.
In carving a fore-quarter of lamb, divide the
shoulders from the ribs; then separate the ribs;
serve a bit of the kidney, and fat with each piece,
if agreeable to your guests.
Some people dislike
the kidney, and would eat with more relish if it
were not on their plate. The fore-quarterof pork
and mutton should be carved in the same way.
In carving a fillet of veal, begin at the top to_|

attempted to make her way into the

and

By

The test of a good gardener is to be found in
how he thins his fruit. Your shoddy
fellow
takes all nature will give him;
he buys the
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tip is only fit for hashes. It shculd always be cut

rapidly and thoroughly, which will render them
more durable,
Slipping off the bark will facili-'

church

t

fitted up

respect with all the modern improvements cal-

of passengers.

deners often say that if a tree is healthy, it muy

cut, serving a portion of the dressing

ly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and
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Thinning Fruit.
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chemist

He

planetary revolutions, was born in" the town of
Thorn in 1473. The inhabitants of that town,
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* Two passenger trains on

English

London.
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* "ti%ns against several companies for infringement
of the mine ventilation law.

An
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The Pennsylvania judges have

a practicing

now

as from seeds.
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Himself and Secretary

son of a Presbyterian minister of Montreal,

A ham, or aleg of lamb or mutton, should be
first cut in tie middle, clean down to the bone,
passing the knife all round., Then cat thin, even
slices from the upper or thicker part, separating
each slice from the bore at the bottom, carefully,
without tearing it. Some slices can also be cut
from the lower part of the leg or ham, which
| are just as good as the upper part; but after a
,little you come to the cords or fibers, and then
the remainder of the lower part should be set:
aside, to cut out all-the little bits for a relish at
tea, or, in ham, to chop up as seasoning, or, with
Scraps of other kinds of meat, for hash.
By cut
ting meat in this way, much
may be saved.
Good carving is good economy.
|
The middle portion of boiled tongue is the
best, and should be first served to guests.
The

|
|v
|
|
|

R

I

ey

fe

active

conflict

age. It is a biennial, but if permitted, propagates
itself freely. A trellis of light rods,
when
covered with appropriate running plants, may
be made to present a graceful and pleasing appearance.
The
Tropaeolum
Lobbianum, although
a greenhouse plant, will grow all sum-

W/

LE

ve

taking

for the delicate grace of its form and light foii-

the society numbered 1425 members; and its re- from the second joint, and in helping a lady, if
ceipts were $3862 in gold, and its disbursements shegprefer the wing, cut it iptwo parts that she/ mer out of doors if first started in the greenhotise,
and it is propagated freely from cuttings. as well
$1758.
_| may handle it more ¢ onveniently.
>
The author of Ginx’s Baby is Edward Jenkins,

»

[oy

authority between
well.

is

off the side bone, and cut down the back, dividing ;the carcass intwo. Separate the drumstick

SE]

a17 00

Family....
Pork, .

8.

AP

The Adulmia cirrhosa, known formerly under
the name of Corydalis fungosa, is remarkable
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|Beef—Mess,
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|
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Figs common.. 10§4..
rd
Hoh
f.. x
mons,
Fboxd
0
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Pleasanton

to force a set lement of the

breast, holding the bird firmly,

until he has taken off the wings and legs, cut out
the “ merry thought,” or * wish bone,” cut nice,
even slices from the breast, and removed the
collar bone.
A skillful carver will do all this
without once turning the fowl over.
Next cut

£

|

wo

measures

should be kept in per-

ME

Ahnonds—
Soft Shell...
Shelled
Currants

Yellow.. 4 @.. 4}

Varnishes.

Rye Flour....5 00 4 6
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Saturday,
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French
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law at the West Point military academy, died on

blade

I

Ravaging armies of locusts are reported from
“the southwestern-States.
Rev, Dr. W. French, professor of ethies and

game; both

for meats;

SEER EEE

Some of the Virginia flouring-mills still secure
their motive power by means of windmills.

sharp-pointed

—
©

.

and

the fork into the

The Sultan of Turkey is said to have such a
attention skopld be paid to passports by travel- I passion for billiards that he frequently rises at
ers intending to visit that country.
| two o’clock in the morning,
and insists on finishThe fosgil remains of a mastodon and tooth of. | ing some game he has in his mind.
an elephant were exhumed in Stockton Canon,
At the annual meeting of the Austrian society’
Contra Costa county, Cal.,on Thursday.
for ascending the Alps, held at Vienna, a report
The injunction case of the Boston and Maine was. made showing that during the past year

ing the summer in Maine.

poultry

and

fect order, and always ready for use.
:
When dished, poultry and game must be laid”
on the back, the breast. uppermost, for the great| er convenience of the carver, who should put

Our minister to Belgium writes that partieular |

Raiiroad vs. the. Portland, Saco and Portsmouth
Railroad was decided Friday morning in favor
of the Boston and Maine,
8%. Louis has forty-eight school-houses, valued
at $1,730,000,
<
It is said that Parson Brownlow intends pass-

narrow,

B3

)

a long,

RO pd

_parade on the 12th instant.

have

must be sharp and thin.

FLOUR

DIFFER. but there

shEpipri kibkpzkiphrahcikabasiiies

York

carving-knife

CREEDS

$3

of New

The

A large, broad bladed-knife is needed

x
>

Orangemen

[Paper is manufactured from hop vines at Mar| seilles, France, and is said to be strong, flexible,
voted to |
white, and soft, and much liked in that region.
:

ble.

Tn such edses it is quite allowa-

AND

00
50
50
00

1

autumn.
‘The flower® present many shades of among them all,in the province to which it belongs,
none
color,and are handsomely striped and variegated. 1 greater than
Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.
Among the more newly intsoduced varieties is A column would
net suflice to enumer
ailments for
which it is prescribed by physicians ofatethethehighest
the Ipomea volubilis, variety
Madam
Anne,
standing.
Itdoes not belong*to the ¢) ass derisively called pawhich is striped red on white ground.
Another
ten! medicines,
‘but it is an arddele * based on scientific ahyl
stand the test of the sharpest and most rigic
new sort is Ipomea hederaced, var. super, or ysis, and will
d
medical criticism as a cathartie,a
ache, an anti-febrile
the Ivy-leaved Ipomea, from the form of its preparation,” and an admirable stom
remedy for all billows
complaints. LET THERE BE NO MISTAKE.
leaves. A very simple structure which is used
Secure the genuine article only.
for its support, consists of g few rods tied togethSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTY.
1m28
er at :the top. The bright blue flowers of this
variety are marked with white, and open in great
profusion,
Like other Ipomeas, it heeds
a very
rich, warm soil, kept mellow and well watered,

SE» I TT

The

lynched in Watseka, llinois, ||

some to guests,

SECTS

Do. small, 4
Mackerel,lge 6
Do. sliore. 5
{ Salmon, tee. .00

|

are no dissenters from the general principle that a.
great medicine
18 a great blessing,
We have many of these blessings, hut

0

cy granite, and the remaining nine of Concord
granite.
On one side is the name, Lewis Cuss,
mer. It is said thathis health is much improved:
oman’ letters, and on the reverse the
he has but little need of medical attendance, and
8 the remaining sides
takes steady exercise; the paralytic symptoms
wreath, very elaborate in
have disappeared, and his face and form are fast are an oak antwNgy
workmanship, and
The names, dates ‘of births,
regaining their former roundness of outline. ‘His,
and death of the General and his wife.
The top
friends are confident thab in October he will reis a granite sarcophagus resting on two piers of
, sume his seat on the bench, in better health than
the same material. Its cost was $10,000, and
B
he has been for many years.
oh
|
||| its weight 46 tons.

A murderer was
on Wednesday.

must do the’ carving, or ask a guest or stranger,
who may be even more awkward than herself,
To stand up while carving is not as proper or
skillful a way of doing the work as to be seated;
but it is sometimes easier and more convenient,
and, if the table be at all crowded, less trouble-

0

feet high,

Baki

12

Oeil

columns

=

It is a granite

composed of 10 courses, the Jower being of Quin-

a

FISH.
Codfish, large 5 00

-

ii

days ago.’

tender annuals, but if well cared for, will bloom
through the latter half of summer and in early
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Chief Justice Chase is at St. Louis: Magneti¢
Springs, Mich., where he ‘will pend the supm-

must be abséht, and the lady

m
©

total vote 147,704,

family

Superfine.

| Superfine
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|

@ 2 50
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DOMESTICS,

receive more immediate attention from our churches.

An exchange says that it knows of a boy who
The board of visitors of the Military Academy, |
in every other respect were real gentlemen and
Massachusetts
Persons in New Hampshire and
accidentally
swallowed a silver half-dollar. They ladies; carvg poultry, or a piece of meat in such Virginia creeper, (Ampélopsis hederacea,) well desiring agencies should address Rev. N.’ Brooks,
in thew report to the Secretary of War, make sevKnown
for
its
five-lobed
leaves.
It
1s
a
native,
gave him warm water and tartar emetic, and
eral important recommendations,the most impora barbarous
manner as to bayish all desire to eat, very hardy, and a ranipant grower, often run- Manchester, N. H; residing elsgwhere, should adantimondal wine, and poked their fingers down
dress J. E. Butler, Biddeford, Maine.
h
tant of which is that the stricter discipline of twenand almost the ability to taste the big, uncouth,| ning
up fifty feet or more. Its whole beauty conFor sale at the offices of publication and at the
his throat until the boy thought he would throw
ty years ago be resumed.
:
niangled lump that was pat, or rather thrown,
sists, in its vérdure. The Bitterswees (Celas- bookstores. Please send to the STAR office for a
* Thirty-nine persons are in a South Carolina up liis toe-nails. After a whilt a doctor eame [on our plate. To cut off a thick, rough piece trusiscandens) is'another hardy and free grow- supply of these books,
jail awaiting tris] under ‘tbe Ku-Kiux act. A along who understood sueh cases. He adminis- | from any part that tfe knife happensto light er, which has the additional beauty of brilliant |,
tered a small dose of patent medicine, and in less
upon first, aside from being untidy and’ unpalaparty of armed negroes visited a plantation in |
scarlet berri¢s," femaining ‘into winter.
The
than
ten minutes the boy threw up’ the half-doltable, is also very wisteful.
After two or three common white Clematis (Clematis Virginica)
South Caroliua the other night and ghot into the |
lar
in
#ve-cent
pieces,
Science
is
a’great
thing.
such careless cuttings, the whole piece isso de blooms witha profusion of white blossoms,
house, killing one man and’ seriously wounding |
Pad
and
Colonel J. E. Peyton, of Xew Jersey, is enfaced and uneven, that it is no longer possible is'one of the hardiest ‘natives, The hafdy
three other persons, because the proprietor chas- |
FOR
One vol. 8 vo, 8 steel engravings.
Trums
Price from $3 to $5. Christians of ev:
to
secure
a
decent-looking
bit;
and
the
bone
is
|
gnggd
in
the
effort
to
secure
a
meeting
of
the
tized # negro the day before.
pet Creeper, with ‘dark green leaves and dark
ery sect will rejoice at the appearance of this beautiful
and valuable book, and eT Agents, male or female,
crimson, tubular flowers, fastens itself by the
The reports from the cotton and corn crops in | mle descendants of the signers of the Declara~"! left with much adhering to it, in ragged morsels
reap a harvest in its sale.
For circularofterms,
tfon of Independence, to mpke arrangements’ to that dry and become worthless if left over to the
the South show that the field of cotton this year
roots thrown out along the stem, and may be will
&e., address L. P. CROWN
& SON, 199 Washington
next day, but which, had the joint been properly
take part in the national celebration of the cen4w2s
will be less than last, and corn about the same,
trained to buildings by its adhesion to the Streety Boston.
A
EE EET
I=.
carved, could have been sent to the table for a wallsg The Periploca is a hardy and rapid growtennial anniversary of American Independence.
The next State election to be held is that of
cold relish for tea, in a neat and attractive form. er. Among the more delicate in growth are the
It is said that a tourist traveling eontinuously
Kentucky, on Monday, August 7. A governor
Our ladies are seldom good carvers, and do not. Honeysuckles of which there are several species,
without
any
stoppages
can
now
go
around
the
,
and other State officers will ‘be chosen.
P. H.
have been taught, or
{ world in eighty days, making the entire journey | often attempt it. Few
the Aristolochia, the purple Clematis, C. viticelLeslie is the Democratic candidate for Governor, |
by railway and steamship, and going/by way of thought it worth while to try and learn; but in l4, and several others. The Chinese Wistaria posand General John M. Harlan the Republizgn.—
Liverpool, the Suez Canal, Ceylen, Singapore, | early times it wus considered an indispensable
sesses great beauty in its large clusters of purple
Last August, when the negroes voted for the first
part of a girl’s education.
The
want of such
Hong Kong, Yokohama, Sun Francisco and Paflowers, and succeeds well except at the extreme
time, the Demoeratic majority was 31,684, and
knowledge often leaves one in an unpleasant
cific railway.
north. Among herbaceous climbers the Ipothe total vote: 146,206. In 1869 the Democratic
| and embarrassing position; for to every one
meas (including the Morning Glory; Cypress |
majority was 57,848 and the total vote 107,366. In
The monument to Lewis Cass, in ‘Elmwood | there occasionally comes a time when the gentleVine, ete.) stand conspicuous.
They are mostly
(Gemetery, Detroit, Mich., was completed a few
1868 the Demoeratie majority was 76,072 and the

aaa

compelled to

&

tified to being

inoffensive man, and

tunnel under | field, to this task, and to their

acta

revision for pub* A few Hints on Carving.
| lication. |
:
{
H
—
fi
y
The La Crosse Republican estimates that there | j A good deal of gossip and expectation, excited |
Itis a great accomplishment to <be able to
are two thousitnd working women in the fields of | b y the statement that Mx, Herbert Spencer was.
carye well .and easily, without awkwardness;
Wisconsin.
"
;
Y
: [ toh¢ the head of a Cincinnati university, has
but itis one that receives altogether too little
In the Ku-Rlux trials at Memphis a negio tes- | been extinguished by the information that the attention. Too often it would seem that the host
Chicago has just opened a second
the river.

The M

Commentary on the New Testament.

Gada

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

Cond

Judge Daviil Davis is to undertake .the exami| nation of the papers of President Lincoln,
He
| will devote the summer, at his home in Spring-

»

or two, it becomes a dense pitlar, and when in’
"bloom, isa fine and beautiful object. None but
NOW READY.
The second volume,
embracing The
quite hardy climbers can be employed in this
Acts, Romans, and the Corinthians. By Rev.Dr.
BOSTON WHOLE
BUTLER, Professor in thé Theological: School at
way, as, after the pillar is once covered, the plant
- Bates College. Publishers—Dover: Freewill Bap- |
can not be separated from it for laying down
. tist Printing
Establishment; Boston
D,. Lothrop
MOLASSES,
and protection, By, planting a red rose, as the
& Co; Biddeford: J. E. Butler. Price $2,00, Illustrated.
.
114 @. 14} Cuba, Clayed.. 82 @.. 33
.
Queen of the Prairies, with a white one, as Balti
»
-“ 4
83 @.. 84 | 40: SWesk.v.
The great success of the first volume of Dr. Butmore Belle, the infermixture of the two in bloom
COAL:
do. Muscovadoss @.. i0
ler’s Commentary
(the
Gospels),
16 00 G18 00 Porto Rico...... 05 @.: 65
presents a magnificent show. For the Cypress
having passed | Canal
vine and other lighter species of the Tpomea, a through two editions in as many months, assured the
olIL.:
625 a 660
publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
gal
¥ ,
Anthracite... 8 ¢0 4 9 00 [Olive
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